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Those who know ie at all...know that along iy other predilections ('indexing' 
\ iy publications; keeping track of to whoi issues are sent; Founding Heaber of 
\ The Editorial Policy of the Month Club; spending tiie talking about nhei an 
'issue will be 'out', that could be applied to just doing it...)—I keep Lists. 
\ Soie exist only in iy eeiories.
\ Soie I publish. For iy leiories....

This particular Series began in an 1984 issue of OUTUORLDS [1391. as a 
staple listing of the uncut lovies/filis I had seen froi 1982 on. Subsequent 
'LISTiania’s' (0H43; 0H55; 0H60) were also Halted to lovies/filis...and I

OUT OF SEQUENCE, OUT OF TIME-here it 
is the 18th October (4 days to Ditto) 
-- and what we have here is the first
•official' 1992 issue of OBTKmDS! 
I'll explain that to you, soieday....

In the leantiie, even though it 
took over six eonths to 'do', and 
grew to twice the 'length 'projected, 
it has turned out to be an issue that 
!’■ particularly pleased with.

Let ie know what y«u think....
[And not only because it’s ilg 

list 'pruning' tiie again....)

— Bill

understand (& have 'explained' often enough) that particular fetish, the ex
pansion this tiie has not so luch to do with expanding horizons, but siiply an 
accumulation of other things to keep track of in one place.

The fonat, this tiie, will likely not be repeated: it is fun, but siiply 
takes up too iuch space.

As always, this is presented without rationalization, justification, or 
value judgeient. These are siiply soie of the influences on iy life, and are 
spun-out not necessarily because they are the lost iipor 
are the lost easily quantifiable. LLLLMit thk fkklktiri

Un a text-only version I ran in an apazine, the following 1991 'Totals' 
surfaced: Conventions Attended: 7 * Fanzines Published: 9 [184 pages total) 
” Books/Novels Read: 48 ' Filis/Movies Viewed: 35. Connoisseurs of this

I soie of the influences on iy life, and are 
hey are the lost important--but because they

Series-to-date will be aiused by that last total...which could be sub-titled 
siiply The Absence of Cable!)

So get your reading glasses out and aiuse yourself browsing through these 
bits of ay leiories...while you feel infinitely superior- 

...okay, Milliai. You lay 'conent* now.
[10/10/921
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CHRIS SHERMAN

INJo QcLa^KF-^^cr

wyfl Wednesday, September 25, 1991. The Boundary
Mg Waters Canoe Area, Northeastern Minnesota.
® walked to Canada this morning.
IP- It was a glorious northern autumn morning,
r crisp and windy, low scudding clouds acting as a 
giant rheostat for the sun. The light was steeply 
angled, full of character, constantly shifting, cons
tantly changing moods. Psychedelic orange moosemaple 
leaves seemed to dance with golden aspen and poplars on 
a background of wine dark sumac, stretching away for 
miles under a copse of virgin white pine.

The dogs were digging it. So was I.
At sunrise I had helped Helen (84 years old, going 

on 19) with her boat so she could go fish for trout in 
her cherished "spawning beds".

"The hummingbirds left today, you know," she spit 
out in her thick German accent. ''Really?" I replied, 
yanking the starting rope of the small outboard engine.
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ORIS SHERMAN:
[Spring Equinox 1992]

It was great seeing you at Corflu. 
He’re definitely going to have to get 
together wore tnan once every seven
year. HU did did did Umi iiii 
Wiffl For k it was an OUTHirt IDS 
con.

Strongfelt your frustration at 
Corflu. re the lack of loc, so I left 
the City of Angels determined to fill 
sole of the void. So: OUTKORLDS 62 is 
one of the tost phenoaenal fanzines 
I’ve ever received. In it you 
achieved everything your phantasy 
about the ideal prozine espoused 
(including the financials!) My re
action, quite siiply, was siiilar to 
what I felt after being reaied by 
DHALGREN. Kith this unqualified cot- 
parison. you light well iiagine that 
I’l still struggling to couunicate.

In an effort to overcoie this 
affliction, I succeed only in waf
fling. Word processing software lakes 
dithering and lane excuses easy. Kith 
WordPerfect, I can return to the au
tistic bliss of grade school, and 
atone for ly transgression by writing 
one-hundred tiies on an electronic 
blackboard: I Hied Outwrlds aid J 
Mill lie till BoMers. 1 liked Out- 
Morlds aid J Mill lie Bill BtMers. I 
liked OutMorlds aid I Mill lec Bill 
BtMers. 1 liked OutMtrlds aid 1 Mill 
lee Bill Bowers. 1 liked OutMtrlds 
aid I Mill lot Bill BiMers. 1 liked 
OutMerlds aid 1 Mill lec Bill Bowers. 
I liked OutMorlds aid I Mill loc Bill 
Bowers.... (to spare the rainforests, 
I’l eibracing President Bush’s plea 
to liniiize regulatory restrictions. 
Thus: seven equals 100. Election year 
arithietic at work. I’l certain 
you’ll understand and approve.)

God, can you iiagine if we had 
such tools when we were younger? The 
above paragraph took all of ten sec
onds. APA-50 would have had wailings 
of thousands of pages, rather than 
the hundreds we regularly puked 
out.... PC’5 in the 70’s light have 
raised gutspilling to a national art- 
fori, supplanting investment banking. 
Now in tne 90’5 we would be reading 
about the unwinding of these ex
cesses. Arbitragers might be doing 
reverse-leveraged buyouts of eiotion- 
ally bankrupt fans, and the govern- 
■ent light oe raising the withholding 
rate on passion. The ire of duped 
pensioners light be focused on junk 
fanzines. Fan confidence, as eeas- 
ured by broad-based polling, light be 
scraping along at depths not seen 
since the rationing of ink and paper 
during the Great Depression.

Phew! Narrow escape.

"Dah. You always know when they leave because they 
don’t dive down on the chipmunks anymore who steal 
their nec-tar. Today only the bees and sqvirells are at 
the fee-der. The hummingbirds have gone home -for the 
vinter." She paused For a moment. "Like I will do in 
tree days. And I hope so much that God will let me see 
you again when next summer ist here."

I laughed and mumbled something vaguely reassur
ing. I told Helen I thought she was a hummingbird in 
disguise. This delighted her. "Oh, I bet you kill de 
girls. In Germany before the vaar we called young men 
like you wolves. But secretly, we were trilled when we 
were courted by wolves. Dey made you feel so... so 
alive." She gave me her most alluring smile, eyes 
smeared with mascara, saliva pooled at the corners of 
her mouth. I looked away and laughed again, then bid 
her good luck as she sped away from the dock, down the 
lake in search of her prey.

Now I walked with the dogs along the thinly trav
elled Border Route Trail. I nad been absorbed m 
thought for the past several miles, automatically look
ing for photographs but finding very little to snoot. 
After 20 years of photographic experience in the north 
woods, I had grown to accept that midday photography 
here was nearly impossible. Although tne light was 
stunning, the contrast range was either so stark or so 
flat that film just couldn’t capture the desired memory 
of the actual scene.

Breasting a small rise, I started downhill into a 
low marshy area. Something... alerted me to drop my 
reverie and pay more attention. This was prime moose 
area. Not bear — the black bears were all hiding, 
frightened by the periodic shooting of grouse hunters. 
The usually sociable ursans seemed to understand this 
early warning that their season was next. No bears 
here. The bog was classic moose territory.

I’ve long wanted to photograph moose. The only 
times I’ve ever come close enough were in winter, 
fighting for control in a skidding car on an icy road, 
barely averting catastrophe. On those occasions I was 
so preoccupied with not hitting the moose, or with the 
moose not charging the car, that taking a photograph 
was pretty far down the hierarchy of possible actions.

Today no moose were visible. Still, the feeling 
of being observed persisted.

The dogs yelped and exploded past me, one on ei
ther side, nearly knocking me over in their wild enthu
siasm. They raced into the woods, playing their futile 
but endlessly amusing game, trying to catch a red 
squirrel. I drifted back to mental wandering, letting 
my legs carry me over the ancient portage trail I had 
walked countless times before.

Emerging from the woods, the full force of the 
wind racing across Rose Lake bit sharply through layers 
of clothing. Here at the southeast end of the lake 
whitecaps were two feet high. I felt glad not to be on 
the lake. The waves were breaking at just about the 
length of a canoe, by far the most dangerous condition 
for a voyageur. Swamp your canoe in this weather and 
life would depart quickly.

I performed my small ritual of crossing the shal
low stream into Canada, made the dogs drink, then 
started back down the trail, looking forward to the hot 
wild rice soup Mom promised would be waiting on our 
return.

Almost immediately the feeling of being watched 
began anew. The dogs felt it too — they were hanging 
very close by. Senses heightened, camera ready, I 
walked a few hundred yards farther, then stopped dead. 
On the path in front of me was fresh scat, steaming in 
the cold air. I looked closely and saw three sets of 
paw prints on the trail where there should have been 
only two. Though Tess and Terra are big dogs, one set 
of prints was noticeably larger than the other two.

We were being stalked.
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Cariis lupus is one of the few animals living in 
the north woods I’ve never seen. I’ve heard the gray 
wolves many times, most often in the winter when the 
blanket of the forest canopy has fallen away. This is 
the time when echoes of the howling wolf bear an eerie 
resemblance to the cry of the loon that carries so 
effortlessly across summer lakes. Several times I’ve 
heard the howling after I had skied miles away from any 
human habitation. Yet I never felt fear. Contrary to 
popular belief, wolves rarely attack humans. They can 
be quite bold, however, in attacking domesticated ani
mals. Like sheep or cows. Or dogs.

Scat in the middle of the trail was a conspicuous 
statement. It was clear we had inadvertently strayed 
into the wolf’s territory. Our best move would be to 
leave as quickly as possible, showing no fear. My mind 
raced to anticipate our tactical options. With most 
canine species, dominance is highly respected. As a 
diehard runner. I’ve learned the best way to avert at
tacks by hostile dogs is to shout commands and assume 
an aggressive posture toward the oncoming animal. Dogs 
respect that, and usually back down. I had no idea how 
this strategy would work with a wolf. Lacking other 
weapons, resolute confrontation seemed to be our only 
alternative.

As we came into the moose bog again, Tess barked 
and shot into the forest before I could grab her. Com
pletely out of character. Terra whined and frantically 
circled around me. unwilling to follow. I shouted 
"Tess! Get back here, damn it!" Tess is part wolf her
self, and can be maddeningly independent, usually at 
critical times like these. What would happen? Would 
she be attacked? Would she "go wild"? In helpless 
frustration I tried to calm Terra so I could hear what 
was happening in the wood.

i -

WOLF

V 34 in.

26 to 33 in.

Ja. e

'X

wolf tracks and droppings

d. Foster gallop.
e. Slow trot.
f. Droppings (northern Minn.).

92

a. Tracks in mud (Alasko).
b. Easy gallop.
c. Irregular run.

I really liked Nillias’s writ
ing. It read Buch better in 0U7UQRLDS 
than APfi-50. Encourage the boy to 
continue, especially his writings 
about early childhood and faaily. 
It’s excellent stuff—the best he’s 
ever done.

Even so, if Mi’s piquant bleating 
laughter hadn’t rung through the 
halls at Corflu I would be convinced 
that he never sailes any Bore. Or, 
judging frow his tone-of-loc, Larry 
either.

I’b surprised by their serious
ness. The strongest affecting force 
fandoB has to offer is tolerance. 
Nhere else but OUTMDRLDS would you 
find a hoaeboy froa Appalachia now 
living as a chic San Franciscan, 
railing against the apparent aateri- 
alisa of an existentially nauseated 
third-generation Scandinavian, both 
being scathingly critiqued by an In
tellectual froe the infaaous Chicago 
School, all appearing together as a 
'these' in a labor of love froa an 
ex-ailitary toy engineer producing 
aaazing lit-sure as he relentlessly 
follows an inner aission to achieve 
higher aeaning?

Na is delighted that Sheryl re- 
aeabers STARFIRE better than ANTITHE
SIS. Hey, Na: ae too. You’re right: 
STARFIRE was better than ANT. You do 
good shit, as evidenced by the Sood 
Zinekeeping seal of approval Father 
Nilliaa bestowed on you. Let it go, 
friend. There’s enough rooa in fan- 
doa, let alone the rest of the world, 
for both of us to express ourselves 
without worrying about whether we are 
"better*, "wore correct*, or in 
Larry’s iniaitable words, 'annoying* 
to others. Just keep doing your own 
stuff, aang. Trash the worry -- it’s 
useless and will wear you away faster 
than aasturbating. (Aside: Great 
layering effect of your letter by 
'the editor' on p. 2091.1

(Gray Wolf

One night four of us, including our year-ok 
v4a gravel bar of the Porcupine River, in 

^was clear September weather, and we s 
{Open without tent. At dawn we were awak 
{the river. Soon we realized that we were l> 
arolves, one upstream, the other below our 

other, raised its muzzle and howled, 
intruding on their home ground. At any ra 
Ltnsp autumn morning, comfortable in oi 
Kiened to this song of the Arctic wilderness 
B/The wolf song is a long monotone, lack] 
tremolo of the coyote. It is very similar 
Maskan malamute and other deep-chested 
^For further contemplation of the proba 

, *61f howl and its ceremonial actions, I wo 
: o&the monograph The Wolues of Mount 
; Wurie.
; tThe tracks figured here are those of the I 

Hie front foot is larger than the hint! foot a 
Jill measure 4 to 5 inches long (without th 
finches wide, depending on the speed, ai 
YThe front toes tend to spread much more tl 
jpind tracks measured were 3% to 4^4 ini 
•inches wide. In snow the tracks tend to hi 
)front track reaching 5% inches in lengt 
pleasured was one in wet sand, on the Po 
i*hich with toes widely spread measured si
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.Ci 1ence. No branches cracking, no barking or

Only the wavelike sussuration of the wind, moving 
calmly through the tops of the beautiful autumn trees.

Oh, shit.

owering

Wily 31 |---------

"Tess!" The wind swallowed the echo. No reply.
Directly behind me, in a startling explosion of 

sound, something crashed through the brush and raced 
out onto the trail. Adrenaline surged as I twisted 
around to face the attacker, automatically 1 
myself into an impact-absorbing crouch....
. ., Tess. Alone. A decaying birch log in her mouth, 
tai! provocatively wagging, wanting to play fetch.

Still uneasy, I turned in a slow circle — and 
there, behind a large rock, I thought I caught the 
bright flash of incredibly green eyes, laughing at 
me....

■/I 1 rAls?u my camera, aiming it precisely, like a 
rifle. As the scene shot into focus I saw nothing but 
the large rock, and next to it a dwarf alder, its shiny 
green leaves reflecting highlights of the sun as the 
wind made the tree shudder.

Disappointed, I took the photograph anyway. Some- 
ZuV> I II show it to a city dweller who’s never been in 
the woods. With a straight face I’ll explain that the 
photo is an accurate representation of a gray wolf in 
its natural habitat.

Then, remembering Helen, I’ll wait for a reaction.

So now you begin to see the in
fluence OH 62 has had on ae. And to 
think! I even brushed off your wise 
warning about Jeanne Boman’s infec
tious laugh. Thinks I R infected: 
wordwise, anyway. It was a delight to 
becoae reacquainted with the senior 
OilTHORLOS coluanist at Corflu. No way 
at I going to try to watch Skel via 
pastiche, though. She wears her dig
nity too well for that.

Kell, enough. This is supposed 
to be a serious loc. So let’s wove 
on to serious coaaentary.

Ted Nhite’s letter convinces ae 
that the gradual heat death of the 
Universe is quickening. Since you 
didn’t wait five or ten years to pub
lish his response to ay years-old 
loc, I feel an urgency to respond to 
hi■ now. Especially since aental 
entropy is definitely accelerating.

Yes, Ted, the cover I saw was on 
a fanzine given ae by Carl Jacobi. 
Carl was good friends with both Cliff 
Siaak (Minneapolis Star) and Don 
Kandrei (St. Paul Pittetr), so the 
connection with newspapers is proba
bly valid. You see! Even in ay naive 
youth I knew Ted was wiser than I. 
Thanks to the Bowerseditorialvagaries 
it’s taken all this tiae to have that 
fact proven.

Now we can all sleep wore 
soundly.

Sunday, September 1, 1991. St. Peter’s 
Basilica, Vatican City.

hen I was a kid growing up in Boulder, the 
greatest thrill in the world came from riding 

ai x ID? roller coaster at Elich Gardens in Denver. 
Hi most nothing in my experience compares to those early 
rushes of adrenaline, but I think I’ve finally found an 
even more exciting sensations riding in a Roman taxi.

Romans are perhaps the most aware and skilled 
drivers I ve ever seen. On a street painted with three 
lanes, five or six lines of traffic will spontaneously 
form, merge, then recombine, constantly transforming. 
Daredevils on mopeds pay no attention at all to direc
tion or velocity, miraculously ricocheting from via to 
via, somehow escaping mortal injury. Unable to help 
myself, I ve burst out laughing every time I’ve been in 

.Even the more reserved of my companions, 
the South Africans and the Finns, join in on what al- 

seems to end in near-hysterical whoops of glee, 
whw kind of native training, I can understand now 
•y Italians make good racecar drivers. I don’t even 

mind when the drivers invariably ask for a few thousand 
lire more than the fare.

Here at the Vatican, the giddy euphoria of ca
reening down the hill from our hotel and feeling lucky 
to have survived has softened some of the somber edge 
of this awesome place.

My mood quickly changed when the mafioso-like soul 
m the expensive suit and sunglasses refused to allow 
me into the cathedral. A bouncer at St. Peter’s! My 
Southern Californian instincts had ill—served me here 
in the 90 degree Mediterranean heat. I intended no 
Disrespect, but these people took my short pants as a 
clear and unforgivable sign of such.

No admittance.
.. WhaD C??1!7 fr°sts me is that to bypass this sanc
tion, not thirty feet away a couple dozen tourists, men 
and women, are stripping to underwear and exchanging 
h.1.? hF5' Jhe logic escapes me: short pants are taboo,

10 ?ubllc 15 Well, as they say, When

While the others visit Michelangelo’s inner sanc
tum, I wander around the plaza. It’s guite a bit 
larger and more impressive than photos or television
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images suggest. I stand still for a moment where I 
imagine the media booths are positioned in Tom Clancy’s 
THE SUM OF ALL FEARS, which by happy coincidence is the 
novel I chose to read during the trans-Atlantic flight. 
An old woman furiously working her rosary sees me, and 
probably suspicious of my meditative stance starts 
shouting "Signore! Longa pantsa! Respecto! Signore! 
Signore!" I smile and nod at her, which just seems to 
increase the fervor of her imprecations. One of the 
Swiss Mercenary guards dressed like a court jester 
glances impassively at me, decides I’m harmless, then 
studiously ignores me. Two young Australian women, 
seeing me taking photographs, ask me to take a picture 
of them in front of the mobile home that serves as the 
Vatican Post Office. A good ol’ boy from Texas ambles 
by and tells me the drinking fountains in the plaza are 
"running with goddamned holy water — can you even 
believe that?"

The city founded by Romulus and Remus is full of 
paradox. All week I’ve been engaged in an involuntary 
battle with a shepherd. In the middle of this expansive 
city he tends his tiny flock of sheep. He herds them 
along a busy street that sports fast cars with loud 
engines, squealing brakes and frequently blaring horns. 
Yet every time I’ve quietly run by, the sheep panic and 
bolt, provoking screams of outrage and waved fists. 
The first time it happened the idea of sheep in the 
middle of the city surprised me so much I didn’t know 
how to react. With each new day, I’ve tried a differ
ent scheme to avoid the flock. Nothing seems to work. 
The shepherd seems to consider me an urban wolf, look
ing for an easy meal. Maybe tomorrow I’ll snarl and 
snap my jaws at him as I lope by.

Back at the hotel, after a full day of walking 
through the ancient city, after another incredible 
dinner at an outdoor piazza with a spectacular view of 
the city stretched below, we sat in the bar talking 
about the day. I was feeling warmly reflective. The 
ruins of the Forum had deeply impressed me, holding as 
they do such monumental testament to Western civiliza
tion. The Colosseum was mind-blowing. I had assumed 
it was built on the smaller scale of most historical 
monuments I had seen. No way. Comparable to a profes
sional sports arena in any modern city, the Colosseum 
is huge. As I walked around it, I passed one arched 
entry where underground passages lay exposed. My imag
ination easily conjured images of gladiators, Chris
tians, and lions walking confidently or fearfully 
through these passages into the arena thronged with 
thousands of bloodthirsty spectators. While my inner 
eye played out the spectacle. I was thrilled by the 
irony ol a tomcat stretched lazily on a fallen marble 
column, oblivious of the history he was unintentionally 
mocking.

Nearing midnight, the conversation turned to the 
Vatican. A number of our group had gone to the soccer 
(uh, football) game, and were curious to know how we 
found the nexus of Christian religion.

"Well, you know, they didn’t let Chris inside," 
said Lennart, in an impish, playful tone.

"Just because he’s American?" teased Hannu.
So saying, Hannu laid down the gauntlet. I looked 

around, and decided I wanted to stir up a little trou
ble, in a friendly sort of way.

"You know the thing that bothers me most about not 
being allowed to go inside?"

Yes, they did want to know. Secretly or openly, 
they all believe Americans are crazy. I decided to play 
provocateur. Before speaking, I looked each in the 
eyes. Hannu is a priest in the Finnish army. Luciano 
and Piero are our very Catholic hosts. Mercedes nearly 
entered a nunnery in Portugal before becoming our of
fice manager in Amsterdam. Lennart is a staunchly 
Protestant Swede. Rafael, a pious Spanish accountant. 
Roberto, a shrewd Brazilian businessman. They are all 
people of great faith, each in their own way.

I find it asusing that Mi con
siders ae a 'yuppie'. Tell that to 
■y Moa. Bill (sorry: Billiaa), and 
when she finally recovers froa hys
terical paroxysas of laughter give it 
your best shot at convincing her. 
Good luck! For reference: I don’t own 
a washing eachine (though I adait to 
lusting after a 15 year-old Maytag I 
saw at a garage sale last weekend — 
but it’s too oig for ay apartaent). 
Never saw an episode of Inin Peaks, 
because I don’t have a TV. Not ear
ned, no kids.... Haan: better stop 
this inventory; I’a starting to sound 
like a William Breiding done.... 
Soaetiaes I do wish I felt acre coa- 
fortable with the trappings of afflu
ence. In ay job, I often have to work 
auch harder than necessary to estab
lish credibility, because of ay 'pre
sentation'. I dress for coafort, not 
style. I lack William’s fashion-sense 
(a hot topic in fiPfi-50 these days!) 
so often don’t aake a great first 
iapression, particularly when working 
at the executive level. But people 
are people, and usually things turn 
out right once we start creating 
results.

I’ve willingly eabraced the cor
porate world as ay preferred environ- 
aent. As I recall, half a lifetiae 
ago Ma. and I were both enaaored of 
Heraann Hesse. In his penultiaate 
novel, THE GLASS BEAD GAME, Hesse 
created a world where the highest 
level of huaan achieveaent was aas- 
terv of 'the gaae'. To ae, business 
is that gaae. Yes, I know we’ve been 
taught/conditioned in our culture to 
be suspicious of business and its 
natives. For sone, this suspicion is 
well founded. For nost, this belief 
is an ignorant, Pavlovian response, 
based on vague Orwellian populist 
suspicions of centralized power. It 
constantly astonishes ne how sone 
Hie can hold strong anti-business 

ings, yet long for and actively 
support an activist, nanipulative 
role fron our governaent. Unde Saa 
is the biggest 'anti-shareholder 
business' in the world, and fucks up 
on a regular, continual basis. How 
long do you think a corporation that 
killed a half-million 'eaployees' and 
wasted billions (the 'Vietnaa* pro
ject) would have survived if it had 
been forced to behave by the rules 
that govern all other businesses?

Un... excuse ne while I put ay 
soapbox back in the closet.
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In the most serious tone I could muster, I said, 
"The thing that really bothers me is that I feel I got 
shitty customer service from the largest service organ
ization in the world."

It’s amazing the hotel is still standing after the 
emotional firestorm unleashed by that single insipid 
comment.

The next couple of hours were very interesting, to 
say the least. Religion is a phenomenal catalyst tor 
igniting passion in otherwise sober people. In the end, 
everyone realized I was only playing devil’s advocate 
(and they were conducting an inquisition!). We all 
agreed that next day they would serve as my honorary 
escort to the Vatican, where, like a modern day Luther 
I would tape to the door the cocktail napkin on which I 
had scribbled my protest, the cliched and overused 
slogan, "The Customer is always right."

I winced at your choice of 
words: ‘In iany ways I envy your 
globetrotting...' Very perceptive. 
No doubt ay vast experience now 
qualifies ie as an expert in inter
national toilet fixtures. I rather 
doubt you would envy this often 
inevitable consequence of travel. 
Bidet as it lay....

Nhen I’m not traveling on busi
ness ay aain desire is to stay hoae, 
work in ay woodshop or garden, cook, 
and spend entire days reading, not go 
flying off soaewhere to 'relax', rd 
counsel against envy Bill: There’s a 
lot of truth to the greener grass 
theory. Too ouch of a good thing 
leads to a Motto Joe Nesson would be 
proud of: Noderation in all things, 
including aoderation.

My 'work': I head up a teaa re
sponsible for 'product developaent* 
for an international aanageaent con
sulting network. Ne develop tools 
used to solve business probleas. 
These tools are often software or
video based. My favorite projects 
require a deep involveaent with a 
custoaer’s business, 'consulting* if 
you will. Regressing to an earlier 
theae, I see business as the conduit 
through which people create things 
lasting and aeaningful. The best 
businesses are value-anchored, 
striving to be profitable both 
dollarwise and for the fulfillaent 
and growth of everyone associated. 
Admittedly this often does not work. 
And that’5 precisely the need we 
address: helping organizations close 
the gap between perceived and actual 
values, processes, outcoaes....

Once we have captured the es
sence of an organization’s 'will 
state' as we call it. we create 
print, video, and software, then con
duct highly charged workshops that 
■ake APr-50 style gut-spilling seen 
like adolescent whiapering (gee, coae 
to think about it...). The diversity 
of the huaan needs 1 encounter aakes 
work a hell of a lot of fun because 
it’s such a whole-brain process.

Saturday, July 7, 1990. RoadAmerica 
Motorsports Park. Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin. 

I At the flag station on turn eight.

his corner is great because the flag station 
jHJ where I’m standing is only five feet from the 
““J inside edge of the track, providing a perilously 

close-in view of the action. Even so, despite the noise 
of the cars, the rhythm of racing is making me drowsy.

The chirping sound of brakes locking uptrack draws 
my attention. Five cars are racing down the straight
away toward our turn. By now, I had seen the pattern 
often enough to understand what was happening. By the 
rules of racing, the first car entering the commonly 
accepted turn-in point "owned" the corner. A trailing 
car, even if only inches behind, must yield. In this 
instance there was no contest. The lead car, Yellow 
31, was several carlengths ahead of his followers and 
took the racing line precisely through the corner. My 
eyes easily followed the car through the turn. The 
squeal of brakes locking again jerked my head to the 
right, and just as the catastrophe began, my mind kind
ly threw the slow-motion switch, arresting the action, 
compressing the events to follow into dreamlike slow
ness.

Formula racecars are all built to the same stand
ard. Theoretically, every formula car is identical, 
able to drive the same distance in the same amount of 
time, plus or minus fractions of seconds. Unlike Nascar 
racing ala Days of Thunder, where drivers can engage a 
clever craffsmanTo improve the performance of a car, 
formula racecars are deliberately built to remove car 
performance as a variable. The skill and strategy of 
each driver are the all important factors in winning 
races.

Simple as it sounds, the two key areas where skill 
and strategy manifest themselves most are in accelera
tion and braking. Of the two, braking is the most cru
cial, and the most difficult. Almost paradoxically, 
massive braking at the right time can significantly 
help increase acceleration.

Readers of science fiction are quite familiar with 
this concept. A spacecraft can harness a slingshot 
effect by plunging headlong into the gravity well of a 
sun, slowing just enough to avoid destruction, then 
whipping around the star in a tight orbit, using rota
tional force to accelerate away much faster than it had 
approached.

Carefully calculated braking into a turn can do 
the same thing for a racecar. The skill comes in know
ing how long to hold off before starting to brake, ac
complishing the double-clutch downshift in a heartbeat, 
turning the tiny steering wheel with delicacy and 
grace, and then gauging now rapidly to roll your foot 
off the brake onto the accelerator without risking a 
spin. No two drivers ever do these things in quite the
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same way. This is where strategy comes into play — 
anticipating what the drivers ahead of and behind you 
will do, avoiding their mistakes, and at the same time 
using your own skills to gain maximum advantage. All 
at very high speed. Formula racing is chess on wheels.

The second car into the turn, Blue 27, had waited 
too long to brake. He had been focusing intently on 
Yellow 31 just ahead of him. Instead of braking at his 
own spot. Blue 27 had lost concentration and been lured 
into braking at the same point as the leader (who was 
now accelerating nicely out of the turn). Like a hunter 
shooting at the point where he sighted his fleeing 
quarry, rather than where it would be when the bullet 
arrived. Blue 27 was way off track. He missed his own 
racing line, and was now fighting to get if back. To 
magnify the problem, Red 5 in the car behind him was a 
better driver. Making what ordinarily would have been 
a skilled judgement call, Red 5 kept formation, also 
waiting a long time to brake, expecting Blue 27 to 
maintain the nearly unvarying carlength of distance 
they had held for the first eleven laps of the race.

Strategic error. Rook threatens King. Check.
Now it was too late for both cars. Red 5 realized 

his mistake, and carefully tried to turn away but by 
now Blue 27 was slightly sideways. Inch by inch the 
cars slid together until the nose of Red 5 was tucked 
snugly under the gearbox of Blue 27. Hold it guys, hold 
it... but Blue 27 looks in the mirror and senses disas
ter. Seeing Red 5 right in his face he panics and jerks 
his steering wheel hard left. Bingo. Red 5’s left front 
tire (locked as it should be) lightly touches Blue 27’s 
right rear tire (heavily braking, but still rotating, 
as it should not be). With three tires rotating and one 
suddenly stationary, Blue 27’s full weight and momentum 
is immediately thrown onto the three rotating wheels.

Balance lost. At times like this the immutable 
laws of physics really suck.

Instantly Blue 27 flips into a vertical position. 
Still travelling over 100 mph, the airborne car twists 
slightly, then violently smashes upside down on the 
track. The abrupt friction reduces velocity, but the 
car is still carrying too much speed. Blue 27 flips up 
again, rolls slightly, then smashes down again, frag
ments of the car’s body exploding outward like shrap
nel. One more flip, and the car is off the track into 
the sandy infield, landing upside down, finally having 
?iven up all the energy it carried into the turn. Left 
rent and right rear wheels have detached and are ca

reening madly down the track, seemingly hellbent to 
continue on their former path.

Pawn takes King. Checkmate.
Sick fear races like vomit through my veins. The 

other people at the corner are moving and shouting — a 
yellow caution flag is grabbed and frantically waved. 
Loud, abrupt instructions shouted into the walkie- 
talkies "We need an ambulance and a tow truck at turn 
eight NOW!" Red 5 has skidded to a stop about fifty 
feet down the track, wrecked nose pointed toward on
coming cars. Black Zero and Green 69 enter the turn, 
but have seen the crash and are going through it slow
ly. though they sprint back to racing speed without 
delay, correctly trying to get away from the crash 
scene as quickly and safely as possible.

I want to help, to do something, but all I’m able 
to do is kick over a can of coke onto a racing magazine 
and stare dumbly at the motionless helmet hanging up
side down in the totally wrecked car. The guy next to 
me grabs a fire extinguisher and starts to run across 
the track. Another guy screams "Look for cars!"

I wonder if I have just seen a human being die. I 
flash back to my grandmother’s death, vividly recalling 
the last feeble tightening of her grasp around my hand. 
Was it her final act as a person when she squeezed my 
hand? Dr was it a death reflex? Because her eyes were 
wide and unfocused and she said nothing I’ll never 
’'now.

Another interesting project I’ve 
been working on lately is our inter
nal coaaunications network. He oper
ate in 40 countries (including Russia 
and the Ukraine), and I've been 
putting together an integrated net
work that uses telephone, fax, elec
tronic aail, and video teleconferen
cing. To use the buuzzphrase, I’b 
creating a ’virtual worKgroup*. In 
the process I’b doing a lot of cajol
ing, relationship-building, chaapion- 
ing... in short, all the things you 
do when you start an ARA. The key 
difference is ’APA-LSI’ (Leadership 
Studies International) is equipped 
with all the high-tech stuff tnat was 
vague fantasy in 60’s It 70’s SF. The 
irony is that APA-50 is nearly 20 
years old, and here I’b starting an
other one. You’d think I would have 
learned.
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But what about now? Had someone just perished due 
to his own stupidity and fear?

I’m watching more carefully now than I’ve ever 
watched in my life. I’m completely out of touch with 
my core. Reality, meaning, purpose... all of my life 
anchors seem to nave been violently wrenched loose.

Then, very slowly, very tenatively, a gloved hand 
ged from the cockpit of the demolished car. And 
d at us.

emen 
wavei

There is no word in any language that describes 
the sense of relief that flooded through me at that 
moment.

I ran across the track and helped roll the car 
over. I stepped aside as others unstrapped the driver 
Red 5 is there, helping his opponent out of the car. 
Blue 27 struggles with his helmet, and as he pulls it 
□ff his first words are an apology to Red 5. They are 
both eliminated from the race now, their last race of
the weekend. While the paramedics examined the driv
ers. and miraculously pronounced them unhurt, I looked 
at the tangled debris that had been a racecar.

Three weeks from today, I will strap my
□ne of these machines for the first time. I

self into 
will learn

Kell, off to Boston toworrow, 
and who knows where frow there. 
Travel season is open again. So !’■ 
going to wrap this up and send it to 
you. ...

Once again, really enjoyed see
ing you at torflu' Sa even consider
ing making it a tgaspl Regular Thing. 
Maybe if we can convince wes and Vhia 
to do so also.... frec’d 31251921

to drive it. I will compete with others in a race much 
like I’ve seen today. The idea scares the shit out of 
me. Yet I feel I have just seen the most vivid living 
example of the quaint fear-soothing phrase, "imagine 
the worst possible thing that can happen."

Abruptly and without warning, my confidence shoots 
skyward, like a hummingbird that has just plunged from 
a great height and arced through the snapping jaws of a 
hungry wolf, racing up toward the heavens, wisps of 
luposaliva falling away earthward in a faint, ethereal 
stream.

That night, I dreamed I walked for miles through 
the heavily wooded ruins of an ancient city, its noble 
but decaying buildings supported by sweeping columns of 
disintegrating racecars.

------Chris Sheraan
Crec’d 11/4/911
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y friend JoAnn, the smartest person I know, 
said., "I’ve never enjoyed anything so much 
that I understood so little.'1 Or, "

have added, seen so little.
, she might 

The Max Palevsky Auditor!-

-- in an earlier lite I was going to 
label the following subset of con
tributions: "TRICON: and Beyond', or 
southing equally archaic....

Be that as it way, the bits by 
Larry, Carolyn and Mi have only these 
three things in couon:

All were written by friends who
I have known kltih kh^j ktfk kite for 
a long tiwei

...only I, on the face of the 
earth, have seen all three articles 
in their original state;

...and I not only thoroughly 
enjoyed 'discovering' thew, but also 
learned sowething froi reading each 
of The Three.

um at the University of Chicago was so packed 
press up to the emergency exit, and beg a snai

we had to
‘emergency exit, and beg a snarling guy 

wearing a name badge that read — or rather dared — 
"USHER", to let us in. Eventually we managed to push 
our way into the vestibule. But we never got near the 
theater, and sat on the floor just outside the stage 
door with about thirty other would-be audience members, 
listening to an invisible voice coming through a set of 
speakers. The speakers were behind us, but we all sat 
facing the door, as if somehow we could see through it 
to the real speaker.

A displaced audience, listening uncomfortably to a 
disembodied voice. This seemed a perfectly reasonable
way to hear a lecture by Jacques Derrida, the father of 
Deconstructionism, and, after a while, it started to 
feel like the only way. Whatever Deconstruct!onism is 
— and it defies definition because definitions are one
of the things, along with questions, that it questions 
— Derrida is surely its most excitin 
(If the torrents of prose in favor an 
any indication, Derrida is "exciting" both in the — 
of stimulating and inspiring as well as that which 
drives to madness.) To hear Derrida, but not to see

1 aga 
both

erson.
him are

in the sense

him — to hear what he said and not what he appeared to 
be saying — this was probably as good a starting point 
for understanding Deconstructionism as any. No wonder 
I was sore for two days.

Between April 19th and 26th, Derrida gave four 
lectures as the Frederic Ives Carpenter Visiting Pro
fessor of English, all of them about the relationships 
between concepts of time and gifts. Derrida is an 
obsessively meticulous reader, who scrutinizes — 
literally — every word in his texts. The first talk, 
ostensibly about Marcel Mauss’s essay "The Gift", began 

tence quote from Mauss and never mention- 
Insteao, he went off on a breathless tour

with a one-sentence
ed him again.

lie start off with a lecture 'review', 
and close with a band 'review*...with 
a ’restaurant’ "review* placed in the 
■iddle. For substance....

LARRY DOWNES:

You still type things, don’t you? 
Whenever you can afford to return the 
borrowed typer, you ought instead of 
getting one of those get yourself a 
cheap little computer; then people 
can just send you disks or, to be 
really swart, call up your cowputer 
and send the file directly over the 
phone. I still work on this trashy 
little IBU PC I bought (for a zillion 
dollars by today’s standards! in 
1985, which has never given we an 
instant of trouble and is still suit
able even for long wanuscripts. I al- 
aost wish it wasn't because, though I 
really can’t afford anything new, I 
would sure like to have an excuse to 
replace it. But it keeps chugging 
along, apparently forever. And don’t 
tell we you’re one of those anti- 
technology people; this went out of 
style a very long tiie ago. And don’t 
tell we you're not stylish; I siwply 
know that isn’t true.
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So I enjoyed OU 062, which took a 
very long tiie to read through. I 
liked both Ha’s and Chris’s contribu- 
tions--they seea to be very auch like 
what both wrote in fipa-50 in the 
Seventies, only older.

... I oust say I found even sore 
shocking Bob Tucker’s report of sup
pressed entries in the worldcon news
letter. Although there is a noble and 
long-standing Chicago tradition of 
censorship (which sone nay know of 
aost recently through the attacks on 
paintings ano sculptures at the Art 
institute, one of the late Mayor 
Harold Washington in lingerie and 
another of a U.S. flag aounted on the 
floor, for both of which that august 
body’s Board displayed courageous 
spinelessness) it has rarely been 
applied to the printed word, since 
doing so would require that soaeone 
actually read the offending text. 
This auch attention to detail is 
certainly reaarkable, if outrageous. 
If only they could have used all that 
energy for good, and not evil....

Can’t laagine why you excised 
that one paragraph froa ay letter, 
but as I wrote Chris (what an odd 
phrase that is!) far be it froa ae to 
question the wisdoa of the sage 
editor.

Your 'Post-It Motes', as far as 
I can recall, is the longest piece of 
uninterrupted writing of your own in 
any OUTUOOLDS, if not your forner 
personalzines. And it was wonderful. 
Personally, I can live without all 
the booklists and descriptions of the 
early Bowers publishing catalogues if 
H leans wore of this journalizing.

Well, I suppose that’s it for 
now. School goes on, and I confess 
to a certain frustration with the 
prospect of a third year of it—the 
cost, the tine, the classnates. Go
ing back to school didn’t turn out to 
be such fun, after all. But I’a stay
ing here for the suiter, and did get 
a clerkship with a federal appellate 
judge whose chambers are downtown for 
the year after graduation, so I know 
at least a little about iy future, 
and that it’s likely to continue to 
be in Chicago. And I’a happy about 
that. 111201921

□f philosophy, psychology, religion, economics, con
tract law, linguistics, and anthropology, proving one 
simple anti-thesis: the gift, the very notion of a 
gift, is a paradox. ("Eet ees impossible," he says 
over and over.) To make a gift, you have to know it is 
a gift, and at that instant it ceases to be a gift, be
cause there has been some exchange, some taking back of 
a benefit (or expected benefit, with interest); some
thing is put into circulation, like currency. Forget 
you gave the gift, then forget you forgot it; it’s 
still too late. Time is...well, money. (JoAnn acts 
out the tragedy of Christmas in the Derrida home: 
"Papa, ou sont les cadeux?" "Les cadeux? Sent impos
sible. Ne existe pas.")

The second lecture, "The Madness of Economic Rea
son", returned to Mauss in excruciating detail (2 1/2 
hours), and the third and fourth (3 and 4 nours, re
spectively) treated a few themes in "Counterfeit Mon
ey", a one-page story by Charles Baudelaire. ("All 
money is counterfeit," Derrida notes.) The story be
gins, "After leaving the tobacconist’s", and the mean
ing of these four words consume the entire third lec
ture ("The Poetics of Tobacco") and a half-hour "di
gression" in the fourth. (Tobacco is the "gift that 
dematerializes"; it "goes up in smoke.")

Why does this matter? At the start of the last 
lecture, after Derrida had been introduced by a placid 
professor from the Divinity school, a man came out of 
the audience and took over the microphone. He deliver
ed a brief polemic about the University’s pathetic re
sponse to a recent series of attacks and death threats 
against gay students, including the cancellation of a 
Town Meeting the Dean of Students had agreed to after 
students marched on the administration building. When 
he had finished, the protester apologized for the in
terruption and presented Derrida with—oh, no!—a gift, 
an elaborate arrangement of tropical flowers. Derrida 
thanked him for "snaring your thoughts," then, as if on 
cue, went on to talk about homosexual overtones in the 
Baudelaire story, the failed gift of the narrator’s 
friend (a counterfeit coin to a beggar) and the narra
tor’s inability to ever forgive him for giving it.

The protester and his gift, somehow, almost, ex
plained everything—the gift, time economy, excuses and 
forgiveness, and why they might be important to talk 
about for a few days. It also had something to do with 
what it is that makes Derrida the most dangerous and 
subversive of his time. To take things apart, to look 
closely at the pieces, to ask obvious questions—well, 
who knows where this will lead? Are words the tools of 
humanity, or do they betray us, communicating far more 
than we want to say? For example: Is the administra
tion concerned about harassment, or do they just want 
to appear concerned? Should we hear their official 
comments on the attacks the way they want us to, or 
should we look elsewhere—perhaps to actions—for the 
real meaning of the words? Maybe the flowers, which 
stayed on the stage throughout the last talk, uninter
preted, weren’t given so much for forgiveness as they 
were in appreciation for the standard — questioning, 
rethinking — Derrida sets.

After the lecture, there is a reception, and we 
stood right next to him, drinking lemonade. Derrida is 
an elegant, stocky man in his sixties, with white hair 
and a matching raincoat. Hardly the look of a revolu
tionary; he looks more like a movie star. People are 
even asking for his autograph. "We’re standing next to 
a living philosopher," JoAnn says. She’s right. But 
you don t always need an autograph to know you’ve been 
inscribed.

,, ------Larry Domes 
u—appeared as “Hearing Derrida", in 
NenCity; May 9, 1991. Copyright 1991 NeuCity 
Communications, lnc.f reprinted by permission.J
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yards away from the 
ing almost the leno 
tables and chairs hi

hen you peer through the Chatterbox s store 
front, you can just make out the outlines on 

the otner side — the piano, the drummer, the 
saxophonist. You can hear them before you can see them.

I always marvel at how they can keep right on 
playing when the door opens just a couple of feet away. 
The Chatterbox is long and narrow, with the storefront 
at one of the narrow ends, and the bar less than two 

i postage-stamp-sized stage, stretch- 
ith of the place. A row of assorted 
iugs the wall across from the bar, 
if about 20 inches where people wholeaving a corridor of about 20 i 

can’t -Find seats stand and talk.
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A couple of months ago a regular who sometimes played 
there, too, took a strange mood and started arguing 
with Dave, the owner. This was on a night when the 
place wasn’t too crowded, and the Frank Glover trio was 
playing up -front.

Dave just stood on the other side o-f the bar and 
as the guy continued to persistently pontificate, Dave 
slowly moved toward the front, facing the guy and 
nodding all the time. Before he knew it. ne was argu
ing with Dave in front of the stage, with Dave waving 
him toward the door (and waving his portable phone with 
the other hand — it wouldn’t be the first time he’s 
called the police) and Frank Glover blowing away on his 
sax and not missing a beat.

If you sit down long enough, someone may come 
around to ask what you want, but who wants to wait that 
long? Either David or I stand at the bar, pushing in 
between all the people on stools, and order. Last time 
we were there it was a crowded night, and usually it’s 
hard to get the bartender’s attention. But Dave was 
standing behind the bar too, just listening to the 
music and keeping an eye on the crowd, and every time 
he saw some thirsty soul like me lean over the bar 
expectantly, he waved someone over.

Dave explained once how he had an ancient liquor li
cense that had been grandfathered in. Under its terms, 
he must serve soup, a food item and milk. He keeps a 
box of Lipton Cup-a-Soup on the shelf (always taking 
care to replace it when the expiration date rolls 
around) and serves frozen "Patties of Jamaica" meat- 
filled spicy turnovers, which are heated up in the 
microwave. There’s always half & half on hand for 
those people who drink Kaluha & cream. Potato chips 
and peanuts complete the menu.

There are brown and orange flowers on the walls — 
but it’s not easy to make them out under the swirls of 
black and red spray paint, the tin Halloween masks eye- 
lessly smiling down, or the various stickers and signs 
stuck on the walls. One sports a couple of palm trees 
and says "Aloha. Your hosts for tonight are!" and an
other explains that when a band is playing, in addition 
to the tips bucket being passed around regularly, 
drinks cost 15 cents more each.

A string of triangle-shaped plastic checkered flags 
— the kind that gas stations used to put up in May be
fore the "500" to flap in the breeze — hangs above the 
bar, and Christmas lights span the width of the place, 
below the high tin ceiling. In the back, two big old- 
fashioned white refrigerators sit, covered with 
graffiti.

, . When it’s quiet, it looks like a slightly kitsch, 
slightly hip watering hole. When the juke box is play
ing, or a lone musician sits at the piano and plays 
standards, it’s convivial. But when a drummer, a piano 
player and someone with a horn crowd onto the stage, it 
can sometimes be magical. Last time we went, not only 
was the Dick Dickinson trio there, but Frank Glover 
stopped by after playing somewhere else to join in on 
the clarinet for fun. Singer Paula Owen, resplendent in 
a glittery sheath and obviously coming from a better
paying, classier sort of place, got up to sing a couple 
of songs, while a pianist who’s currently playing with 
the Indiana Symphony Orchestra sat in.

I sometimes wonder how long the Chatterbox will last — 
how long before Dave, or someone after him, decides the 
place should close earlier, or expand, or start serving 
sandwiches. I dread the appearance of the first fern.

------Carolyn Doyle
Franklin. Indiana: November 1991 

[PERSONAL SLANT #12; FLAP Mig. #73; December 1991]
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a review of Caterwaul at the DMA Lounge

•Heart of my heart 
Look and don’t cry"

------Betsy Martin

he was a pale skinny thing, with thick, fine 
jet black shoulder length hair. She was 
--- sheerest black stockings I had• wearing the sheerest black stockings I had 

ever seen. They had this cool band of deep black around 
the thigh, and above that a block of lace. Her black 
velvet get-up ended just above the black band, and it 
had a slit up the front. When she moved back and forth 
or turned around, her skirt came apart to reveal the 
lace and upper portion of her pale thighs. At the junc
tion of her legs was a cascade of bright red roses set 
against the forest of black velvet. Sewn into the hips 
of this thing was a burgundy colored knit stretch mate
rial that hugged her waist and torso, stopping just be
low her small breasts. Holding this up was a pair of 
suspenders. Across her bosom she wore a garment some
thing between an abbreviated corset and an athletic bra 
also black and rich with lace. Her feet were encased
in a pair of old fashioned black suede high heels, ex
tremely pointed, with a strap pulled taut over the 
arch.

I was convinced that she was serious about the way 
she arranged herself in her clothing, but that she wore 
it with a sense of irony, making loving fun of her 
audience.

rufflin
ly in 
lets,

She moved forward, towards the crowd, her hands 
her thick hair, and then waving them delicate- 

1.1 ie air, her wrists (both bound by slender brace- 
one black, the other silver) were arched, her

fingers weaving. He red painted lips met the micro
phone. She began a soft careening that filled every 
crevice of the club.

The young audience, evenly mixed between girls and 
boys, stare in a glazed sort of way at the stage as she
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WM BREIDING:

I’ve been having a tough tiie looting 
0H62. It’s aliost a RAEBNC kind of 
thing. I know that’s a aost horrible 
thing to adait after all the blood 
and guts you put into it, and it is a 
wondrous thing, but it’s so huge P 
don’t know if it’ll fit in.

I spent a whole week with this 
thing. That’s wore than you can say 
about aost fanzines. I read it, and 
then I read it. Then I looked at it. 
I thoughts ‘It’s not the prettiest 
OiiTmmlDS, by far, but it’s probably 
the best.' Even you would probably 
agree with that. Although it nay not 
be superbly, subliaely, wonderfully 
gorgeous, it didn’t have to be be
cause, with the exception of soae of 
the late issue X’s, this was probably 
the best exaaple you’ve done so far 
of aarrying text and graphic design, 
so that it’s probably as ouch of a 
feast as you could aake it--even with 
tenuous connections like zipcodes, it 
flowed pretty seaalessly to the end, 
up to and including the contributor 
addresses and the back cover.

The reason? You, Bill.
Soaetiaes artists don’t know 

what they’re doing or how they do it. 
That’s not true with you. You are so 
aware--to the point of manipulation— 
that you could have 100 contributors 
and O8TH0RLDS would still be a per
sonalzine.

[...dated: 2.22.92: 6:10 pi;
...rec’d: 6121921

lifts a shimmering black leg, reaching for a note, her 
hair tumbling into her face.

The guitar pulses loudly, intersecting with her 
yodeling, and the crowd is momentarily confused. Heads 
shift involuntarily away from the girl towards the 
stocky, scruffy, snort-haired guitarist, in cut off 
jeans and sloppy tee shirt. He peels off layer after 
layer of strange melodic loudness, picking up where the 
singer has left her voice standing, carrying it into a 
land of eternal, ineffable romance.

The girl turns abruptly from the microphone and 
dances coltishly back to the rear of the stage. Her 
face is full, decadent and gleaming, with a huge, a- 
mazed smile. The drummer snaps his head once and grins 
back at her. Her arms trail through the air and she 
whirls childishly, playing with her hair, wandering 
back to the front of tne stage. She stands still, 
poised, ready. The guitar hits a deep, growling note 
and the singer emits a series of vowel sounds, rising 
and lowering in tone, punctuated by hard consonants and 
an occasional snapped phrasing. The audience doesn’t 
know how to react as tne music pulses; the crowd seems 
to be hanging in mid-air, perplexed, swimming in the 
sea of this buoyant, eager woman, the voice inter
twines with the guitar, then lifts, floating slightly 
above it in a languid octave break.

This is Betsy Martin. And the band is Caterwaul.
After three albums [The Nature of Things. Pin and 

Heb, Portent Hue) with virtually no band identity (ab
stracted, otherworldly cover art; tiny and sometimes 
altered photos of the band), I was left boggled and en
tirely unprepared for Betsy Martin. I would say that I 
had an "experience" when I saw Caterwaul. Reconciling 
Betsy Martin’s voice to her image, was exciting, chal
lenging and sexy, but what I experienced reached beyond 
this into a transcendent confusion; I wandered around 
for days afterwards with the performance living inside 
of me. My senses and thought frames were altered. I 
had been changed. This was Art.

As Peter and I were driving home in his pick-up 
("kinda like the Beverly Hillbillies go out to a club") 
— he said: "She’s the kind of girl you’d do anything 
for—you know—you’d become a junkie with her and it 
would be OK—you’d want to do it for her."

"That’s the kind of girl I’m looking for," I said. 
"Me too." Peter looked out the window.
There was a pause, and I sighed into it. As Peter 

turned onto 21st street from Harrison Street he looked 
at me and said, "Who knows what’s in store for us, 
William."

I repeated what he said in my head. I nodded into 
the darkness. "Yeah," I said.

When I got home that night and was finally able to 
go to sleep, I dreamed about Betsy Martin.

Danielle and I were on the dark streets south of 
Market, and she was giddy, eloquent and amused. Betsy 
Martin seemed to be everywhere in the darkness, sing
ing. and Dani was good naturedly trying to make it so 
that we avoided her. crossing streets and holding hands 
down alley ways that don’t exist.

We ended up in some dark club. Everything was as 
red as deep red roses, and there was Betsy Martin, a 
shiny black thing in the center of the red heart of the 
stage, yowling and tripping about girlishly.

Danielle pulled me close, her body emitting hot 
erotic pulses where our bodies met, Betsy Martin’s 
voice ringing through us. We slowly receded to the rear 
of the club, and the singer got smaller and smaller. 
We hit the dark wet streets. Danielle was laughing.

“OK. That’s enough," she said.
And I woke up.

_ , . ------Ha Breiding
[...an earlier version was published in an unnumbered/ 
undated issue of LETTERS FROM A COYOTE; rec’d 101’91 J
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hile I was attending a 
last July my beeper 
kept running to pay

convention in Raleigh 
ig off and I 
People eyed 

me suspiciously, as if I might be some unsavory sort, 
perhaps a drug dealer or a physician. Eventually I gave 
up and drove to a client’s office in Durham (about 30 
miles) to spend some time handling a minor emergency. 
This kept me busy until about 11 p.m..

I had intended to get to bed early, because at 8:00 
the next morning I was to drive a 15-passenqer van from 
Raleigh to the beach, and I wanted to be wide-awake 
enough to go the right direction on 1-40. (Granted, we 
would have reached the coast either way, but eastward

kept goin 
phones.

ave

is rather quicker.)
On the way back from the office to my apartment I 

stopped at a convenience store to pick up something or 
other. When I came out and tried to start my car, it
would only emit strange arcing and sparking noises. 
"Oh, goody!" I said.

I walked a couple of blocks in sweltering, record
breaking heat and humidity (it would outdo a Minne
sotan’s nightmare image of the South) in order to reach 
a gas station with road service.

Unfortunately, both of their trucks were out on 
long distance missions. No one knew how long they’d be 
gone, but I was invited to wait. I didn’t have much of 
a choice.

"Oh,

So there I was, stranded over a mile from my 
apartment with the clock ticking toward midnight, and I 
;._J thz zzr. i" =ight hours to play bushad to be back at the con in ei
driver.

While I waited, I telephoned the con committee 
chairman to report my problems. "Don’t tell me your 
problems, Grady!" he said. "The power’s out at my 
house!"

Eventually one of the wreckers came back. The 
driver was exhausted and was producing more sweat than 
I’ve ever seen generated by a human being without the 
help of special effects. The truck’s air conditioning 
was broken and he’d been too busy to fix it, he ex-
plained.

He decided that my car probably had some fairly 
serious electrical problems and could not be quickly 
repaired. "Where do you want me to tow it?" he asked.

"Well." I said thoughtfully, "is there a river 
near here?'1

He persuaded me that putting it at my apartment 
was a better idea, in case the defect was covered under

probably had some -fairly 
and could not be quickly

warranty. (You see how I still retain my affection for 
fantasy.)

Anyway, a bit at 1 a.m. I was finally asleep in my 
place with my poor car parked out back.

And five hours later I was up again, phoning an 
old friend (I hope he’s still a friend), to explain the 
situation and beg a ride to the airport, which was the 
only place I could find a rental car agency open so 
early. (I would have taken a cab, but cabs here are 
notoriously unreliable.) With remarkable cheerfulness 
he agreed to come to my rescue.

Hence I was able to rent a car at the airport and 
drive it to where I’d left the 15-passenner van. I 
showed up driving said van exactly as scheduled, with

IS SOOD

...by nay «f Introducing Gary Grady:

'I want to coapliient you on the sin
gle best statement in the December 
■ailing: ’if a woian declines a date 
with ie and wanders off retching, I 
don’t assuce she found ie unattrac
tive. On the contrary, I assuie she 
is uncontrollably aweo at having been 
asked.’ Bravo, sir, bravo! I ai proud 
to be associated with you! Hark ay 
words, you will go far as a fan or a 
pro, whatever your choice.*

—BOB TUCKER, to D GARY GRADY 
'I Couldn’t Square ^uit'i Feb. 1988
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no one aware (until I told them my story that night at 
dinner) that I’d encountered the slightest problem.

Incidentally, the etiology of tne car trouble 
— . _—tpected and catastrophic

I wound up spending more on the 
on repairs to my own.

turned out to be an unex
in my battery, 
car than

■failure 
rental

D GARY GRADY:
Sorry not to respond to your 

letter iwaediately; once again I’ve 
been facing a rush project that de
vours ty tiie like I eat a calzone. 
On top of that I have just had ainor 
surgery to reeove a possible welanowa 
frow wy right teapie, and people have 
been looking at tne wound and asking 
if I had wy head liposuctioned. (How 
this could interfere with wy answer
ing a letter is adwittedly rather 
vague and wisty, but ever since the 
first grade I’ve been prone to grab 
any excuse that wanders within range 
and wave it vigorously. This policy 
has served we well ano it would seew 
ungrateful to discard it.)

Anyway. to answer your question, 
I would be honored indeed to becowe 
an OUTKORLPS coluwnist. Looks like 
those cartons of cigarettes I’ve been 
shipping to Locke have finally paid 
off.

were life subject to the rules of 
quality series fiction, it would feel an 
obligation to invent something not car- 

related to hit me with next time. But no....
Labor Day morning I courageously set out from my 

apartment to hunt down and slay a biscuit for my 
breakfast. Three blocks away a very attractive young 
lady rammed the front end of her car into mine.

If I were more optimistic, I might have suspected 
her of having read Ogden Nash’s (or was it Richard 
Armour’s?) poem about the fellow who planned to dis
cover the name of a cute girl by running over her and 
reading it in the paper (he wasn’t going to do it hard 
just one wheel). I don’t think she did it as a way of 
introducing herself, though.

I was going straight and had a green light. She 
was coming from the opposite direction and, like most 
women of late, simply didn’t notice that I was there.

better-

ow who planned to dis-

I like your suggestion of using 
a cowbination of wy two ’excuse* bit 
frow FLAP, especially since that re
quires so little work on ay part. It 
so happens I have already edited the 
two bits together into a sowewhat 
smoother whole for wy Slanapa zine, 
and I should be able to exhuwe that

s

frow wy hard disk and send it to you.
I have a question about wanu- 

script forwat: Do you prefer the tra
ditional double-spaced, big wargin 
layout? Mould you like cawera-ready 
copy? Mould you like it on diskette? 
If on diskette, for what conputer/ 
word processing prograw? Nith the 
hardware and software I have access 
to, I can easily produce alwost any
thing, so feel free to be dewanding.

To save a little tiwe, I’ll go 
ahead and hunt up the Slanapa ver
sion, rework it a little perhaps, and 
send it to you in a day or two in 
whatever forwat strikes we as reason
able. If I guess wrong, I don’t in 
the least wind sending another copy 
later, since it’s only a watter of 
pushing a few buttons. (If I actually 
had to do any work it would be a dif
ferent watter entirely, wind you...)

A thought just crossed wy newly- 
liposuctioned brain: Ned Brooks keeps 
hounding we to revive wy old fanzine 
KAXEHOllsE. Maybe I could stage a 
hostile werger with OUTMORLDS so you 
could do the work and I could share 
the credit. Me could cowbine the zine 
titles: OUTHOUSE, say....

Stop looking so disgusted; I’w 
just kidding, I swear. WWO
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en light. She 
------------------ and, like most 

simply didn’t notice that I was there. 
She turned directly into me, her car smashing into the 
port bow of mine. Since neither of us saw the accident 
coming in time to brake, our relative speed was proba
bly between 40 and 50 miles per hour.

Both vehicles were damaged beyond practical re
pair, and in my case at least it hurt like hell. Had 
either of us not been wearing a seat belt and shoulder 
harness there would likely have been serious injury or 
death.

Moral limber One: Hear your restraint systea (and wear it correctly; 
people don’t), even if you’re going just a few bio

tew (and wear it correctly; wany 
you’re going just a few blocks.

The police arrived in force with admirable dispatch, 
, t*15 course of their investigation it transpired

that the young lady was a firefighter for the city of 
Durham. This caused the forces of law and order no end 
of amusement, and they chortled away about how every
body knows firemen can’t drive and so forth. One of 
them told me I was lucky she hadn’t been driving a fire 
truck, or I’d be way the hell over there now, har, har, 
har.

Im afraid I’m guilty of having joined in the fun 
to some extent, picking up the other car’s hood orna
ment from the street and handing it to her with the 
recommendation she keep it as a souvenir. The cops 
loved this, one of them suggesting she have it made 
into a necklace. She took all this well, I’m glad to 
say. We were a happy group, standing around the re
mains of two dead cars and having a grand time while 
onlookers gawked with astonishment.

I conjured the same wrecker company as last time 
and they actually gave me a regular-customer discount. 
Seriously.

Aside from discomfort in the abdomen where the 
seat belt grabbed me and some general muscle soreness 
elsewhere, I felt reasonably well and did not go to the 
doctor until the next day. This was a dumb move, as 
will become evident shortly.

When I did see my internist, he took one look at 
my black-and-blue abdomen and sucked in his breath in 
sympathy pain. "Wow, you did take a hit!" he said, , 
if.I didn t know. He scolded me for not immediately 
going to the emergency room in case I might have had an 
internal hemorrhage or organ damage.

A few days later I noticed something strange: a 
hard lump about the size of a small annoyance dog had 
appeared inside my abdomen below and to the left of my

as



navel. Since I couldn’t recall having swallowed a 
chihuahua recently, I went back to the doctor. He 
poked and prodded and looked worried. He kept saying 
he’d never seen anything like that. "Let me discuss 
this with one of my colleagues," he said, and went 
away.

After a time he returned, growling, "Ah, that idi
ot doesn’t know anything!" (This is, I swear to you, 
very nearly an exact quote.) His diagnosis, by elimi
nation of the other possibilities (massive hernia or 
tumor), was that I had the biggest damned hematoma he’d 
ever come across.

Now, everybody knows that a subdural hematoma is a 
standard affliction of patients in soap operas, but I 
confess I had no clear notion of what it really was or 
what other popular brands of hematoma there might be. 
I sort of thought it was one of those "woman things’ we 
men don’t normally have to worry about. However, once 
motivated I can do research, and here’s the scoop on 
hematomas:

A hematoma is a sort of three-dimensional sub
surface scab formed following internal bleeding. It’s 
not unusual for injuries to create them in the thigh 
muscles of football players, where they sometimes be
come calcified and have to be removed surgically.

A subdural hematoma, if you’re curious, is one 
formed beneath the brain’s outer coating, tne dura 
mater. Always a danger after a serious head injury, it 
can cause pressure in the brain and create severe men
tal impairment or even death, hence its popularity on 
television. An epidural hematoma, as referred to in 
Steve Martin’s conversation with the little girl by
stander in The Man with Two Brains, is a less serious 
one outside the dura mater but still within the skull. 
I, of course, had neither. I mean neither a subdural 
nor an epidural hematoma; I do have a dura mater and a 
skull.

Evidently I had been hemorrhaging internally imme
diately after the accident. Fortunately I have union 
platelets that quickly took care of the problem without 
outside assistance and without complaint. The next day 
my blood pressure and pulse were normal, meaning the 
signs that would have given evidence of blood loss af
ter the accident were gone by the time I saw my physi
cian the first time. Had my injuries have ben much 
worse, however, I might have died in my sleep before 
ever getting medical attention. Not a bad way to go, 
perhaps, but rather sooner than I’d have liked.

Moral Nuaber Two: If you’re in an accident any worse than a trivial fender- 
bender, net to a physician or an emergency rooi as soon as 

possible. Feeling aore-or-less OK doesn’t lean you are. (It also helps later 
on if you find it necessary to sue.)

Incidentally, my research was able to turn up one other 
case of a large abdominal-wall hematoma resulting from 
a traffic accident. I would have gone to the physician 
who had successfully treated that case (it’s always 
nice when they say they have seen whatever it is you’ve 
got), but unfortunately the other patient was a dog, 
and I doubt the vet in question would have seen me even 
had I oinked in my most pathetic and plaintive manner.

Anyway, my hematoma is gradually disappearing as 
it should. (The process could take as long as a year, 
I’m told.) It’s worth noting that if I had not heeded 
the rule of always keeping one’s seat belt as low as 
possible (or had worn just a shoulder belt as some cars 
with passive restraints permit), I could have sustained 
damage to one of the internal organs that live in the 
upper part of the abdomen, a potentially very serious 
matter.

Meanwhile, several ambulance-chasing lawyers, who 
dig through police reports for this sort of thing, sent 
me letters begging to represent me. ("Mr. Grady, please 
tell the Court what you’re sitting on." "I’m sitting 
on a gold mine, Your Honor!")

Sell. here at last is ay coluan. I 
think I’ll try the running coluan 
title 'Tales of Noe'—I’ve got a lot 
of aaterial of that sort lying about.

Since Priority Nail is the saie 
price for up to 2 pounds, I said what 
the hell and did a whole selection of 
different styles of printout, all 
suitable for cut-and-paste layout 
purposes I hope. I even included a 
traditional double-space lanuscript, 
in case you prefer tnat. One of the 
styles, by the way, is an atteipt to 
duplicate that used for Chris 
Sheraan’s coluan. Another is narrow 
enough to run two coluans. Use what 
you like and toss the rest....

Still no word, by the bye, on 
whether the aole I had reaoved was a 
case of aelanoaa, but froa what ay 
doctor told ae, I gather bad news on 
this front noraally aerits a frantic 
phone call, whereas good news will 
coae eventually by letter. Perhaps 
if it’s really excellent news they’ll 
send it on duckback or by glacier. 
Anyway, I’a hoping the slow response 
iaplies good news. On the other 
hand, ban news gives ae aaterial for 
ay coluan.... C4/8/921

Gary sent ae five different printouts 
of nis coluan.

Pat sent ae ay fancied-up resuae 
in five or six typefaces.

Chris is atteapting to becoae 
the 'new' David Thayer of the post
card ’set’; Larry is chiding ae for 
not being coaputerized enough.

...and Na is now sending ae MAC- 
droppinqs.

All right, you guys!
IMAi ibi iAit Util AAtkiA 6616 

1661166111111

...in the aeantiae, despite the fact 
that both Gary and Chris provided ae 
with 'caaera-ready' copy—at the last 
aoaent I decided to retype both of 
the coluans: to preserve the 'look' 
of the issue throughout. I aay not be 
coapletely satisfied with that 'look* 
— but at least it is consistent.
(Not noraally ay strongpoint, that.) 

Besides.
It seeaed like a good idea, at 

the tiae.
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Evidently grateful that I did not choose to deal 
through these weasels, the other party’s insurance com
pany was almost generous. Not only did they provide me 
with a nice, roomy rental car of my choice (with air 
bag, by ghu!), they paid several hundred dollars for 
mine than its blue-book retail value and reimbursed me 
many times my out-of-pocket medical expenses. Further, 
they never even asked me to sign any sort of release. 
(Rest assured that the things I did sign specifically 
asserted that I in no wise waived my right to seek ad
ditional damages at a later date.)

Anyway. I now own a 1992 Honda Accord LX, which 
has an air bag. (Note the securely closed barn door.) 
On the whole I’m not unhappy with the adventure.

One thing I like about my new car is that the 
dashboard idiot light for the air bag says "SRS" for 
Supplemental Restraint System. My rental car’s idiot 
light was more direct but took me by surprise. When I 
first got in and turned on the ignition, the light came 
on saying "AIR BAG".

''Gas hog//" I bellowed back at it.
□ne final curiosity!
The day after the accident, I was eating breakfast 

at my usual spot, Biscuit King, and I related my story 
to Carol, the stunning brunette who is one of the main 
reasons I frequent the place. "So the woman who hit you 
is in the fire department?" she asked. "What’s her 
name? I know some people in the fire department." I 
fished out the accident form and read the name to her. 
"Aack!" she said. "That’s my ex-husband’s ex-wife!"

Now, as it happens, Carol is my own ex-wife’s 
first cousin, meaning that the woman who hit me is my 
ex-wife’s first cousin’s ex-husband’s ex-wife!

Moral Nuaber Three: Eventually the entire population of North Aaerica will be 
related by blood, aarnage, or divorce.

------D Gary Grady
...Yroa HO THEORY/ FACTS// #23; August 1991; FLAP #71;
...and NO THEORY/ FACTS// #24; December 1991; FLAP #73
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ive in person at Corflu Bill Bowers’ first 
words to me were, "Where’s you column, 

k Jeanne?" So;

JEANNE

BOWMAN

■ hen he gave me a copy of his perzine, Flat
■ I'M! Tuo, a perk to being a timely columnist and
W mi the first of many I received. I wonder if I

can get away with calling this a column and a loc too 
(of the zines I got, and still haven’t finished read
ing), having thought of the idea as we returned through 
the Altamont pass at 2 am Monday, admiring the lights 
below.

Let’s see, that’s on top of the pile ... Spike’s 
1-94. I got Don up early so we could be ready for 6J00 
am and Mike "we never stop, except for gas, and maybe 
if you’re really hungry" Keene. We drove into the sun
rise over the Livermore Valley and earthguake swarm 
epicenter on highway 580. Don wondered “What if we get 
to England and it’s just like this, only Nith castles?"
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From the rolling hills we sped through the fruiting 
plains—almond orchards in full bloom, Mike’s window 
all the way down. We talk of spitting into the aque
duct and of the bee hives in the trees. Bees pulling 
pollen from the live white clouds in the fog. The land 
away from irrigation is so barren there is no food for 
the insects and the hives are crowded with what look 
like old gas cans, liquid crisco tins and the like — 
artificial food. The California aqueduct snakes along 
side the road and Mike curses the pools of Los Angeles, 
wondering if the State will talk tne federal government 
into giving up control of the project—thereby ensuring 
real environmental degradation of the Great Valley, un
like the current soil salination and selenium build up. 
On 1-5 we can drive 65 and do. A stop at Denny’s for 
one of those 10 minute meals. A slow down to enjoy the 
stockyard fragrance which may have been the only time 
the windows stayed closed during the entire trip. The 
Grapevipe smelled of overheated brake shoes on the way 
up. Sagebrush and chaparral with cactus fascinated me 
at the summit. Not nearly so much as the sandstone 
beds in blocks and layers, wind eaten and pitted into 
small caves as we descended into the San Fernando Val
ley. Hey, this is what it looks like where I went to 
high school in Australia, guys, what a heavy nostalgia- 
kick.

The Corflu flyer I had uas not one Nith a tap. By 
noon we were in the San Fernando Valley and traffic. 
After doing a driveby tour of the freeway construction 
in the neighborhood of the Cockatoo Inn (I had men
tioned to Bruce Pelz I had a little trouble with the 
name, and the Nude Dancing Bar up the block and super 
big Billiard Hall across the street somehow were no 
surprise), we looked into the lobby of the hotel and 
there were Patty Peters and Gary Mattingly, with Lenny 
Bailes. Mike and Don came to book in Los Angeles, so 
off they went. I borrowed a comb from Patty, checked 
in, waved at Bill and went to my room to take a nap.

hk
, .... Andy Hooper passed around the “Queen of all Dairy
land Corflu bid brochure in the consuite as I said ay 
formal hellos. Bill introduced Leah and Dick Smith, 
and Pat Mueller ... Bill asked for an update on my back 
yard bug class. I had had the first in the latest 
series of Jeanne gets paid to have fun just before the 
con. One of the little 2nd grade darlings brought a 
bucket and a gallon pickle jar of amphibians in amplex
us. All I knew for sure about the toads was the male 
was on top. Look, the eggs are coming out of the fe
male! The regular classroom teacher was still in the 
room so we went outside. No, no don’t pull the toads 
aE?art! Hold this single one (imagine how well it held 
still). At least I could tell them which were the 
males and females in the newt jar. See, smooth sticky 
skin, long broad tail and swollen vent — that is the 
male.
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... , AH that talk about slime and I was really hunqrv. 
Misters Bowers, Breiding. Gaier, Mattingly and Wesson 
joined Mesdames Patty Peters, Pat (nee Mueller, never 
mind) and mysel-f for a dinner ensemble debauchinq the 
the Wendy’s across the street. That was fun. Pat and 
I wondered if we could get the childrens toys without 
the meals. Mr. Breiding refused to sit next to Mr. 
Wesson. They kept teasing each other. Wm Breiding was 
being shy. NOT. Something was going on here.

It was as we returned to Don Fitch’s gloriously 
accoutered and stocked consuite that Joe Wesson quietly 
attempted to remark upon my contagious amusement. Who 
is this guy, I wonder??? Why is he telling me I am 
having an effect on his reputation for keepinq a very 
straight face??? What’s so funny about that??? I don't 
know, but I start to crack before he finishes his sen
tence. How come he’s braking up??? How come we can’t 
stand up straight for laughing? How come I canit 
straighten my face without the both of us laughing7,7 
Why do I mention »y reputation??? It didn’t sober us 
up at all....

A fitx/ 4 /M UXJPANE
fSWfc tflS

Friday night Barnaby Rappoport’s LET’S FANAC was 
taking the rounds.... It says on the back cover "I went 
to a remarkable school", which Joe Wesson proved to the 
disbelieving Milt Stevens and Gil Gaier by pulling out 
a phenomenally reduced laminated copy of his PhD diplo
ma with a reverse side "Nazi Code" — Me worked to get 
a Phd at our school. Re love our school. Re loved to 
nork for our school. Re love to Nork. "Call me Herr 
Doctor Professor Mister Wesson," he says. Gil Gaier 
shook his head and seemed to be convinced; "It’s a 
frightening thought," he mumbled.

Barnaby’s zine has an article about "freedom from 
psychology," on dream journals. I don’t know if I’ve 
ever forgiven Jerry Kaufman for sayingt at the Norwes- 
con in Seattle in 1984 (or was it the Portland in ’84 
Westercon or was it the Seattle 1983 Westercon) that 
peoples’ dreams are always boring when told to someone 
else. Boring! Dream time was wnat I felt I had begun 
to inhabit as I stayed that night with the degenerates 
in the smoking room/beer emporium. Bill Bowers had some 
kind of revelation about an Auto Flu. He spoke of Gary 
Mattingly, Leah Smith and Doctor Professor Mister Joe 
Wesson having Cy Chauvin (who wasn’t even around) run 
an Auto-flu in Chicago (or was it Detroit?). Wm. 
Breiding would dissolve into superbly timed shy and re
tiring giggles while Patty Peters laughed. A lot of rum 
disappeared into Coke cans and I knew I was either in a 
dream or a reunion at Contact High. This convention was 
like one big high school reunion. (I should have run 
for DUFF.)

Sarcastic commentary on Bid Smoffing Alert.

JEANNE BOWMAN:

"It* arrived this after
noon. Postmarked the 23rd. Not too 
shabby for book rate. Letters free 
San Francisco have ben known to take 
longer.

I’ve not read it all vet -- 
started scanning from the back for
ward & have learned that I ought to 
have a copier (or waybe that is your 
Editorial Function -- I needn’t make 
copies while you pub ey missives).... 
Actually. I forget a lot of what I 
have written (and would if I did make 
copies. Silverberg is not just being 
modest when he counts publications.). 
I had forgotten about what was in my 
column ... You’ve now printed ay 
first installment of a trip report- 
written before the race was over. A 
neat editorial trick. Especially as 
I was thinking what a good idea it 
would be to do one before I left 
hone. Following Langford’s Sood 
Example I having fun throughout the 
deal. Now.

And you’ve got all that Bill 
Breiding. I an anticipating. Nay to 
go!! And nore Chris Sherman. I an 
inpressed by the conpany you put ne 
in.

Don says ’it’ looks like the 
kind of fanzine he renenbers (fron 
the 70’5).

January 28 an 
God, it’s all your fault. I nave a 
sick headache tins'norning, because I 
read parts of ’it’ last night, with 
ny neck cricked at a funny angle. 
Pulled/stretched/wrecked the muscles 
at the base of my skull. It didn’t 
help that Don, having a severe head 
cold decided that he would hold an 
Oliver Stone film fest. First we 
watched 'The Door s'.I Not the sort 
of cheery nostalgic vision that this 
issue of 0S7R0RLDS dispels. Nhat a 
context!

1 . 28 . noon 
Don thinks it’s a quintessential fan
zine. 'It raises the dark side ... 
and the light. Plus it has all those 
details that Bowers can pull off, 
that are only boring in lesser 
hands.' Ne are discussing it. savor
ing the read between tissues & aches 
(maybe I will take an aspirin—major 
concesion to discomfort.)

1 . 28 . 2:00 
I didn't. I watched 'Talk Radii'. 
Nhat a context.

So, you watched 'Jrtaors' twice 
& that’s you only comment??

t ThenTwenFfo bed & read the one 
with no number on ’it’s’ cover....
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The Corflu auction Mas the prograa itea Friday 
night, and I wanted to see how it was done. Bruce Pelz 
did the auctioneering and I knew it needed help -for 
TAFF (not for lack of staff and organization you under
stand). I had asked Robert to get some TAFF stuff to 
auction to me some time ago. I know he has been busy, 
publishing his last TAFF newsletter, putting out a 
timely issue of TRAPDOOR, organizing the TAFF materials 
by cover color, alphabetizing by city of publication 
and placing it in chronological order. I had been 
promising Bill that I would be good and not pull him 
into any petty Glen Ellen Fan politicking, but when 
Robert went to Cantor’s Deli and missed the Corflu 
auction I bent Bill’s ear. I was a little ired. Maybe 
that’s why Andrew Hooper remarked that I was "smolder
ing" back in the smoking lounge....

Oh, here is the aeabership list. All laid out.in 
black and white ZZkd MA lAtAf. Saturday morning 
Pat Mueller and I were waking up with hot fluids in the 
consuite near Tom (where’s that roster) Digby. He 
thought it was remarkable that someone had asked to see 
his nipples the night before. I wondered if they were 
tattooed. But no, he had a lot of ornamentation in 
both and showed us his gold rings and amber beads. Pat 
showed pictures of her adorable child. Not being prop- 
erly.prepared myself, I talked story about my young’un 
telling me "You Nil! miss me." "Yup," said Pat with a 
giggle, "we do." Then she looked at me and said, "Mac
aroni and Cheese". Chortle. "Open refrigerators," I 
stated. We laughed. "Open freezers," we said, laugh
ing. Tom didn’t understand. If I had a quarter for 
every time »y nipples have been flashed, b/ 
AiilAAt Mhd 1 tdddZdr1, I’d make it to Ditto and
the next several worldcons.

1 got together Mith the delightful Richard Brandt 
—Mho had a slack of HYPHEN’S for TAFF. He read one of 
his favorite bits to me and I knew we had a hot auction 
item. You see I really thought I was supposed to come 
up with something interesting. I had to get to a copy 
store. This mission acquired Gary Mattingly and Nigel 
Rowe and we went to the Office Club up the street under 
the freeway and around the corner. Tnis was True 
Smoffing as I had my card and later took Marty Cantor 
up to xerox some of the 7th INNING Corflu oneshot. (My 
regency room mate asked for a fanzine — I gave her the 
Corflu 7th INNING, which she read from the back. She 
didn’t ask for another.) Marty sweetly offered con
gratulations and good advice on Fan Fund stuff,

I looked over Jerry Kaufaan’s COAST TO COAST DUFF 
report after lunch with Doctor Wesson. I was thinking 
to write my original column here about Australia and 
accents and traveling and high school. How women adopt 
verbal camouflage and get it into their hard wiring so 
that speech transforms according to the listener. Like 
when I was talking to Nigel Rowe and Gil Gaier and 
would like say, "you know?" to Gil and "too right" to 
Nigel, "but". Professor Wesson had remarked that a 
Southern accent is not just a drawl, but elided and 
dropped fricatives as well as word choice. I expect 
cadence, intonation and glottal stops contribute. It 
put a spanner in my works to think more on it.

I took a nap.
Lenny Bailes' INK GUN BLUES caae to hand as I re

turned to Corflu. Just in time to watch Andy Hooper 
sweat through the end of his bid. He got it. Then it 
was auction, which was very shortly halted owing to it 
being didddr supper time. I’d been encouraging Our 
Editor to get up a dinner party. Five minutes after 
the close of program, we were seated in the hotel res
taurant. Chris Sherman got going on his electronic apa 

hope he gets together with Lenny Bailes as 
INK GUN BLUES is in the same vein.) He was radiantly 
optimistic and enthusiastic about his plans and work. 
Chris and Andy Hooper and Gil Gaier went on about trav
elling in England. We speculated on touring by the 
tubes ala Alice in Wonderland. Just pop up anywhere. 
I guess I could have said I had definite plans.
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Arnie and Joyce Katz are generating new fans and 
brought Woody Bernardi (wearer of the rainbow propeller 
beanie) and Laurie Yates to LA. I had some far fetched 
idea about auctioning off dances in the bar in honor of 
Sadie Hawkins day and Laurie had graciously agreed td 
bd A didtid. Lenny Bailes put in a ten dollar bid 
before the event. We had an hour to demolish before 
programming resumed.

Laurie gave »e a copy of CATACRESIS. I misread 
the title and thought she had put it out during the 
con. Her sweety had gone into (and out of) the hospi
tal that day. He advised her to stay and have fun.

I was well fed and up for something different. I 
wanted to go to the beach. I felt the resurgence of 
youthful past. Yes, I was not a sand layabout, but a 
real water baby in uz. I was about to look for Chris 
Sherman (and his car) and said so to Andy Hooper who 
made a crack about my virtue being at stake on the 
sands. Thinking I had misheard him, "Say what?" I in
quired. He furthered his point by suggesting there 
"weren’t many men who would throw you out of bed for 
eating toast and getting cookie crumbs in it." No. but 
my husband does. Everytime. I was expounding on that 
wnen Laurie joined us.

I was ready to run for the hills. And there, 
across the street was the slag heap, a rubble pile of 
former freeway. "I want to go climb that." I asked 
Andy and Laurie if they would join me. They did. As 
we walked out the breezeway Joe Wesson appeared, and 
accepted my invite. Joe shot across the boul
evard and waited for the rest of us. It began to occur 
to me that this was maybe not a great idea as we passed 
the pro shooters in the parking lot of the Billiard 
parlor—too late—we were there. I followed Joe up the 
jumbled asphalt blebs and concrete slabs mixed and 
tossed together with no regard for his bald tennis 
shoes and my flip flops. But we were out of doors, 
night was calling and the view promised to be fantas
tic.

Imagine, an enormous terminal moraine alongside 
the glacial valley of automotive progress. No swath of 
city lights here. Eerie illumination from the airline 
headlights as they close overhead and down to some dis
tant extension of the foreground wound. Brand scale 
earth movement—I can just discern two layers of depth 
beyond the oversize scree wall we stand on. There is 
no hint of human habitation in the view before us. Is 
that an underpass or the play of moving shadow in the 
dozed earth? I turn to look behind me. The corrugated 
walls of the building below us are unroofed. Inside 
are the carcasses of automobiles stacked 15 feet deep 
and arrayed like a glittering box of chocolates. I 
call Joe*s attention. He begins to turn and sways ever 
so slightly...the ground seems to take his strength, he

Spring ’92 
... I’s supposed to tear out the 

bathtub today, and dean up the less 
uhere the rains have soaked the back 
hallway and sake the rubberstaaps for 
ey bug class and get the kids to 
school on tiae and read the literary 
Brit Guide Books and six back issues 
of IHTERZOIfE and clean ay desk, rooa 
kitchen and wash the windows.

[ptstaaritd 3/23/921
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begins to wilt. His gravity has -Failed and bonelessly 
he crumples to the ground. It is an elegant and time
less moment. Awesome. Terminated by the echoing "tump" 
of his head like an exactly ripe melon against the road 
rip rap. The white glow of his sweatshirt remained 
eternally still, while I -found -footing to hunker beside 
him. He rose up on one elbow, slowly groped in the dark 
overlaps o-f bituminous slag for his glasses. "I lost a 
lens." He spoke. Thank god. "Can you find it?" he ask
ed. Even better. I did and said so. "Is it scratched?” 
Oh boyoboyoboy logical cognitive function, spatial ori
entation and large and small motor control. "Let me 
clean it and see," I replied. It was plastic, and 
clear. We sat still for another long moment. "I’m 
ready for it now." Blood was trickling off his fore
head, two miraculously thin and narrow tracks. I gave 
him my hanky and did not panic. His nose was strangely 
dark, abraded. "I’d really like a beer" he said. I knew 
he was okay. Bashed and bruised but okay. We told 
Laurie and Andy it was okay. We were okay clambering 
down the slope. We got back to civilization and that 
beer.

It was okay.
Stupid, I felt so brain empty and stupid. I made 

jokes about the stunning view, the knock out scenery, 
my abrasive personality, the fact that Joe really 
needed to wash his face. I made some token effort not 
to play Nurse Nancy, but kept suggesting ice. He got 
my attention, stuck Whit if his face in mine
and demanded to know if I were thinking I was in any 
way responsible for his actions? huh? if so, stop.... 
We did agree that our inner children were not allowed 
to play together. I hadn’t panicked, overreacted, 
barfed or had my hair turn white but I was about to 
lose my restraint in telling blood and gut stories so I 
went along to the auction.

Talk about being bowled over, look at this copy of 
IDEA number 4 with hand colored covers. Geri Sullivan 
gave it to me with a SCIENCE FICTION FIVE YEARLY. Two 
rough and tumble mimeoed fanzines. The real thing. If I 
pause to read them now, you know this column will never 
get done. I love reading Jeff Schalles’ indelible 
travelogues. And Geri is everything I’ve been reading 
about. What a woman. We sat together at the auction. 
It was going well. The crowd was lively. I admired 
Geri’s silver slippers. They had a good ripple sole. 
"Wow" I said, "you could keep a real grip and stand 
tall on the slag pile with those." We were giggling 
when Joe appeared in the doorway, causing Geri to laugh 
so hard she fell out of her seat.

The rest of the night was like an OUTWORLDS live. 
Notable fans came and went through the smoking booze 
den. Patty laughed. Someone asked her about something 
I didn’t exactly hear and her reply was "the house and 
the dogs," and my mouth said "Where’s Gary?" Wim and 
Sherm and Wess had some schtick going. Patty refused to
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give her nickname. I didn’t mention Charles Willeford 
always called me "Slim".... Every now and then a wave 
of blushes washed the room. (Sunday morning Patty as
sured me that everything I was thinking is true. "But 
knowing your imagination, Jeanne, what you are thinking 
is worse.") It was an euphoric apa 50. autoclave, Con
tact High reunion. I never saw Patty laugh so much. 
"I’m having about a dozen trains of thought at once," 
she said, "and I can’t stay on any one track."

I give up. Let someone else do you more con re
port—let them talk about Linda Bushyager’s fine guest 
of honor speech or the moving pyramid of fans honoring 
Don Fitch. You tell about meeting Don Herron at last, 
or have Joe tell how it was to look like he’d been in a 
bar brawl. I’ve got my passport now and concrete plans 
to make before I even finish reading these zines.

And I need a nap.

-----Jeanne Bo»»an
He B Dudes Ranch - March 6 ’92 - 95442-0982 Corflu
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WOLFENBARGER

BILLY WOLFENBARGER:
...I hope you enjoy reading 

•Prologue Draft1, which is the be
ginning of iy second novel, THE NIGHT 
CAFE. I haven’t even finished the 
outline yet, & I discovered this 
piece had to be written; ultimately, 
wore than likely, to give the outline 
a sharper focus. [111201911 

Now. Where to begin..?.. You did a 
beautiful job (w/artwork by Sandra 
Jordan) in the annish with ’Evening 
Legends'. 88THQRLDS 62 is a heavy 
issue in a lot of ways.

With a wish to keep you & ay 
other readers up to date, a aind 
boggling event nappened to ae a few 
weeks ago. It in a very strong way 
(one of the very strongest indeed!)-- 
in re 'Prologue Draft' in 007II0IILDS 
63 — which was going to be the 
prologue for ay 2nd novel, THE NIGHT 
CAFE.... I caught the first episode 
of CBS’ Hiqhtaare Cafe, done by Wes 
Craven, on Friday night(s), It I felt 
I had to drop THE NIGHT CAFE project 
because there were siaply too aany 
similarities between tne two. Ky ver
sion of a nightmarish cafe was going 
to be ouch wore bizarre It creepy, 
broody I surrealistic. This has 
saddened ay writing life also on a 
sore personal level, bulling ne out 
with the blues. But ... that the way 
it go. I’ll aiss ny version. And 
then, a few weeks later, I had a dou
ble whaaay effect upon ny writing 
life! ny next book after THE NIGHT 
CAFE was going to be a really horrif
ic effort called REMAINS TO BE SEEN. 
While looking through the contents 
page of one of the paperback horror 
anthologies, I spotted 'ny' title for 
ny 3rd novel, as a short story by 
soneone naieo David Morrell. (I night 
have to send Raibo after this guy.) 
Ny 4th novel was going to be a 
nystery/suspense effort called LONELY 
AS THE DEAD, but sonething in the 
back of ny brain cells tells ne this 
title has been used sonewhere/sone- 
when before.... So to nake a long 
explanation nuch shorter, the 'Pro
logue Draft’ will be all there’s 
gonna be to THE NIGHT CAFE. Can’t 
have readers trying to find a novel 
which exists solely within the 
author’s twisted mnd.

...dear bill, have I written 
this letter to you before ???

Meanwhile, I try to let each day 
happen as it will, [31261921

“(ProO©^© Draft™

M|l t was a warm grey falling afternoon rain. 
Darkening rapidly.

F Gresham walked in the middle of the sidewalk,
watching the approaching cars’ lights reflecting up 
from the blurry street. There came a point ahead, a 
space where distance blurred, dripped, disappeared.

He should be going for a cup of coffee somewhere. 
He could think or not-think, the choice would be his. 
Dry and warm in some laid-back cafe. Sometimes a place 
like that can find you before you can find it.

His black felt cap was like a sponge growing heav
ier on top of his head.

All the street lights could do was showcase areas; 
they couldn’t unveil tnem all. There was still a point 
ahead, a darkened space where distance blurred, 
dripped, disappeared. That’s where Gresham was head
ing.

He stopped at the end of the block. Shake some of 
the cold and wet out of him. A small pond in the 
street ahead, darkening like black water was slowly 
spreading. Rainfall bubbled in a musical cauldron. 
Gresham turned right on the sidewalk, walked several 
soggy paces before he crossed the street.

On the opposite corner, the abandoned arcade 
building where white paint nad summer-blistered too 
many summers; now it wept, hunkering there in some half 
light like a dream-shivering orphan. In his broody 
mind Gresham saw drowned human corpses inside, lolling 
surrealistically in chairs or draped haphazardly across 
wooden horses.

Gresham hurried on. Coffee would be good some
where, help sharpen his sense of reality.

The abandoned junk shop. Gresham saw the glitter
ing eyes of the jack-in-the-box set back from tne win
dow. No chance for it to literally jump out at him 
after Mr. Clownface sprang out of the mellow colored 
metal box. No way the rusty train set could run him 
over, smashing him flatter than a dime. Over there, 
far back on wnat looked like empty space but must have 
been a table, a four-foot white plastic Christmas tree 
lay on its side. No angel or star for Jesus here. And 
there, much closer, a cap pistol with a roll of caps 
whitened, pale like ash.

Hurry on. A place that was open, to think or not- 
think.

Lost and lonely in his tragedies, Gresham found 
himself on a street with a yellow neon sign not all 
that far ahead, while thin lettering read The Night 
Lafe. At last a place to be dry, and warm for a little 
while, and drinking hot coffee with sugar and a touch 
or two of cream in it, all stirred up.

And the persistent echoing, outside, of the fall
ing rain.

------Billy Uolfenbarger
Eugene, Oregon; November 1991
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MUSE WRATH, NOVEMBER
Sodden leaves upstreet on the sidewalk 
the castaways discarded
lonely implosions of wind cold St gray 
in my face the eyes of my soul
the Ionelyache soul 
S< I walk the winter streets 
musing with surrealistic futures 
at present the full ripe moon 
my imagination flies up, up

space mind filling with stars 
as I tread the early winter earth.

I wrote to Billy saying, basically, 
that while I could ’■see4 the siailar- 
ities...I didn’t think that he should 
give up on his novel siiply because 
of a tv series that will likely be 
cancelled, lit hill W 1 MtMt 
LULU)

1 also 'told' hi* that, in ay 
expert opinion, he was worrying 
overauch about the originality of 
'titles'. One is about as likely to 
cone up with an asseably of words 
that haven’t been so-ordered at least 
once before ... as one is to find an 
issue of this fanzine in which I 
don’t repeat/recant/reiterate soae 
Major Crisis.

I think that Billy should write 
what he wants to write, and then 
title the result with what he feels 
fits ... and siaply 6o With It.

...easy for ae to say, eh wot?These leaf-sodden streets are dangerous, 
anything can happen, the dark side breathes here 
like a couple weeks ago 2 blocks away 
a transient was literally stoned to death 
by fellow transients, just across the street from the RR tracks 
crushed & crushed —-~again
the naked horror.

The trains travel thru town 
dreamsthey rumble in my _______  

the open boxcars portals 
I dig the artwork on the cars, 
the traveling paraphernaliz of colors 
sooner or later
civilization slips away

------Billy Wolfenberger
Eugene, Oregon 
21st November, 1991
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what it is an

can’t pronounce it. And it 
I met Buck Coulson at the

S/A^
Belaid

year ago I told you that my very best Christ
mas book was SPYCATCHER by Peter Yates, a 
non-fiction tale of derring-do and idiotic

stupidities inside MI-5 and MI-6 in jolly old London.
favorite book is THE OLD TESTAMENT 

PSEUDEPIGRAPHA. but no. I can’t 
wasn’t a Christmas gift. I met Buck Coulso 
Thanksgiving-weekend Chambanacon and bought 
for $15. Th

------ ----------------------- _nd bought it from him 
- e PSEUDEPIGRAPHA is a fantastic read and a 

fantastic bargain. Marty Helgesen will know at once 
may choose to correct my interpretation. 

I regard it as "midrash", that is, Jewish and 
Christian fiction in which the protagonists are bibli
cal characters and the authors also assume the names of
biblical characters, the better to conceal their iden
tities and gain wider attention for their work. It is 
both fantasy and science fiction, as well as pure ad
venture and hacker slasher fiction. Wholesale murder 
in the grand old testament tradition.

In one book, Samson storms into a town and slays 
several hundred of the citizens because one of them (he 
says) "plowed my heifer." The priest or scribe who 
wrote that book certainly was no supporter of the femi
nist movement, and I suspect the feminist movement
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In yet another book called "The Testament of Adam" 
and supposedly written by that gentleman, it is reveal
ed that the real reason Cain slew Abel was lust. Cain 
lusted after his sister Lebuda but Abel stood between 
them, so to get her body and his way with her, he first 
had to kill Abel. Which he did, and he did. Adam must 
have been out of town at the time. In this same book, 
the fig is named as the tempting fruit, not the apple. 
And Adam knows beforehand that upon his death he too 
will become a god.

In the "Apocalypse of Elijah" (written by him, of 
course) the fine art of resurrection becomes a common
place. yet there is no Jesus figure about to accomplish 
it. A villain (the anti-Christ) must be driven out of 
town and banished or killed, if that is possible. First 
a woman named Tabitha follows him, but only scolding 
him. She had been killed in some other biblical book 
but now she has been resurrected to scold the villain. 
He finally tires of her nagging and kills her, but is 
most surprised to find that she is resurrected and con
tinues to scold him. Next a couple of characters named 
Elijah and Enoch appear and began scolding him. Elijah 
and Enoch have never died; they were transferred to 
heaven while still alive several thousand years ago, 
but now they are back to nag the anti-Christ. So he 
kills them too. Their bodies lay in the marketplace for 
maybe three days and then they are resurrected to scold 
some more. He kills them again. They are resurrected 
again. Finally, sixty martyrs take after him with fire 
and sword, but he kills them all.

They are not resurrected. A pity.
The really fascinating reading to be found in the 

book is the meticulous; exhaustive detective work done 
on each story to show its origin, date, language, num
ber and variety of writers/editors who each tinkered 
with the plot, place of composition, and probable actu
al historic events alluded to in the manuscript. The 
question of uho wrote the stories defies an answer for 
the tales range in age from 1000 to 2100 years, and the 
scribes never identified themselves. (From another 
source, I’ve read a report that states the practice of 
writing these stories under well-known biblical names 
was an offense punishable by death, but I’m not yet 
ready to believe that because I haven’t been able to 
corroborate it from any other source.) In research and 
in translations the scholar is able to point out wheth
er the tales are written by Jews or Christians; whether 
they were written in Greece, Egypt, Palestine or Syria; 
and quite often he can name the original language(s) of 
a given text. Sometimes a scholar can date a work by 
internal evidence of a slippery kind: allusions to his
torical events and personages, especially personages 
who are still alive at the time of writing and could 
have a head lopped off, if specifically named.

All that captures my admiration. I’m a detective 
fan. The ability to read one or several languages is a 
splendid thing, and the added ability to translate 
those languages into English is enviable. The ability 
to bring everything together: age, writer, language, 
history, and later tinkering is remarkable.

Consider the above-mentioned "Apocalypse of 
Elijah" as an example. O.S. Wintermute, the transla
tor, believes the following happened and offers de
tailed documentation to underscore his beliefs. First, 
the translator gives a summary of the five chapters of 
Elijah’s book, and points out probable origins of each 
chapter together with its probable author. The whole 
is a composite story, the work of at least two Jews and 
at least two Christian writer/editors. None of these 
four men worked with or even knew each other, and none 
were too skilled in editing. (And that, in turn, re
minds me of the inept editing found in Genesis where 
two—and possibly three—different accounts were boiled 
down into one.) The patchwork shows everywhere.
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The opening verses of chapter one were written by 
an orthodox Jew who probably lived long before the 
.rth of Christ. They had nothing whatsoever to do 

with Elijah’s story; they were simply appropriated by 
someone else and tacked onto the manuscript. The sec
ond writer, quite likely a Hellenized Jew living in 
Egypt, added his touches to the story. The third writ
er, also an inept editor, reworked the story to his 
liking by Christianizing it but keeping the earlier 
Jewish touches. There is evidence that yet a second 
Christian writer/editor seized the whole thing and re
worked it once again to his liking. The final writer/ 
editor was a most incompetent editor. All the seams 
show, allowing Wintermute the translator to pick apart 
the four pieces. (And, as noted above, I’ve seen Bene- 
ni5-Packed apart in the same manner because incompetent 
Christian editors tried to fit two—maybe three—Jewish 
stories into one.) The patchwork still shows. 
, . Jn al}» one Jewish writer before Christ, and one 
Jewish writer plus two Christian writer/editors after 
Christ produced the document translated by Wintermute. 
Within reason. Wintermute was able to date and place 
the lives of the three writers after Christ. The Jew 
lived and wrote prior to AD 117. The pair of Chris
tians lived and wrote (and poorly edited) at sometime 
between AD 150 and 275. The final Christian and his 
version of the document suggests a date near AD 275. 
All three writers after Christ lived and wrote in 
Alexandra, Egypt.

All this is meticulously explained with reasons 
and sources cited, so that any other scholar may quar— 
rel with the translator if he so wishes. (And these 
scholars and translators are a quarrelsome lot!) And 
that is why I am so fascinated with my book! The de
tective work is brilliant beyond imagination and it is 
by far better than any mystery novel I’ve read.

Several words about the footnotes! "copious" is 
the proper term. Sometimes the footnotes dominate the 
page; sometimes there are only ten to fifteen lines of 
text at the top of the page and then fifty or sixty 
lines of footnotes at the bottom. The translator is 
covering himself but in so doing he contributes to my 
education. Sometimes those footnotes tell me which ver
sion the translator is using on a particular verse: the 
Creek manuscript, the Sahadic manuscript, or the 
Akhmimic manuscript. Sometimes they point to parallels 
or imagery found in the Christian New Testament, show
ing that the writers were familiar with one or more 
books there. And sometimes they help my education 
along by saying that such-and-such a reference in the 
main text refers to the Emperor Joe who died in 18 BC 
or to the Empress Josie who ruled from AD 807 to 812 
along with her son the emperor-in-waiting. Sometimes 
they mention an emperor Pve never heard of, but place 
him in a city that I knew only as a small town in ar
cheology. (I had never before heard of Tabitha who was 
killed and then resurrected in some other book and 
place, to fight anew here.) 
i u * t^ink I am most impressed by the scholar’s know
ledge of his craft. After studying and translating a 
document, he can tell the reader tnat it was originally 

in Aramaic but later translated into Greek;
P,”?5 originally written in Palestine about 150 

EC but later translated (poorly) into one or more Cop
tic dialects about AD 175 in Egypt; and that the final 
version (of which a copy still exists in London) was 

translated into Latin (poorly) in France about AD 
900. That is superb craftsmanship.

“y book is only volume one, and contains about 
10u0 pages. I should have begun it at the very onset of 
winter. I have a friend who tells me she can obtain 
volume two from her book club for about $25, and that 
should be my next major purchase. I have to thank Buck 
“gulson and Moshe Feder for calling my attention to the 
PSEUDEPIGRAPHA. Buck had hinted at its deductive de
lights. . .Moshe mentioned some of the fantastic stories.



Why, I’ve even begun to discover on my own, with
out reference to footnotes, how to identify undated 
Jewish writings from Christian writings solely by words 
and phrases used in the text.

TSK. I’ve committed the primitive sin: I neglected 
to give the publishing information on that book f_. i:._ 
thousands of you who may want to besiege Buck Coulson 
for a copy.

THE OLD TESTAMENT PSEUDEPIGRAPHA, Volume One, ed
ited by James M. Charlesworth. Doubleday, Garden City, 
NY. 1983. 1050 pages but original price unknown.
Probably about $30. Volume Two is now available, but 
date and price are unknown.

or the

[«lg ct to Dave Nixon]: I thank you, sir, for that splendid boat ride on the 
Mississippi last Labor Day weekend. I appreciated that because, in addition 
to all ay other interests. I ai also a paddle-wheel-boat-fan. Once before at a 
worldcon I enjoyed a paddle wheel boatride. In 1949, just prior to the Cincin
nati worldcon, I booked passage for a week on a paddle-wheeler down the river 
frow Cincy and it was a sagnificent week prior to the con itself. In soie ways 
the con was a let-down because the boat ride was tore enjoyable. You are re
sponsible for ay second boatride at a worldcon. Do you feel it to be a proud 
and lonely thing?

It was following that boatride that I sat on the bank and watched Mars 
rise above what I thought for a aoaent was the Western bank of the river. I 
aissed the announceaent that fireworks had been cancelled, and so Lee Hoffaan, 
Nancy Tucker, and I sat there for about two hours waiting in vain for the 
first roaan candle. When Mars cane up, I was astounded. I’ 
ets rise and set for aany a year, aan and bo1 
ever seen Mars rise in ld* —* f ” " ‘

ve watched the plan-
■an and boy, but this was the first tiie I’d 

Hars rise in the west.' I thought the Forteans would be interested 
Later, Lee Hoffaan brought ae back down to earth. She pointed out 

et of the Mississippi, on a western oank looking 
east, and Hars was rising in its rightful place.

in this. Later, Lee Hoffaan brought ae back down 
that we were seated in a pocket of the Mississippi 
back toward the city and the east, and Mars was ri 
I suppose I lost ay sense of wonder right there.

It’s all your fault.

...Frui 'i auldit squire tuit*, April 1989; FLAP Hlq. 157

Because all knowledge may be found in fanzines I can 
offer the following to make you hip and aware, make you 
one of the intelligent elite who knew what was happen
ing when the Chicago Loop was suddenly flooded with wa
ters from Lake Michigan and/or one branch of the Chica
go river. You may amaze your friends at the next meet
ing of your bridge club or political awareness circle 
by quoting this information. Of course, I knew it only 
because I had read a book many years ago called FORTY 
FEET BELOW by Bruce Moffat. It was the story of those 
forgotten tunnels below the Loop. (Pub date and pub
lisher now long forgotten.)

The downtown business district, called the Loop 
because those infamous elevated trains actually circle 
a large part of it, was and is the high-rise office and 
merchandise section. Almost a century ago numerous tun
nels were built beneath it and a narrow
railway was installed to service

electric
railway was installed to service the buildings; elec
tric trains hauled in coal and merchandise and incoming 
mail to the basements of the skyscrapers, and then
ashes, slag, merchandise and outgoing mail was hauled 
away. It helped to keep the streets free of trucks and 
wagons. The railroad fell upon hard times when the 
buildings abandoned coal-fired boilers and furnaces and 
when the stores turned to trucks. The railroad went 
bankrupt and the tunnels fell into disuse except for 
electricians stringing wire, TV cables, and telephone 
trunk lines. Almost everyone forgot they were still 
there.

The flood occurred because some bureaucrat signed
on a contractor to install pilings in a I 
Chicago river, without first checking to 
below the river at that point. The men installing the 
pilings punched them through a wall into a tunnel, and 
the riverwaters followed. Everybody pretended to be

see what was
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surprised. The very next day after the -flooding I was 
watching a Chicago TV news snow and had the great good 
fortune to see and hear a newscaster interview a Real 
Bureaucrat involved in the crisis. She gave the news
man a long story about the labors to solve the crisis, 
and then told him not to worry, her department would 
"de-water" those nasty tunnels. She used the term 
twice. It revived my sense of wonder. You or I would 
drain our basements but she would "de-water" them.

The last I heard, a California publisher has re
printed the tunnel book, and another bureaucrat in 
Washington has decided that you and I, solid American 
taxpayers that we are, will oe allowed to pay for the 
damages and clean-up. There are about fifty miles of 
tunnels beneath the Loop; it will take a bit of money. 
My share may well de-water my pocketbook.

lain ct to Carolyn Doylel: 1 can’t really say that I 'aet* Amelia Earhart, not 
in the foraal sense, out she did give ne a dine tip after I gassed her plane, 
checked the oil, cleaned the Mindshield, and playfully oiled her tail-dragger 
just before she took off fron the local airport. Oiling the tail-drag was a 
rib-tickling joke at the tine but it is pointless today; tail-drags are obso
lete and have been replaced by the nose wheel. The surest way to tell an old- 
tine pilot fron a fresh-faced kid is to watch the old-tiner get the tail of 
his plane off the runway fast.

5/29/92 ...fra *i ctuldit sgaare tali*, Jaie 1992; FLAP Klg. 876

I’VE BEEN OUT THERE AGAIN FLYING AROUND THE COSMOS, 
TINKERBELL.

But in this instance I was flying around Kansas. An
other visit to Wichita in October enabled me to fly 
again in one of those small Beechcraft. I know that 
olde phartes shouldn’t be allowed up in crates like 
that on a night like this, but the ancient World War I 
movies come easily to mind. Suddenly there I was, 2000 
feet above the Kansas prairies and the Santa Fe tracks, 
diving down a full throttle to strafe a freight train. 
Well, almost.

My pilot told me that sometimes he and a friend 
swoop down to strafe freight trains, but that is a 
risky business in that the train crew can report you if 
they can read the license number on the tail of the 
plane, and that gives a suspension. I was content to 
swoop down slowly to a safe altitude and follow the 
train for a short while. My pilot did one thing that 
scared the bejesus out of me. He asked me if I wanted 
to see and feel what it felt like to glide in for a 
dead-stick landing like the astronauts did, when they 
brought the shuttle in for a landing at that California 
airbase. Being somewhat stupid. I said sure. He low
ered the landing gear and cut tne motor to almost noth
ing, then dropped the nose to plummet like a gliding 
brick to the ground below. I endured that for a few 
short moments and hollered for help. My ears were 
aching beyond belief and I suspected I was about to 
have a nosebleed. The pilot pulled out and thereafter 
kept the wheel. I had all I wanted that day of flying 
around Kansas. My ears hurt for maybe an hour.

But at the very beginning I was allowed to do one 
thing I’ve never done before! the pilot let me take 
the wheel and climb away from the airport when we were 
maybe 500-600 feet off the runway. I took the plane up 
to 4000 and had a fine time in Kansas. (The one thing 
I am never allowed to do is talk to the tower. That is 
forbidden to passengers and unauthorized neo-substitute 
pilots.)

'1 COULDHT SQUARE TBIT', Deceibtr, 1988; FLAP Dig. 855
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1 NAY HAVE TOLD YOU that I live very near an airport, and that I have a radio 
that receives the pilot-and-tower coaaunications. About the first of July I 
was sitting outside on ay patio reading a fanzine when the radio suddenly 
spoke to ae. Out of the dear blue it said 'Hi, Dad!' I probably dropped the 
fanzine and turned about to stare at the radio. The voice was faailiar, of 
course, and a few aoaents later I heard ay son the pilot call in for pers- 
sion to land. He had flown up froa Atlanta to spend the 4th with us, and knew 
I would be listening. He and his buddy own a snail plane and now he flies all 
over the countryside.

The next best aessage I’ve ever heard on the tower frequency went approx- 
iaately as follows:

Feaale tower controller to departing pilot: 'Sir, I apologize for 
that guy staring at you with the binoculars. That was ay husband. 
I guarantee it will never happen again.’

Departing pilot: 'Thank you, aaa. Nay I change frequency now?'

Tower: 'Frequency change approved. Goodday, Frank .... sir.'

I’d dearly love to know the background for that exchange. Our local tower has 
two feaale controllers, one of who is the chief of staff and one who is a 
journeyaan. I think it was the chief.

...froi *1 Couldit ’Square Tait, tf course.*; 7/28/88; FLAP gig. 153

------Bob Tucker
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Th» Story Behind 
the 
“Featured" Artist

To the best of ay reaeabrance, I’ve 
only ever twice published a 'Sole 
Artist' issue-otaiDS 3.2 featur- 
X Grant Canfield folio, and OUT- 

16. entirely illustrated by 
Steve Fabian (with one ainor kicker). 
Other issues over the years have been 
'doainated* by a particular artist. 
...notably, David Haugh, in (Ml.

It’s a fun ginnick. And I’ll 
probably do nore. But, since I’n 
never organized enough to 'assign' 
specifics (except for occasional 
covers), such projects are dependent 
not only on ny having a sufficient 
quantity of work by a specific artist 
in ny 'files'—but by having a wide 
variety within that accunulation. 
Without anything other than sheer 
observation behind this statenent: 
very few artists have the 'range* to 
'carry* an entire issue.

In ny rationalization for Dave 
Haugh’s 'issue* last year, I said:

■Why? Because his folder in ny 
art file was second only to Rotsler 
in quantity. And because it contain
ed a ’range’ wide enough for ne to 
’fit’ to as yet unreceived text...'

Even then I knew that I’d do a 
'Rotsler Issue*. But one of the 
factors that prompted this 'innedi- 
acy* was seeing Bill again at Corflu. 
In the neantine, Bill nas had naior 
health problens this sunner. I nope 
he’s feeling better — and that this 
issue will give hin a snile or two. 
It is sinply an inadequate down-re- 
paynent on all the pleasure his work 
has given ne, in ny own zines and in 
countless others, as long as I’ve 
been in fandon.

[...and naybe it’ll pronpt hin 
to replenish ny depleted Rotsler art 
folder. Even if it is still the 
thickest one in the files!]

Thanks, Bill!
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...in doing an issue such as this, it 
is inevitable that I ’slight' all the 
other artists who have so generously 
sent ie their work. I appreciate your 
patience. I tend to 'hold' work until 
it 'fits' -- and I lever ever have 
enough on hand to feel 'secure* [yes, 
that’s a hint!1--but the next couple 
of issues will feature sue really 
neat work. With a variety of bylines.
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WALT WILLIS

Thank you for OUTHORLDS 62. That soaehow seeas inadequate for such a aonuaen- 
tal aelange of good reading, but it’s the best I can do. short of a letter of 
coaaent as long and as heterogenous as the fanzine itself. But all I have is 
a note on the bacover of a few page nuabers.

One of thea is 2096, to reaind ae to say what an acquisition Na Breiding 
is to any fanzine, and to aention that I was aoved by his aeaories of 
Danielle.

2133 is to rewind ae how uniapressed I was by David Thayer’s reference to 
the Harry Marner School of Letter writing and its refusal to believe his let
ter of reference froa Jules Verne. Jules died in 1905 and one can understand 
how doubtful the School eight be about accepting his word about fanactivity. 
Why this predates even the First Staple Mar. David would have been better to 
supply a reference froa Bob Tucker. Or aaybe even Robert Bloch.

2142 is to reaind ae how flattering it is to find Nike Glicksohn using 
the nuaber of pages in MARHOOR 28 as a standard of coaparison with the price 
of a washing aacnine. I look forward to the day this oecoaes a new econoaic 
standard unit, quoted on the stock exchange along with the Dow Jones Average. 
"The price of the International Standard Narhoon 28 rose on the New York aar- 
ket today to $26.75* 2144 is ay own letter and your coaaents on it. I aa 
awed by your coaing to Magicon at least partly to aeet ae. And auch iapressed 
by the excerpt froa Skel’s report. I’ve received ay own copy of the coaplete 
work, but haven’t started it Because I wanted to finish 0862 first.

I at conscious how inadequate this response is to soaething as vast and 
coanrehensive as 0862, and can only plead that I aa affected by what I once 
called annishthesia, the debilitating effect of an annish on the average read
er. The coapensation is that the anniversary issue in question eventually 
becoaes a legend, thus illustrating the Principle of the Conservation of Ego
boo, and I hope this happens to 0862 while you’re still around to enjoy it....

[3/30/921

ED MESKYS

ACCESS!

Just finished reading the sonuaental 08 62. I have a high school girl who 
coses and reads for ae two hours a week, and it took us four sessions, and 
that was with soae skipping. SaM is always interesting on history. Enjoyed the 
way you ran together articles, letters, and personal coaaents. Reainds ae just 
a oil of 'Inchsery Fan Diary* in the old APPuRHETA (spelling?).

I was appalled to hear of all your probleas and aa glad that they are 
slowly working theaselves out. In 1975 I went through siailar probleas...loss 
of job and a pretty nasty split up. but we do have joint custody of Stanley 
who is now 17 and ne spends 4 nights a week with her, 3 with ae. I did care 
for hie, with virtually no help, for about 1.5 years froa the age of eight 
aonths. which was a harrowing experience. I did retain ay house which I now 
own with no aortgage, and I aa lucky in that I can collect SSDI whenever I aa 
not working. Anyhow, while I was unhappy at the tiae, ay probleas were noth
ing coepared with yours, and things did eventually straighten out. I did wait 
14 years before trying again and Sandy & I have now been together for 3 years. 
Funny thing is that I wet both ay ex and Sandy at the saae tiae in the Fall of 
68 when both entered the college where I was teaching.

I pubbed ay first zine, POLHODE, in 1959 and started HIEKAS in 1962. For 
8 years there was no ish froa Jan 1969 to Feb 1977, and then another 3 years 
went by between issues. Since then I have varied froa annual to quarterly, and 
seea to be in an annual phase right now. [1/28/921
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Thanks for flaf FIVE. No wony. My "giving up" on you in about an likely as Dan 
Quayle becoming President Um_ well, MH I mean id about as likely as Roas Perot 
becoming President Um. what I really mean is that my giving up on you is about as 
likely as William Breid in j becoml- ~ ■«-*—* ’’m.. Well. Anyway. So much for10/11/92: ...and so it was that I

went to Orlando/Magicon. And (again) 
did not 'aeet' Halt.

My 'fault*. He was totally ac
cessible. and he was on/at all but 
one of the limited nuaber of 'prograa 
iteas* I attended. [1 found tne idea 
of *honoring* the Fan GoH at 11 a.e., 
it a Suadav unite, questionable... 
But I adeit that re not privy to the 
rational behind that scheduling.}

-- I had to 'explain* it again, 
earlier this year, to a friend land I 
have to constantly explain it to ay- 
self!) that even after thirty years 
...despite all the 'practice ... I 
still don't go into conventions easi
ly. I inevitably put off finishing 
up the fanzine, packing, whatever, 
until the absolute last aoaent, and 1 
leave hoae wired,..and full of hopes/ 
expectations/what if’s. Once I actu
ally arrive, there is a 'phasing in' 
period (of indetereinate length) in 
which I try to find ay accoaaoda- 
tions, atteapt to repair the physical 
ravages of travel...and wonder ‘Nhat 
the tuck at 1 doing here?' ...even as 
I anticipate finding the friends I 
specifically caae to see.

!’■ not an extrovert (even tho 
once I know you, I won’t shut up!) 
and I don’t *aeet' people easily. 
Host of those I care about case into 
ay life because they 'introduced' 
tneaselves...through the intervention 
of autual friends...or because I’ve 
developed the art of siaply hanging 
out in a party or wherever, until the 
person I want to aeet notices ne.

Why do I keep putting ayself 
through it?

Hore often than not, in the 
afteraath, I can say I an glad I went 
to that convention. Whether I have a 
good con or not has very little to do 
with the con itself: sone of ny 
fondest nenories are of the nost 
disaster-struck cons.

I keep going because, at Magicon 
I was able to spend sone tine (never 
enough!) with a few of those who wean 
the nost to ne, because I was able to 
renew contact with sone I haven’t 
seen for years ...and because I nan- 
aged to cone out of ny shell long 
enough to nake initial contact with a 
couple of really neat people who were 
previously only 'nanesb on contents 
pages.

I’n glad I went to Florida.
...and. yet: Walt...I’n really 

sorry that 1 didn’t work up the nerve 
to approach you...but I’n glad I did 
get to see you...and to hear you.

I hope you enjoyed yourself.

metaphors. Se^loe to say I'm no • I suspect is anyone else -
■ Bowersesque foibles 
iing. We will

Bill Bowers
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MIKE GLICKSOHN

I’d guess that the largest ever issue of OliTUORLDS will generate the longest 
loc I ve ever written so it’s just as well I’ve got this coaputer now. This 
way I can write a few lines or even several paragraphs at a tiae, 'save" it in 
an appropriately naaed file, and retrieve that file when tiae ano inclination 
allow ae to return to the daunting task of reading and responding to 120 pages 
of aicro-reduced type. It’s a visually iapressive aonsier, I’ll say that for 
it, and it reoains to see how auch of it is filled with coaaent hooks for ae. 
So far I’ve read the first six pages without finding auch to coaaent on but I 
suspect that will change....

Bond to see Ted back as a letterhack, and what a letter! It was an arti
cle, of course, and a very interesting one at that, even though it was hardly 
new inforsation. Whatever Ted’s been doing these last few years it doesn’t 
seea to have detracted froa his ability to write a powerful and coherent 
letter.

I oust congratulate your courage in exposing your younger and sooewhat 
overly exuberant self to the eyes of an audience faailiar with your current 
and such wore introspective self. It speaks well of your self-confidence that 
you were coafortable with doing so. And it was a delightful editorial stroke 
to follow it up with the SaH article (even if I wasn’t all that iapressed with 
Giunta’s artwork).

If you hadn’t explained the varying page widths as being the physical 
results of various technological liaitations in the production process I would 
have thought they were all aspects of your editorial creativity. Soaetiaes it 
pays to keep quiet!

Brian aay not know that Geis isn’t coapletely retired; in the last couple 
of weeks I’ve received two seall eight page personalzines froa hie. But it 
isn t the sane as the heyday of SFK which is what Brian was talking about. 
(On the other hand, whereas 15 years ago I refused to subscribe to fanzines, 
preferring to obtain thee through letters, I’a quite happy to buy the occa
sional fanzine today if it will save ae trying to loc soaething I find it dif
ficult to write a written response to.)

I disagree with Brian’s suggestion that the failure 15 years ago of fan
zines to aake a great leap forward in circulation represents a lack of nerve. 
I think it aore reflects a difference in philosophy. A 250 circulation aaga- 
zine can be a great deal of fun; a aagazine with a circulation of 1000, aostly 
paid subscribers, is a job and as sucn doesn’t provide the sort of rewards 
that a fanzine does. I could never fault any faned, no natter how good he or 
she was, for deciding that getting into big tiae production wasn’t what they 
were interested in doing. Khat I eight be nappy spending 20 hours a week doing 
as a hobby eight not attract ae as a 50 hour a week job.

Hnph! Andy Porter has never offered ae any care packages of SFC on the 
basis of our both being foraer Horldcon Fan Guests of Honour. And he once 
editorialised against ey running for DUFF on the basis of the fact that if I 
weren’t buying a house I’d be able to afford the trip on ay own. Perhaps a 
foraer worldcon Fan Guest of Honour has to declare bankruptcy before Andv’s 
coapassion kicks in.... '



Not quite trusting your comment that Jodie predated me as an 0S7N0RLDS ' 
contributor I just checked on ON 12 and OS 13 (some of us, Brian, have no 
trouble doing such things) and verified that you Here indeed correct. But you 
know what really blew my wind when I looked at the issues? 12 was sailed to 
me for eight cents! Talk about your cents of wonder!

Joel sent me a copy of his speech a few years ago and I thought then that 
it was a remarkably polished performance for soaeone who only had a few hours 
warning and daias not to be at ease with public perforaances of that sort. 
It’s overdue for greater exposure and I’a delighted to see it finally appear 
in a place where soae real fanzine fans can appreciate it.

Sho is this Richard Brandt chap and why do I see his letters in every 
fanzine I open nowadays? Did the Secret Fanzine Police advertise ay job with
out even telling ae about it? (The eabarrassing thing, of course, is just how 
daan good he is. I’a going to be forced to upgrade ay own work or quit. 
Heat... just a minute...now that I think about it....)

Richard’s coluan was a delight to read even if that’s all I have to say 
about it. He has a grace and fluidity of style that’s auch to be adaired.

Reading through Jeanne’s coluan in ay usual beaused fashion I ran across 
her aention of Charles Nilleford and was immediately struck by a blinding rev
elation. I now believe that her stuff actually wakes sense if only you can 
recognize the references she aakes. Up until now, I’ve aissed alaost every one 
of them and been left without your obvious adairation for her writing talents. 
Evidently what I’ve been lacking all along is a Bowean/Blicksohn dictionary. 
Perhaps you’d care to provide one for future installments of her coluan? At 
least in time for her TAFF report?

I hope Robert’s suggestion of a fan poll for an annual CORFLU-published 
fanthology becoaes reality because that’s exactly the sort of stimulus I’d 
need to finally get around to keeping a record of the written fanac I’a really 
iapressed by. It took ae twenty-four years to start waking a list of the in
cowing fanzines and I’d hate to have to wait another quarter of a century be
fore starting a list of superior fan articles (especially since by then there 
way not be any fan articles of any quality whatsoever).

At one point you seew to intimate that discovering the postcard frow the 
very very young Breiding was werely happenstance but rm still not sure 
whether or not that was the case. I hope it is because I’d hate to think that 
you’ve actually kept all the correspondence you’ve received over the last 
thirty years. The potential for ewbarrasswent (not to wention blackmail) would 
be enormous were that the situation.

And speaking of young Hr. Breiding you were certainly correct in stating 
that he can indeed write. The three snort essays reprinted from his apazine 
were both beautifully written and amazingly powerful, to the point of being, 
twice at least, alaost painful to read. Lacking both the ability to write so 
emotionally ana the memories to write about (either because similar events did 
not happen to me or because ay aeaory is such that it fails to retain such 
vivid impressions of times of powerful stress or emotion) I can only sit and 
appreciate and admire William’s marvelous prose. I don’t know if his poetry is 
any good or not and his letters have an enthusiastic if self-effacing energy 
which I enjoyed but those articles were impressive indeed and certainly cried 
out for reprinting for a auch wider audience.

In siailar fashion, it would be iapossible not to be aoved by 
Nolfenbarger’s grief. Loss and loneliness are soaething we all know far too 
auch about and your advice to Billy was the only thing anyone could say. Odd 
as it aay seew, Billy has two very positive things going for him, even in 
these trying circumstances. He can articulate his sense of grief and pain and 
loss, thereby bringing it froa within and exposing it to the world. And no 
aatter how snort the time he has with the woaan he loves at least he found her 
and knew that he’d found her. Not everyone is lucky enough to know either of 
those feelings. And still his pain is very difficult to read about and one’s 
heart aust go out to hia.

(I wondered how you aanaged to get a airror iaage copy of the artwork you 
used in the heading for the Nolfenbarger article — that used to be siaple in 
the low-tech days of electrostencils out I’a not sure if it can be done at all 
by today’s 'superior' technology — so I’a glad you explained it to ae. Why 
didn’t Sandy sign the second version though?)

After the Williaa and Billy Show the coaic relief froa Hare was decidedly 
appreciated! Despite not knowing either of the nursery rhyaes about which he 
built the article I certainly empathized with it since (a) I really dislike 
aowing the lawn, and (b) I’a scared of spiders. (Seeing a spider while I’a 
mowing the lawn can set back ay recovery by several weeks!) I aa undergoing 
therapy, though: it aostly consists of having good friends like Joe Haldeman 
Soul at ae as a group of us are wandering through a nature trail in a 

e park, grab ae in a version of the 'Alien' face-hugger and cry, 'Sod. 
that’s the biggest spider I’ve ever seen!' (I immediately cancelled ay plans 
to cover over ay lawn with copies of Joe’s new book just to deny hie the roy
alties.)

...and, on a Friday morning in less 
than two weeks, as 1 sadly pack the 
car to transport stuff (hopefully 
including this issue!) only across 
town to Ditto ...I’ll be totally 
wired( and continually asking myself

...and in late January, as I 
prepare to set out on the five hour 
drive to ConFusion...l’ll not only be 
querying myself once again...but also 
bemoaning the fact that once again I 
haven’t 'finished' this year’s 
'speech1 before reaching the hotel 
lobby!

But, no matter what, 1 suspect 
I’ll keep going to as many cons as I 
can manage in a given year. It’s 
what I 'do*.

(Other than Tardy Fanzines!)

...and all of that has very little to 
do with the encircled wortteon this 
particular two-page spread!
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Young Sherwan need have no concern as to the quality of his contributions 
to the issue. His letters were brilliant examples of how to write a loc with
out actually cowsenting on the issue itself, his response to Dave Locke’s wen- 
tion of Beaver Bay was nothing short of brilliant (despite his use of "Polly- 
Esther") , definitely of Digbyesque or Skeltonian inventiveness, and his actual 
coluan was fascinating reading (although I was expecting that ne’d at least 
try to look Ballard up, being on his veritable”doorstep). More of the saae in 
future issues of OH could only enhance that fanzine’s already iapressive repu
tation. (In ay own aeager defense, though, I will point out that I did ac
knowledge that it had been 'over a decade' since Chris and his young turk pals 
had terrorised fandoa and fifteen years certainly qualifies as 'over a decade! 
So I rest ay battered case even if it isn’t as well-travelled as whatever up- 
style luggage young Sheraan is currently globetrotting with.)

No, Ian, it wasn’t an insult. Merely an indication that there is always 
soaeone whose probless sake your own sees less serious. For ae, it’s Biff. 
And soaewhere out there are people who see ae in the saae light.

I used to think that I’d been at that bed-con back in 1976 but there’s no 
apparent photographic evidence to support that tenuous belief so perhaps this 
is yet another exasple of an artificial fannish aeaory created by faailiarity 
with a well-known incident in fannish history. As a satter of fact I find that 
I’a not sure who 4 of the 17 people visible in the picture are. Perhaps you 
should have included one of those nuabered silhouette line drawings and a list 
of naaes (especially since a great aajority of the fans in the photo are now 
out of fandoa.)

Like you, I don’t know what to say about Laurie’s article. But I do wish 
rd read it before she and I were on a panel together at BOSKDNE as I would 
have wanted to talk to her about it afterwards (I know her, she knows ae, but 
that s about the extent of it). As soaeone lucky enough to have escaped being 
the victia of both violence and abuse for practically nis whole life (I’ve 
twice been juaped in parking lots and knocked about a bit but the extent of ay 
injuries' were a few scrapes and bruises and a few trickles of blood) I can

not begin to coaprehend what effect an incident such as Laurie describes aust 
have on one’s entire life. Nor can I begin to coaprehend what sort of person 
would provoke such an incident but that’s soaething else entirely.) Obviously 
the best news is that she has aanaged to coae through the experience with the 
a^lity to enjoy her life still (or again) intact. (To be fair, though, Laurie 
should have explained her anger to ’John" over the postcard incident rather 
than telling his what he wanted to know about the Hugos. Perhaps he was still 
capable of learning how to behave like a huaan being. Hell, soae people keep 
giving ae an extra shot at it.)

Are we ever going to be told what these bizarre postcards froa Bruce Pelz 
are all about?

MAIN ARSENAL
The massive Main Arsenal was completed in 1850. Nearly 200 
feel long. It expressed the strength and solidity o< the National 
Armory. Today, under National Park Service administration, it 
houses the Springfield Armory Museum.

SA-CD3 Photo by Stanislaus Skarzynski

© Eastern National Park & Monument Association

Trade Copy forBILL BOUEBSP.O. BOX 50174CINCINNATI, OH 45250-0714 USA
...HHAT bizarre postcards frow 

Bruce Pelz?

Tucker is right that occasionally the Postal Service does unexpectedly 
*ell(aV0U and 1 have rea50n to reiesber, Bill) but I can’t help but wonder 
whether the service he received on that KenCh fanzine wasn’t due wore to his 
own local notoriety than to any degree of excellence on the part of sowe 
obscure postal eiployee.
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Like Bob, I wondered why FALLEN ANGELS failed to use well-known fans froa 
the actual locales featured in the book (primarily since sose of the action 
took place in Canada and I’ve known Niven and Pournelle for an average of 20 
years each and was hoping for soae egoboo) but I’ve yet to read any conaent 
froa any of the authors as to why they wrote it as they did. (And I agree with 
you fully: BINBOS was a ouch wore enjoyable book even though I recognized 
enough of ayself to wince if not get wounded.)

Despite the rather heavyweight opposition arrayed against ae I’ll stick 
to ay guns on the aatter of typing in the naee of an artist next to their art
work. I still think it’s an ugly design eleaent that detracts froa the artwork 
itself. I have absolutely nothing against an artist signing each and every 
piece of work they draw and wish that they would because artists incorporate 
their signature into the work itself. This adds to the visual iapact of the 
artwork whereas a typed naae running sideways alongside the drawing draws the 
eye away froa the work which is precisely what the artist does not want to 
happen! And it’s ludicrous to coapare ay coaplaint with the idea of crediting 
the writer of an article at the start of his contribution. In the hands of all 
but the aost inept fanzine editor the writer’s naae is used as one of the de
sign eleaents in the title of the article. It is not then retyped on each page 
in such a way as to iapede the writer’s atteapt to coanunicate. Nhen artists 
sign each piece of their work (as alaost all do) they get precisely the saae 
■credit" that writers do; each piece is credited to its creator once. I’a not 
trying to deny artists their justly deserved egobooj I’d just like to see thea 
get it in an aesthetically pleasing fashion!

Whenever I read a coluan by Dave Locke I’a reainded once again of just 
how good a writer he can be. I think to ayself that his ability to shape words 
into aausing and insightful sentences will likely be unsurpassed in the fan
zine I happen to be reading at the tiae. And then I read a coluan by Al Curry. 
That two such splendid writers should end up working at the saae place and 
writing for the saae fanzine seeas a coincidence that should coapletely vio
late the laws of probability and yet here they both are with coluans that 
would be the highlights of any fanzine currently being published. That these 
two wen are counted aaong ay friends reBains one of the delights of ay life.

That’s an aaazing letter froa Naoai. There are previously hidden (to ae) 
depths to that gal that explain a lot.

Thanks for not aentioning the fact that I was one of the few of those who 
could be expected to be in this issue who couldn’t/didn’t coae up with an 
original contribution. Who knows, soaeday I eight actually write soaething 
other than a letter again. In the aeantiae, I was soaewhaf pleasantly sur
prised to observe that at least seal! bits of the letters you published verged 
on the interesting or.aausing side.

Nice editorial touch to link the aeabers of the ND4N together like that, 
even if few people will be aware you did it.

This was ay first opportunity to read any of the Skelreport and not un
expectedly it aerely whetted ay appetite for the coapleted project. It seeas 
to ae that this excerpt contained soae of the sharpest huaorous writing I’ve 
seen froa Paul in soae tiae and if he can aaintain that sort of level through
out the whole aagnua opus it will undoubtedly rival Hillis ands Langford as a 
landaark in fanwriting. That’s assuaing he ever aanages to coaplete it all, 
of course; I hear he’s soaewhat bogged down of late. (Aren’t we all?)

I suppose it says soaething about ae (and about the way I interact with 
fandoa) that 1 couldn’t reaeaber why you’d be held in low esteea over The Beck 
Affair (nor by whoa). Evidently there Bust be fans out there who hold ae in 
even lower esteea for being on Nartha’s side but equally evidently I don’t 
know who they are and their lack of approbation has no obvious iapact on ay 
relationship with fandoa. Interesting, don’t you think?

You know, it used to hurt ae that people I cared about and who cared 
about ae would still throw ay fanzines out after they’d read thea. These were 
very precious to ae so how could they not be iaportant to those who loved ae? 
Nell, it just doesn’t work that way, does it? It's bizarre to know that soae 
of ay best friends don’t have copies of the things I’a proudest of having cre
ated while Bruce Pelz, who is a fine chap but at aost a casual acquaintance, 
does. (Yes. yes, I know: nowadays nobody has copies of the fanzines I no 
longer create. Still... soae day... who knows?)

It is still painful, as one who loves you in his way, to read about your 
cowing to grips with what has happened to you. I can only hope that as 1992 
passes by you'll fine it easier and easier to cope and to rebuild. Heaven 
Knows ay own situation was trivially easy coapared to yours and yet this house 
is still filled with aeaories of a relationship long gone and it is a rare day 
that .1 don’t think about who I was and who she was in those long years we 
shared this place. If you could find soaeone to replace her in your thoughts 
it would aid the healing process enoraously but 1 know how easy it is to say 
that and how hard it would be to actually do it. (In ay case, "iapossible" is 
perhaps *he operative word.) Still, you know you have a great aany people on 
your side, even if there’s little any of us can do directly. Good luck, old 
friend: you’re overdue for soae auch-deserved happiness in your life.

"By the way, for the uninitiated, 
ZOnBIES ... features Jay Onega, the 
aild-nannered electrical engineer 
whose exploits have turned NcCruab 
into the Salaan Rushdie of science 
fiction."

—T.R. Fletcher; 
pg. 22; Mystery Sceae i34

Really?

Nevertheless, I did enjoy BINBOS, and 
an looking forward to reading the 
"sequel". But only after it reaches 
paperback or the 2nd-hand stores.

I’a still totally fiscally ir
responsible, but I’a not likely to 
ES20 for faan fiction -- ns Batter 

i good.

By the way, if any of you are into 
eysteries, I highly recoaaend Mystery 
Scene. It’s a hefty aagazine, full 
of reviews/interviews/articles...and 
a lettered that reainds ae of the 
fannish lettercols of Long Ago!

Ed Goraan has just turned over 
the editorial reins to his brother. 
Ed, those of you who’ve been around 
for awhile will recall...used to pub
lish tgaspt fanzines ... before be- 
coaing a proainent author/editor/ 
anthologizer.

So far, it’s been a lot of fun.
IDS suds: 7 issues/$35. Mystery 

Enterprises, POBox 669, Cedar Rapids 
1A 52406-0669]
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...I do 50 hope Hike, that — by non, 
you’ve noticed the ’inside’ covers to 
this issue?

tsnickert

And, tho substantial still...your LoC 
doesn’t now total quite that lany 
words. But I’ve aanaged to retain at 
least 3 or 4 of the '87’.

...once I called you to find out 
which ones you leant.

I get a signature froi Ms Parks once a year on a Christias card but it’s 
actually written by Derek. Just seeing a piece of his artwork in this issue 
was a veritable blast froi the past. (But I hope you didn’t "waste* an issue 
on hie; he’d only have thrown it away unread.)

It’s now February 23rd and while I could have said a lot lore I’i sure 
we’re both glad that I didn’t. It’s an upressive accoiplishient, OUTHORLDS 
62, and one !’■ proud to have played a very siall part in. [started 2/9/921

PS: This loc contains 3805 words at least 87 of which are guaranteed to be 
aiusing, interesting or entertaining! tl

L
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Excerpts from a hallucinated loc on OW 62...

I
£

..and Larry and Wm seem to have misplaced their senses of 
humor and/or subtlety. Or maybe it's a simple case of 
innuendo and out the other?

... can't abide that In response to your comment Yeah, my 
.books are all computer/software related. They're interesting if 
you're into the stuff, eminently forgettable if not. Negotiating 
with publishers is like... now negotiating The Multimedia Book 
with Bantam - which has a chance of breaking out of the 5,000 
to 20,000 copy range of the others. I'll let you know...

... fucking software! I wish I could create artwork out of my 
frequent flier miles. As artwork, my air-miles would float 
tranquilly, drifting like a well-crafted Calder mobile hanging 
from my bedroom ceiling, playfully inviting riposte in the dark 
of the pre-predawn as I stare upward, knowing in a few 
sleepless hours I'll be strapped in a metal tube, rocketing to yet 
another dty, out there somewhere on the increasingly distant 
horizon of reality. I used to dream about being a space 
traveller. Now I am one, and... *Sigh...* Go speed racer. Go.
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JERRY KAUFMAN

I feel a bit overwhelied by it all, especially the way you aanage to eibed 
■ost of the articles/essays in reais of personal letters to you, or notes froi 
you. In a way, it rather auffles the iipact of soie of the pieces, while en
hancing the iipact of others. What stays with ae the lost are the tones of 
Bill Breiding’s letters and his pieces, and the anger of Laurie Mann, and the 
■ysterious decline of John Guinta. Yes, there’s a lot of pain, longing, loss 
and wistfulness in OSTiiOKLDS. ]’• beginning to think that the title is wore 
apt now than ever.

I should lention that the Alan Hunter covers are very iipressive, and I 
ai very glad he’s done art for you and Mark Manning. The clarity and crisp
ness of drawing, and the interesting ideas like the overlapping designs on the 
front cover have been refreshing.

Speaking of Laurie, and on a subject she brings up before her article 
(thanks to your placeient of laterial!, I have to observe that she and I see 
wildly different fanzines. Of the four artists she cites as ’just about all 
the good fan artists’, I’ve never heard of one, Laurel Slate; barely heard of 
two, Ransoi and Stein; and only know of Insinga because Andi Shechter has soie 
of her work in NESFA publications. And Laurie evidently hasn’t seen 'Beyond 
the Eichanted Duplicator' or 'A Faa’s Christias it Ireland' or the 1990 issue 
of hAlKSTREAX (which is our fault, not hers)(unless she did see it, but didn’t 
reieiber it). How about PULP, which has featured several covers by Stu in the 
last two years? Obviously fandoi has gotten diverse enough that blanket state- 
■ents like Laurie’s are a bit dangerous.

I wish this thing had a table of contents. I keep flipping through it 
looking for the things that jazzed ae when I was carrying it around town last 
week: I reieiber thinking that Hi Breiding is still a pretty good-looking guy, 
even with less hair. Ano that Patty Peters never struck ie as a ayth-figure 
the way she does you and the other APA-50 guys, just a solidly dependable woi- 
an who’s always fun to talk to and dance with. And that I would nave enjoyed 
being nearby when Dave Locke opened that car door. And that I wanted the Skel 
diary to go on for another six pages, which would have done for the rest of 
his and Cas’ trip. And running laterial by both Richard Brandt and Jeanne 
Bowian was a coup and surely would not have affected the outcoie of the TAFF
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race had you published in tiae; no one could have aade a rational choice be
cause botn of thea are fun in their own way. (My irrational choice was aade 
on the basis of which one I’d noainated.)

Anyway: we hope to have the next MAINSTREAM out soon (or 'soon* as you 
would put it), and I’ll be sure to put Laurie Mann on the aailing list so she 
can see soae new Stu Shiffaan, Jeanne Boaoil, Craig Sai th and Tarai, aaong 
others. I hope you enjoy it as auch as I did OUTRORLDS. or even sore.

[3/10/921

LAURIE MANN

Thanks for the zine, and for reprinting the Bedcon photo. I still look auch 
the sa>e.

an-

Thanks for reporting the TAFF results and for giving Milliaa Breiding the 
extra space to ruainate about his childhood.

I’a feeling better. You aay detect this sense in PAPER LIFE. I’a not as 
enraged by life’s curveballs as I Nas earlier. 1 apologize for any awkwardness 
ay last essay aay have caused you. One point of the essay was that rage-trans
ference has been a lifelong problei for ae. I had a very legitimate to be “ 
gry at 'John', but the level of ay rage (and the aaount of tiae it took ae to 
let go) was not appropriate. Understanding it as 'transference' is quite 
iaportant. Because when you have a problea with different kinds of trans
ference, it’s hard to understand your behavior. [2/1/921

KEVIN COOK
I don’t know what to say about OUTMORLDS H2. I’ve been reading it in bits and 
pieces over the past week and I finally coapleted it, cover to cover, tonight. 
Absolutely fascinating! There is such a treaendous nuaber of things to coaaent 
on at length that I really cannot do thee justice in a few short words, but I 
couldn’t put down this issue without acknowledging it in soae way.

You put a great deal of work into producing an issue this large, and you 
really did work things so that one coluan and/or letter did seea to flow into 
the next at frequent tiaes. Probably the aost iaportant news in the issue was 
that things have gradually been iaproving for you personally in aost ways.

My one regret is that I do not have the tiae at present to coaaent on 
everything in OUTRORLDS 162 that intrigued ae. but let ae say right now thank 
you for soae fascinating reading, and 1 look forward to OUTRORLDS 163 as well.

[2/22/921
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ERIC LINDSAY

A Note to My (slightly) younger, 
(slightly Mttpt It UlUM} less 
dissipated, [considerably] shorter 
Version:

Eric...it was Certainly a Won
derful Thing to see you in four 
cities (in four states) in less than 
six weeks...after not having seen you 
for ten years. And despite your 
rather far-fetched descriptions of 
the aging process in soae of your 
apazines over that span...you looked 
exactly the saae as your Younger 
Self! (Dy li itl IttMW q IHHM

...and I’ll never forget your 
kindness, when you were the 'guest* 
in our strange land...of putting ae 
up/putting up with we at both Rubicon 
and Corflu. As well as your waking 
certain I found ay way to the rooa, 
Friday night, at Rubicon!

Friendsnip, I know, is also a 
Certainly Wonderful Thing...and al
though we are all disappointed that 
you couldn’t wake it Back Up this 
fall...I just know, that eventually, 
you will. Just as I know that, equal
ly eventually...1’11 finally sake it 
Down There. I look forward with 
anticipation to both eventualities.

In the weantiwe, an Elderly Nord 
of Advice:

Beware ef lawyer$...beariag 
gifts tf ttguili/

I’ve had the giant 0H62 in wy IN tray for far too long without doing anything 
about it. Then Jean had it in her IN tray. Then it returned to we. I’w still 
not capable of doing a decent LoC to you on it.

(Have to earn wy keep, and keep up wy iwage of being a slightly younger, 
slightly less dissipated, slightly shorter [hey, who typed that!] version of 
you alive.)

Fanzines like this are intiwidating. I carried it round the US frow con 
to con, reading bits here and there on flights. Indeed, I read it all, in 
little chucks of spare tiwe. Not easy while on a trip. But responding. Now 
that takes a lot wore effort, and probably talent too. (Hum, surely I have 
enough excuses there by now?)

I’w glad you reprinted the Terry Jeeves 'Future Tiies' piece. It is in
teresting to think that, in these days of (relatively) cheap desk top publish
ing, it is probably cheaper to set up a duway of a prozine than ever before. 
There are several US wagazines, and one Australian one, totally devoted to 
desktop publishing. The Australian one has woved, over the past few years, 
frow notes about fonts, and using various prograws, to covering how to do full 
colour separations, bleeding of colours, and all wanner of stuff that I still 
consider very fancy upwarket stuff. That they can continue weans they are 
still getting a warket of round 10,000 people reading this sort of thing. 
Makes you wonder how wany can actually use all the hints and tips.

Ted White seews rewarkably straightforward about the problews of waga
zines gaining (and keeping) an audience against cowpetition for newsstand 
spaces. As tor your 'own' GIF, soweday soweone will use DTP to duwsy up such 
a wagazine ... just see if I’w not right.

I wish I could wake woney frow a fanzine, but as Brian Earl Brown indi
cates, it isn’t really possible. The truly annoying thing however is that it 
isn’t the cost of producing it that causes problews—it is purely the cost of 
distribution, of postage. My production costs run perhaps 35 cents, or less, 
per copy. But then it costs ae over $1 to wail, and for 400 copies, I notice 
it. Over a year, that is airfares for an overseas trip.

I solved Jodie Offutt’s antenna problew by never listening to the radio. 
Saves a lot of effort. £7/6/927

Continued 1st August: I can’t get tiwe off frow work in October, so that blows 
wy plans for another USA trip in the near future. I probably would not have 
had sufficient waney saved up to have wade it in any case.

GR64 arrived — so I’w still an 0H behind in even trying to loc things.

To clarify a presuwption by several, 
I didn’t ‘reprint* Terry’s 'Future 
Tiies piece. Not really.

It was written, at wy request, 
for OUTKORLDS. But Terry reserved 
the right to run it also in ERG. It 
was wy fault—ay tardiness—that the 
'reprint* case out before the First 
Appearance....

In any event. I was really 
pleased to have the opportunity to 
share it with the portion of ay sail
ing list that don’t receive ERG.

"Don’t mess with Texas” was developed
Department of Highways for an anti-litter campaign. * •
^—' ^6 Box 905 Euless TX 76039 P 
‘Dear Bill— - 1 February 199? 2

-I appreciate all the work that AluL'Hdhterobv^J 5 
ously put into his semi-abstracts, but Nishis realk/'l 
tic illustrations better. Bill Rotsler's “GREBD-<S^ £ 
toon was hair-raising. And his “PERSONA* and a 
“BEAUTIFUL WOMAN" ones, with only a few 1 
lines, capture the essence of fandom. Tarai continues 3 
to draw the kind of creatures that, in the commercial g 
world, wbuld capture hearts — or is it spades? Isn’t m 
David R Haugh's “POW" cartoon on your inside * 
back cover a reprint from issue 5 of his Odd fanzine? £ 
I don't understand what Steve Stiles' alien invader is B 
talking about, making his cartoon all the more funny ? 

I and scary. Brad Foster, imitating the 30's SF illus- ? 
1 tracing style in his own inimitable way, was utterly x 

atavisticAnd finally a technical question on the illus- g 
tration by Linda Michaels on your table of contents J 
page. Does the little asteroid have sufficient atmo- £ 
sphere to warrant wings on the fairy inhabitant?

w/wi Beast wishes,
1

BILL BOWERS” PO BOX 58174 CINCINNATI OH 
45258-0174

Vv/fz.

SHERYL BIRKHEAD
I read through 0H62 TWICE the sawe day—it was a 'bit* difficult to follow so 
I wanted to 'tag* anything I had to say.

Awazingly enough — except for a note to BEB (I think) that it’s David 
Thayer/Teddy Harvia (but I’w sure he knew that), I have a cowwent on Laurie 
Mann’s cowwents on the Fan Artist award (whew!). I cheerfully (well...) adwit 
that the way I feel about the fan artist Hugo is TOTALLY subjective. To we. 
the Hugo for the best artist is the professional artist Hugo and the fan art
ist includes aspects of both fan and artist. Harvia, for instance--! feel he
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. should have won in ’88, ’89, ’90 +/- ’91; since he won in ’91 it reflects the 
•delay* (frow wy point of view). In part of ’90 and throughout ’91 he isn’t 
nearly as all-pervasive as the ti«e before that. He surely deserved to win in 
’91 (but to «y way of thinking there was a lot closer competition last year 
than before that). He is a good cartoonist; has a great eye; does nifty cow- 
puter art (lately, that is. newer for hi*); is seen widely; he is NOT (nor do 
I think he’d dan to be) the best artist doing fan work. As artists go -- 
quite a few co«e to Bind (the best, recently, being Peggy Ranson), but the 
exposure isn’t as great. Perhaps the "better" artists siaply turn out fewer 
pieces? Maybe the word 1 a* looking for is service. Most assuredly the fan
artist needs coiponents of both ter*s (to le at least)--being a fan and having 
at least so*e artistic talent. On ’91 (Hugo of ’92) I think the scene isn’t 
nearly as clear. Personally, I still feel Harvia is the front runner (naie 
and style recognition; and the Hugo "delay") but at least several other art
ists are hanging in there. I’* te*pted to naie na*es -- but I’d rather let 
people fill in their own choices--! have line and I’ll see how I did when the 
noeinations and voting results co*e out. I won’t be surprised if Harvia wins. 
I won’t be surprised if Harvia doesn’t win. I will be disappointed if soieone 
who is NOT represented in fanzines (hopefully heavily--*y bias) wins.

I hadn’t realized just how auch I aisseo Jodie’s huaor until she appeared 
again in OK (or OK appeared again, take your pick). I tried to help (once -- 
perhaps I DO learn) repair the rafters in the barn -- all (ha) 1 had to do was 
diab up and hold soae ropes (etc.) for the people doing the real work. Uh, I 
did—but had ay eyes closed and didn’t budge the whole tiae. Setting down was 
worse than getting up--auch worse. No thank you.

nd continuing right along- doing what I said I wouldn't 
do... Now, if I can just get everything else to work 
.even marginally correct.

nt is especially difficult to comment on thish since it is a melange of a "regular" issue (if there 
jvis such a thing) and a continuation of what's been happening to you- and yes, before you A make a retort- you made a valiant effort not to do so and it shows-luckily enough sneaks 

through to let us all know things are going better. So many of the contributors are familiar to those of us 
who knew the old incarnation of 0W and I suspicion that the names will mostly be new to newer read
ers (hmm- wonder how I can raise these lines...ah, getting sidetracked again-sorry).

'm really glad you have Hunter covers- he is really a fine artist- pity that not more of his work 
|>is seen here. From what I know of how long it takes him to complete a piece, I can readily A understand why his output is the size it is. I'm just sorry it isn't at least triple the number of 

pieces coming out....

P
ersonally (bias showing again), I like to see the pictures you manage to sprinkle around. 
That is one reason I'm glad that the "sequel" to All Our Yesterdays will have so many 
photos. It is fun to root through some of them and realize that some fen haven't changed 
a bit and discover how many of the BIG NAMES you really don't know by sight at all- Dick (Lynch) has 

been tolerant in letting me watch while he laboriously goes through package after package organizing the 
photos.

think I could keep going, but I want to get some kind of a reply in the mail to you ASAP- and 
jvthis wins out over a postcard- although I have played with them and found a method for get- A ting them to go through the printer! I have found that the heat process of the printer seems 

to do nasties to the new hologram envelope (a re-issue of the first one- in blue-just "issued")- but it 
remains to be seen if that makes it unable to hold a cancellation-
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RICHARD BRANDT

Well, it’s tiie I finally confronted head-on the writer’s block provoked by 
staring the aaiioth bulk of OUTKOHLDS 62 in the face for a couple of lonths 
now. before I approach the point cited by the Westlake hero that Nr. Locke 
quotes.

The bio news down here in Texas is the new state lottery. The first night 
they had a nig kickoff party at the Civic Center, giving away free tickets to 
whoever showed up*, and since I park at the Civic Center, I decided to drop in 
for a look. The line snaked several tiles around the City Hall parking lot, 
though, so there was no way I was going to stand in line tor hours for a 
chance to win ten grand. (Hey, wait a linute...) Besides, I looked back as I 
was walking up the Civic Center steps, and Jay Aries was coiing up right be
hind ie, I shit you not.

This is, after all, supposed to be a loc on 0U62, which I did aanage to 
read, in bits and pieces, when I still had snatches of free tiie at the office 
--but I suppose I should never read a ’zine without a typer or a wp handy if I 
intend to fire off a loc on it while it’s still fresh in ay wind. Perhaps we 
shall recreate the experience, here with 01162 at hand. I seei to have bits 
and pieces of the loc I leant to send you by now cote flooding back as I flip 
through the pages...in fact, as I think on it, they lust be passages froi an 
abortive first draft I starred when I thought I could steal enough word pro
cessor tiie at the office to loc an entire issue of BOTiORLDS.... (And I 
wonder what was stranger, conenting on fifteen-year-old Iocs, or couenting 
on Iocs conenting on fifteen-year-old Iocs...)

For exaiple, Alan Hunter’s cover left ae cold at first glance, but sort 
of grows on le, as I see how he lures the eye into seeing a portrait in this 
juxtaposition of geoietrical figures. Dave Haugh’s inside cover is even lore 
intriguing, though: I stare and stare at it, and I’i not sure exactly what it 
■eans, but I know it wust lean soiethinq, and there’s a definite air of ielan- 
choly pervading the whole thing.

Terry Jeeves’ story is one to set the heart of any collector racing -- 
particularly a coipletist. Ted White is always interesting on the subject of 
his AMAZING years--I’i always aiazed at how he was able to create bricks with
out straw--and his thoughts on its current incarnation deserve listening to. 
Actually saw Ml on the shelves at the local Dalton’s--spine outward, stacked 
with the rest of TSR’s gating publications. Didn’t actually lake it stick out 
froi the pack. If TSR has any clout with the chains, perhaps they should in
sist MA11N6 be displayed with the rest of the lagazines at the store en
trance. Or iaybe TSR decided to target the gaiing crowd with its newsstand 
sale, to attract a new readership; although this focuses on a rather narrow 
audience, and passes by the prozine’s traditional readership.

The Biunta story tells us enough about his character to be tantalizing, 
but (through no fault of SaH’s) we don’t know enough of his background to un
derstand the cause of his psychological probleis. This would be asking for too 
■uch; authors with a lot lore biographical information about their subjects 
fail to convince that they’ve explained away their quirks. In addition to 
recording this linor figure for posterity, though, SaM illuiinates a lot of 
lesser-known background about the industry.

Okay bit by your other TAFF coluinist , too--who would surely be delight
ed to know that "Jackie Chan is one of the lost appealing actors of interna
tional cineaa", or so writes the guy whose iovie reviews the local paper’s TV 
guide uses. Let’s see lore tales of lacroiegalic canine lust, says I!

Tucker need look no further if he ever needs to replace that Olyipia -- I 
have a eanual Olyipia lyself, a castoff froi a forier Associated Press corres
pondent when she departed El Paso. At one tiie I had an old eanual froi the 
Philippines coiplete with h’s and upside-down punctuation and everything, so I 
could even have saved hii a trip across the border for a Spanish-language la- 
chine, but it’s too late to ask now.... I also have an electric typewriter 
now, ai Adler Satellite (you’re faiiliar with thei, I’i sure), but it needs a 
new ribbon. The Olyipia will tide ie over if the power ever tails, and be
sides, with it I can use those teletype ribbons I also inherited....

Good to see Skel’s write-up of his and Cas’s trip preparations. Never 
tire of reading trip reports, not ie. Maybe another of your coluinists will 
have a trip report for you soietiie soon, ho ho.

Ne were driving around the other day, and out of the blue, Michelle says, 
"He should do a Corflu again."

"You lean Ditto," I corrected her. But reieiber, you didn’t hear it froi 
«. [6/14/921
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MARK MANNING

Thanks for OUTUORLDS 62, which was alaost too titanic an achieveaent to LoC! 
Of course, that’s pretty such what I think when I sit down to LoC any issue of 
QU, so, I dunno, aaybe you were destined by genetics to be a aonutent archi
tect or soaething. Why you don’t design sculptures carved froa the side of 
granite aountains is beyond ae. But, since I can’t get too aany granite aoun- 
tains into ay house without strain, perhaps this path you’ve chosen in life is 
all for the nest.

It’s H30 iii the afternoon as I type this. Setsu-shin will get hoae 
soonish, so I just stepped out onto the porch to unlatch the screen for her. 
Saoke swell filled the air, so I went back to the other side of the house to 
see where the saoke was coaing froa. Soaeone’s back yard down the hill froa 
us, it looks like. Too cold to barbecue-wonder what they’re doing down there?

Last night I asked a siailar question for two hours. Ne were attending a 
Punjabi concert to celebrate the festival of Vaisakhi, see, and virtually 
nothing was translated into English. Can you iaagine what it’s like to watch 
two stand-up coaedians, in costuaes representing who-knows-what butt of Sikh 
huaor, tell incoaprehensible jokes that the audience hated so ouch everyone 
was booing and whistling? Sikhs aren’t supposed to drink, but aost of the pop 
songs saw a dozen or so drunken Sikh ten dance in front of the stage, hands in 
the air, jerking, capering—stuabling too. Iaagine a cross between Hasids at a 
wedding and Charlie Chaplin’s asseably-line dance sequence froa Hedert Tites, 
except that aost of these guys were drunk. I’d write a full-blown fan-article 
on the event, but it seeas silly to write about soaething I had so little in
sight into.

Getz could probably write insightfully about Seattle Vaisakhi Night 1992, 
but she won’t. She used to live with Sikhs in Singapore, OK?, and so all 
during last night’s event, she’d toss the train of her sari higher over her 
shoulder, lean over in ay direction, and whisper things like, 'See how they’re 
reacting to that singer? Shows that he’s really low in the pecking order 
here.' And then I’d notice how the clapping sounded soaehow different froa 
what the other singers had gotten.

Or aaybe soae beturbanned fellow in a front row would juap up, as if to 
juap into a barfight I couldn’t see, only to be pulled back down by his teen
age sons. Seiz’d whisper 'Did you see how 40 sen just got up and left behind 
us? They aust be in a rival tesple faction of sone kind froa that nan who 
stood up down front, so their leader just got thrown out by security and his 
faction had to support hia.' I’d spin around just in tine to see rent-a-cops 
leading soneone out the back door, three dozen angry ten following ten paces 
behind. Weird.

Not as weird, in soae ways, as how the people who write or draw for 081- 
KOKLDS aren’t feted by the World or fawned upon by the nass aedia. You’ve got 
soae great artists and writers! I kept noticing new wonders with every page. 
The Hunter pieces! The Linda Michaels and Derek Griae work! Wowie zowie.

Why have I soaehow not noticed great writing before now froa the likes of 
Williaa Breiding, Laurie Hann, or Jeanne Bowaan? Mas I asleep? Were they not 
writing for fanzines? What?

And writing froa Skel! And writing froa Bob Tucker! You’re a pretty rich 
guy. you know, Bill, for be so daan broke allatiae. Hakes ae feel rich just 
reading your zine. Hope you can pub ish again soon.

Yours, glad this aorning that Sikhs in the US aren’t usually allowed to 
carry swords.... f4/5/92J
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Dear Bill.
Just finished reading OW 62 which-1-had to- borrow 

from Linda Michaels- because—1 didn’t -get a copy. 
Obviously, 1 can't express individual opinions on the 
entire contents of OW 62 on a single postcard and-l-do®t 
have a second-one so 1'11 just say that 1 really enjoyed it 
once 1 finally got hold- of it.- since 1 didn’t gcl-a-eopy 
myself immensely. Artwork, layout and general content 
all were up to the OutWorlds Standards whatever that 
might—be. Not STET, of course, but quite nice 
nonetheless...

Best Wishes

CITY/ST OH
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BRIAN EARL BROWN
February 12, 1992

I was hoping to be excused fron loccing 0062 if only because by the tine 
I’d finished reading it I was both exhausted and nunbed oy the effort. It was 
too ouch, aan, auch too auch. I’ll have to approach it like I would an apa 
nailing -- one page at a tine, and hope for the best.

I was tenpted to nake this one of those letter-challenges to publish — 
although I concede that gold ink on black paper is a tough challenge to sur
pass. But I have this desktop publishing progran which Denice gave ne on our 
last anniversary. It says that the naxinun user-definable ’page’ is 1024 feet 
by 1024 feet, which is not only large enough for designing billboard displays, 
but could design wrappers fron large netropolitan skyscrapers. Fortunately I 
don’t have a sheet of paper quite that large. But.... Pagestreaa’s printing 
nodule has a ’tiling’ feature that allows one to print larger docunents on a 
snail er printer by breaking it up into sections with a snail anount of overlap 
for alignnent. It would be easy enough to set up a page several feet in size 
and send you it as a pile of separate pages -- but I won’t. I don’t want to 
wait around a whole evening waiting for those sheets to be slowly printed out. 
I think I’d rather keep this short, sweet, and printed out as a standard text 
file.

irge enuugn Tur ucbiyiuny uiixuudru uxspiaysj 
■ge aetropolitan skyscrapers. Fortunately I 
that large. But.... Pagestreaa’s printing 

‘ ' ’arger docunents on a

Shortly after Confusion, I received 
an envelope containing a sizable do
nation of postage staaps fron Brian, 
with the note that he was begging off 
consenting on 0H62.

I wrote back, stating in essence 
that, while I did (and doll truly 
appreciate the substantial financial 
outlay--that alone would not 'excuse' 
hia free writing a LoC.

Indeed. I have no shane!
...but Brian’s letter’s are, to 

ae, one of the nany enjoyable aspects 
of this incarnation ...and I wasn’t 
about to 'give up' without a gentle 
nudge..,.

Ted White was right, his letter blew ny nind. But perhaps it shouldn’t 
be that nuch of a surprise since what I know of the publishing biz cane fron 
reading Ted’s editorials about it in AMAZING and FANTASTIC. However nuch we 
nay have disagreed about other things I never denied that he knew what he was 
talking about there. It is a pity that when AMAZING finally has a budget, it’s 
in the hands of an editor who is widely regarded as a nice guy but with a weak 
Science Fiction background, (sigh*

(Strange to discover that the use of tsight appears to reflect the early 
conputer field and how the early nodens and teletypes couldn’t handle enpha- 
sized text. It also produced Igrinl, tchucklet and (:-), all of which Fve 
long thought we could live without.)

1 would back off fron one assertion I nade about the new AMAZING. I sug
gested that it should try to be nore pulp like, thinking of the successful run 
AMAZING had under Ray Palner and his successors, as well as look-alikes, like 
IMAGINATION, which was one of the few nagazines launched during the 50s that 
survived nost of the decade. I nay have let rhetoric carry ne away there. I 
still think TSR has nothing to lose and nuch to gain fron running their Buck 
Rogers novels in AMAZING. Since the stories are already paid for their appear
ance in AMAZING would be--effectively--free, thus reducing their nanuscript 
budget (and at sone point TSR is going to need to lower AMAZING’s budget oe-
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cause there is no way their current distribution can generate enough sales for 
as expensive a package as they’re putting out). Second, such serialization 
would wake an appeal to their gating fans who already have been buying their 
Buck Rogers books and cowics. Thirdly, and most importantly, it would put 
something besides short stories in their magazine. While tnere have been good 
short stories, SF has long been dominated by the novels and novellas in the 
field even at a time when the markets were not oriented towards novels. The 
8-10 shorts per issue makes AtfAZmG come across as a flyweight magazine; a 
novel serialization would give it more substance.

But that said, it would be a mistake to wholeheartedly wish for a return 
to the kind of machine-written adventure SF published in AmiMC by Ray Palmer 
and his successors. That whole period of time was undistinguished, more so 
under Howard Browne’s reign in the 50s than Palmer’s. There needs to be some 
striving after greatness, some aspiration on the writer’s part. When I say 
that the stories in MAZING need to be more pulp-like, I mean they need to 
have more of a plot orientation. People should have goals towards which they 
aspire to, and overcome adversity doing so. Modern snort fiction too often 
seems, well, static.

SaM’s article on John Siunta was nice but sad. You kind of wonder what 
happened to him, what wore him down. Whatever it was, it’s tempting to look 
at these five last pieces of his and read into them something of the aliena
tion that must have happened. The second drawing seems too familiar with the 
vast and empty stretches it depicts while in the third drawing the two charac
ters are seemingly working together but the man is actually looking off into 
space, possibly the sign of poor craftsmanship or is it more an unconscious 
expression of being divorced from the moment. This is reading a lot of psycho
analysis into a couple paintings. I know. Always a rash thing to do. Some
times, tho, it just seems like it fits to well to be wrong.

I’m flipping by a lot of pages now, thinking, a la 'Bhat's Ny Line?', why 
don’t we turn all tne cards (pages) over and call it a washout. I liked 
Richard Brandt’s column a lot. but not Mm. Breiding’s or Chris Sherman’s. Of 
course I never felt close to them and their personal problems are not too in
volving now. Richard on the other hand was writing about colorful characters, 
which retains a greater level of interest.

It was wise of you to drop the fanzine-fanzine idea since it would take a 
lot of energy and enthusiasm and a lot of money to do it right. For a while I 
had thought about doing another issue of NeFan but don’t think I will now. 
It’s a lot of work, costs money and I really don’t have the enthusiasm. That’s 
why NaFan has dwindled away in the first place.

March 6, 1992
Here it is nearly a month later.... ANAZING, which had appeared in book

stores—in among TSR’s other gaming books from its fourth issue on, appears to 
have been dropped after the 9th. I'm not surprised because stores were getting 
too many non-returnable copies. Maybe as a quarterly something like this can 
work but as a monthly and with so few people knowing what ANAZING is or where 
it’s available it was just a burden on the market. I think the non news stand 
distribution idea can work but it’s going to take a good product, which I 
don’t think ANAZING is, and it’ll have to be done slowly so as to find its 
niche without smothering its market.

Jeanne Bowman’s liking for B-movies reminds me of a movie mentioned dur
ing a feature on the annual market for B-movies. Besides 'Ttxic Avenger III' 
and further 'Basket Cases' was something called 'Sgt. Kabuki. NYPD'- and ran a 
clip mimicking the scene from 'Bataai' only with a nan in full Kabuki dress as 
our hero. I don’t know anything else about the movie but that bit worked for 
'Batmai' and it works for fcSgt. Kabuki, NYPD', too.

Page 2122: ...looking at that picture I keep thinking I ought to know 
most of these people. But don’t. Mell I recognize you. And Ross Pavlac, but 
only because I haven’t seen Ross since around when this picture was taken so 
in my mind he still looks as he did. And Seth Breidbart, located straight down 
from you hasn’t changed such. But I keep thinking Candice Massey would be in 
that picture, but where? Is she the woman level with your head and about two 
heads to the right? Or is she the woman to the right of Ross? And is that 
Larry Carmody standing to the left edge of the picture? It’s all so long ago.

It’s a little scary to realize that it has been that long ago. You men
tion being in fandom for thirty years and that doesn’t seem unreasonable. But 
when you mention that you’re only 48 that’s a bit of a shock because I’m 42 
and always thought you were a lot more than b years older than I was. Then I 
think back. My first fanzine was in 1974 -- that’s 18 years ago and all this 
time I’ve sort of figured I’ve been active in fandom for a little over a dec
ade whereas it’s now closer to two decades. And 18 years ago I was just 24 and 
you would be around 30 which is a bigger gap in age than 42 and 48 are. Just 
thinking about all this makes me feel old. And is it any wonder that the 
adults of our childhood are beginning to die? Me are old Father Milliam.... 
Damn it! [3/6/921
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MICHAEL W. WAITE

Wow! OUTUORLDS 62 is an iapressive work of art. Are you shooting for another 
Hugo or National Treasure status? Yes, I know, the thought of accolades is not 
what drives you. You publish OUTHDRLDS for tne love of it, and that’s the way 
it should be. Although, accolades are nice too.

Terry Jeeves 'Future Tiles' was a joy to read. I was assigned to R.A.F. 
Station Bentwaters/Noodbridge (Suffolk. England) fros 1957-60. I didn’t have 
the. pleasure of knowing Terry, but 1 did aeet several Brits who sade a very 
positive itpression on ay life. I wish I had been aware of fandot during those 
early years. C’est la vie.

'Jehi Biuata: Life and Death tf ai Illustrator' was everything we have 
cote to expect in an article by Sat Hoskowitz. You pulled off a tajor coup 
when you got that article.

HEWS FLASH!!! Frot the person who gave yi 
cotesTURBlES FROM THE SENE POOL. Hore advent.

'ou BIHBOS OF THE DEATH STAR
_________.ures of Dr. Jaaes Owens Hega 

(Jay Oaega), professor of engineering, anateur detective, author and sf con
vention goer. ZOHBIES FROK THE GENE POOL is now available in hardback ($18.). 
Khat can I say, I thoroughly enjoyed both books and hilariously recoaaend 
thea. Be aware that I also like the feel of paper cuts, the sound of chalk 
sketching across the blackboard and aoves like: hated Lunch, Mild at heart, 
and Blue Velvet._______________________________________________ E3/31MJ
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The Floors of Perception1 
by Larry Downes

one in a series of pseudonymous
writings by well-known Outworlds 
contributors...

Odi et amo. Recently, I read about a 
scientist who keeps 100,000 gallons of 
cleaning fluid more than a mile deep in 
a South Dakota ore mine. His purpose 
is to capture solitons, the obscure, 
highly ethereal particles he hopes will 
surrender clues about our sun, and by 
inference about life in general. So far, 
despite heroic efforts, no solitons, and 
consequently, limited solecistic insights. 
Omnia praeclara rara. Nonetheless:

Sine dubio, Outworlds is a gigantic vat 
of fannish cleaning fluid. But despair 
not, Father William: Tu ne cede malis.
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TERRY JEEVES

by Breiding. uc TB1I , T11IU ¥CIU Lntuc Tan 
reading, so it isn’t just Breiding’s stuff which

I loved Hunter s art on the front and rear, but oust be getting stuck in a 
t j • ,15S thB aPPearance of a title on the front page. 1 found the 
Ted white piece onprozines and their probleas to be totally enthralling. It 
was one of the aost interesting iteas I’ve read in aore Boons than I care to 
reaeaber. Alaost as good, was Sao Hoskowitz’s article on John Giunta. I never 
cared overouch for his artwork, but Sao really brought the bloke to life. Full 
aarks for running both iteas.
, . Sadly, the balance swung the other way with the self-conscious ’poetry’ 
by Breiding. To be fair, I find VERY LITTLE fan poetry worth even a first 
reading, so it isn’t just Breiding’s stuff which turns ne off -- but that bit 
about ay sister was a real no7no. Billy Nolfenbarger’s 'Eveiiiq Leqeads' 
was too pretentious, alaost as if he were trying to out-word Ray Bradbury. 
Sheraan s piece was less wordy, juaped around a lot, but didn’t tell us auch. 
Tucker on the other hand, used less space to be aore entertaining.
. I found the layout and contents list rather tricky to handle. Articles 
interleaved with LpCs and either starting anywhere on a page wakes it diffi
cult to find out who is saying what and where they are saying it. The fact 
that your own coaaents are not clearly distinguished froa other aaterial 
doesn t help I a afraid. For ay own part, in ERG I try to shift to Italics 

‘2 the lettercol7-it isn’t perfect, but by also using the 
aade up syabols fi> and <1 for beginnings and ends, it seeas to work OK. 
nt ehnii Jn j ’ ?n excellent issue and one which denotes a fantastic aaount 
of sheer hard work and dedication — auch of which oust be expended in keeping 
track of your serial systea of page nuabering instead of starting afresh in 8 
eacn 155Ue- [undated]
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LINDA MICHAELS

...this is a lot. the very first AUTHORIZED one toeing froa ee. And you’ll 
never be able to finish publishing your latest tose, so you’ll never get 
around to publishing this, ay 2£ regarding the Fan Artist Hugo. My belief is 
that only those artists whose work 15 essentially a visual lot or in soae way 
tailored to fanzines, such as coluan headings ano article illustrations, 
should be eligible. Host work that falls into these categories is B i a, car
toonish and incorporates the written word, but not all. Article illustrations 
serve to elucidate soae point or the over all wood of a piece. They can be 
done in any style and need not be huaorous. What sakes thea fan art is that 
they appear with the article and that their weaning would be lessened or lost 
if they were printed in another coluan or another zine. Soaetiaes it is edi
torial whia that instills aeaning to the illos, and here placeaent on the 
E rather than the artist’s intention, turns a into fan art. For

> aiddling artists (those who are not SF/F pro artists and who do not pro
duce visual Iocs) there’s plenty of awards to vie for at con art shows, but 
the fan artists are lucky if they can get a ‘best huaorous* ribbon at a con. 
So let thee have an award of their own. The aiddling artists have the Best 
Artist Hugo as a goal should they turn pro (and should Whelan retire), and 
while we way be illustrating SOMETHING, our B & H’s can be plopped down on 
just about any page in any zine. The Best Artist Hugo would never go to soae- 
one who works alaost exclusively in B It H when there’s so aany ways and places 
to reproduce color.

So, let the B It H artists whose work is intrinsic to fanzines fight over 
the award. Seeas like an equitable distribution of prizes to ae. You?

By ay evaluation. I should never be considered for the Fan Artist Hugo, 
nor should...hey, wait a sec. Alaost all the artists I consider fan artists 
are aale, whereas all us aiddling artists are feaale. I’ve got it. It’s a 
sex thing. In ay estiaation, Poyser never did fan art. Suess Joan of Oracle, 
soae of whose work has related to the text of the page, is an exception to yet 
another rule.

Now, do I have THIS right: I’a supposed to vote Leah for Best Fan Hriter 
and OH for Best Fanzine? You forgot to tell we who to vote for Best Fan 
Artist. Or aa I being a aeddling aiddling? [1/28/92J

I always knew Saa Moskowitz was generous -- he’s donated to every fund and to 
4E’s auseua. Just always thought it was self-serving. The John Siunta stuff 
was the best of the batch — SaM didn’t just aisplace his ego, he set it aside 
in a corner and—whou headrush! he has a heart!

What do you aean, saved the best Moskowitz for LAST? That’s all? I liked 
that stuff alaost as Buch as your bleeding.

The reprint froa ABAHICO 1—so cute, Bakes Be squire. How I wish I knew 
you then; how I’a glad I know you now. ['Koaday after CetFusion ’92']

ALAN HUNTER

Just when I iaagined that your resources, personal and financial, would be at 
low tide, waking the appearance of another OUTMORLDS slightly reaote, out pops 
No. 62—the largest, heaviest, aost profound and aost varied issue I can ever 
reaeaber. How do you do it?

Obviously, with the unfortunately frequent spells of uneaployaent, you 
have the tiae out I would have thought the other reguireaents for publication, 
such as inclination and finance, would be absent. It says a lot for your 
resilience and sense of obligation that you have taken all the tiae and con
centration required. And it aay be a safety valve, an alternative to screaa- 
ing and tearing out your hair.

Hhatever the reason, this is a aagnificent issue, the product of auch 
care and patience. I was also pleased with the excellent display of ay draw
ings on the front and back covers and the encouraging reoarks by soae of your 
correspondents on ay drawings in previous issues.

So your ’bankruptcy' has finally been laid to rest. It is good to know 
that your life is gradually dropping back into place, a little at a tiae. I 
hope the process continues without a hitch.

The news is also better froa ay end. Despite a ’relapse’ in Feb when 
Joyce had to aiss her cheaotherany treataent for three weeks because she was 
beginning to react unfavourably to the weekly injections, she is now back on 
the course and a recent scan has shown no sign of any return of the cancer in 
her bowel. She has now only two wore aonths to coaplete before the one year 
post op treataent is finished. Our sincere thanks to all those who have 
wished her well.

A few aonths back, purely by chance, I regained contact with a corre
spondent froa whoa I had not heard in aany years. He had soae sf pulps froa 
the 30’s for sale and I bought several froa hia — and have been wallowing in 
nostalgia ever since. They just don’t aake thea like that any aore. Which, I 
suppose, is true of all of us! [3/19/921
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HARRY ANDRUSCHAK

Last Saturday, OUTNORLDS 62 arrived in ay PO Box. At first I thought it was. 
another UK's LANTERN. But not so. When I cane hoae, I checked ay fanzine box, 
and found a copy of OUTNORLDS t61. so I know I sent you a LOC on that issue, 
even if you did not publish any of it, or even NAHF ae.

Anyway, here it is a soaewhat rainy Monday. Not to worry, I have had a 
nice breakfast, wade a pot of Chinese Green Tea, and an now sitting in ay 
nightdress at this typer, with OUTNORLDS i62 beside it.

30 years of publishing, and all in a neat table. I long ago lost track 
of how nany fanzines I have produced, and where, and how aany pages. I sort 
of adnire your coapulsive neatness in this sort of thing. Of course, nuch of 
ay output was apazines during ay career as an active alcoholic, and frankly I 
would not be unhappy to see then all vanish. I will have B years of sobriety 
on 17 March, 1992.

I an glad you re-printed Terry Jeeves’ article. I first read it in ER6, 
of course, but ERG really has a very snail circulation conpared to OUTNORLDS. 
Also, nuch of ERG goes to the UK fans, and I assune ouch of OUTNORLDS goes to 
USA fans.

As for your 1961 reprint, about the one thing I would like to see in a 
science fiction nagazine is sone SCIENCE fiction. And I don’t nean fantasy 
dressed up. That is one of the things I always hated about John N. Canpbell 
and ASTOUNDING. Dressing up nagic spells as ’"psi" and “parapsychology" never 
pleased ne. I have always regarded Canpbell as a vastly over-rated editor, and 
would be quite happy to see the John N. Canpbell award elininated fron the 
Hugo ballot.

Going on to Brian Earl Brown’s LOC sakes ne wonder. How do those large 
circulation fanzines keep track of subscribers? Nhen I was doing ny own gen
zine INTERNEDIATE VECTOR BOSONS I had a constant problen with the paperwork, 
keeping track of who I sent copies to, or received LOCS and trade-zines fron, 
and why. Oddly enough, as soon as I finished publishing INTERNEDIATE VECTOR 
BOSONS, the physicists at CERN actually found the three particles, exactly at 
the energy level, that theory said they would be at.

If I were to publish another genzine today, and again want to nane it 
after a particle not-yet-found but probably out there, it would be THE NIGS 
BOSON. Or naybe TOP QUARK. Or even TAU NEUTRINO. Not to nention whatever 
force causes parity violation in KAONS.

But I digress. Nowadays I just publish ny 100 copy ditto-zine, and nail 
it out to whoever sends ne a zine. Not the best systen in the world, but all 
that I can afford at the nonent, and only needing sone 3x5 index cards to keep 
track of it all. But 1000 subscribers?

Unlike Killian Breiding, I becane an atheist slowly, over a period of 
tine, and nostly because of Isaac Asinov and his science colunn in EASE. I had 
swallowed nost of the Christian superstitions whole as a kid, and at age 15 
was going thru confirnation process at the Lutheran Church.

Nhy Lutheran? Like nost fanilies, our fanily just chose the nearest prot
estant church. So I read Isaac, and the church lessons, and never got the two 
to nix. Then I cane across infant dannation. The BIBLE is quite clear...no 
baptise in the nane of Jesus, no salvation. Period, and that includes Jews, 
Muslins, and children. I balked at that, and once I started questioning that, 
I started questioning everything, and cane to the conclusion that Isaac was 
correct. There is no 6od, no soul, no supernatural powers.

Your books are of no value?!?!? Congratulations on keeping then, then. 
And I suppose "value" is all in the eye of the dealers anyway. I guess that 
lawyer Hank Henninger seens to have tne idea that sci-fi is trash, and of no 
value. Good for hin. [21111021

Just a note on Monday norning to say that it was nice to see you again at Cor- 
flu (9). Right now 1 an relaxing in ny night-dress with a pot of stealing hot 
Chinese Green Tea, getting ready to LOC the fanzines I received at the con.

But I also bought a copy of OUTNORLDS 019 for $2 at the auction. Strange 
to read of all the 'inportant probleis’ of 1974. And especially about ANAZ1NG 
•agazine and all that. So here it is, 1992, and what is the result? ANA2ING 
is dead, SFNA is now SFFNA, Piers Anthony is a big nane pro getting big naae

And on page 753 is a nention of THE LAST DANGEROUS VISIONS. 0 wow....
And going through the letter colunn wakes ne wonder...whatever becane of 

Bruce D. Arthurs and Paula Liebernan??
As for page 729, the Irish still hate the Irish. That hasn’t changed a 

bit. And Jodie Offutt tries to pretend that religion has little to do with 
the hate, as do so aany people still try to pretend. Even as a fenale is re
fused permssion to leave the Republic and get an abortion after being raped. 
But people still try to believe that the heavy hand of the Ronan Catholic 
Church has nothing whatsoever to do with the refusal of the Irish Protestants 
to join the Republic.
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One thing did cote true. Poul Anderson’s reiarks on page 723 about tore 
fantasy being published aost certainly caae true. Which is why SFWA is being 
renaieo SFFWA. Congratulations to Poul Anderson on that prediction.

And so as we go into 1992, we aust still concentrate on the iaportant 
things of life. Like, well, when IS TLDV cowing out? £3/2/927
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BUCK COULSON
Terry Jeeves account was interesting. Indeed you can’t get auch rarer than 
non-existence. I own soae fanzines that shouldn’t have existed, but that’s not 
quite the saae thing.... Hoskowitz also interesting. I reaeaber Siunta illus
trations in several stf aagazines. but since I never bought a coeic book, that 
part was all new to ae. Strange that an artist on his way up should have prob- 
leas enough to destroy hii; one wonders exactly what happened.

Hey, Brian, a professional artist is one who gets aoney for his work; 
there’s no requireaent that he has to sell it to the aagazines. Juanita and I 
have several paintings by Jia Cunninghaa, who was a science fiction gallery 
artist. And one who did abstracts, at that. The last tiae I saw hii before 
he died, I looked at this painting that was done on blocks of color, and asked 
what it was (being a bit eabarrassed, because usually I could tell exactly 
what his abstracts were about). He said it was the inside of a jet engine. 
Right; once he told ae. I saw; couldn’t have been anything else. He started 
out selling saall paintings to science fiction club aeabers for $30 or $40 for 
rent aoney; just before he dies he was getting well over a thousand dollars 
for each one. So if you sell stuff in an art show, you’re a professional.

I think that fanzines didn’t grow with fandoa because the ’growth' was in 
convention-goers and aedia fans. There was also at the tiae a big juap in cost 
between the 300-copy aiaeographed fanzine and the 1000-plus-copy printed fan
zine; desktop publishing was still in the future. Juanita and I looked into 
expanding, and decided we couldn’t afford it. The lack of fanzine review col- 
uins in tne proaags helped, I expect, since it cut out a source of new fans. 
Fans could put copies of tneir fanzines on the freebie tables at conventions-- 
it was done at the early cons -- but a lot of fanzines were already running at 
■axiaua production and didn’t really want any new readers. (And putting out a 
100 freebies light bring in 2 or 3 newcoiers, which was also expensive.)

Sharon HcUruib obviously iade no separation between fanzine fans and 
tedia fans -- but then, they’re both at conventions. Soieone recently told ee 
that the conventions she lost likely went to had a strong aedia slant. With 
that in aind, her book isn’t that far froi the truth. I’ve let a few of the 
characters in it.

I heard the story about Aspirin’s letter froi his then wife, who should 
know.

A fair nuiber of fanzines publish contributors’ addresses, and anyone who 
wants a specific contributor can always write to the fanzine editor who pub
lished that person’s work. I know, you don’t always get an answer, but asking 
doesn’t cost that iuch.

Ian Covell has a good idea about the tiie-binding of fans. Hundanes do it 
too, however; it’s just that the subjects are different. One of the favorite
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topics around here is genealogy; who’s related to whoa. This is a rural area, 
with lots of siall towns; Juanita and I have lived here since 1965, and we’re 
still newcoiers. Not so auch because of length of residence, but because we 
didn’t join any of the local organizations except the Huiane Society, so no
body knows us except a few of ay foraer co-workers, the librarians. Dank 
tellers and postal clerks. I neither know nor care who’d related to whoa; but 
genealogy is about as tiae-bindinq as you can get.

Laurie Mann should realize that writing in fanzines isn’t always "safe* 
froa outsiders. Nhen we lived in Wabash, a couple of the postal clerks would 
read a copy of YAKDRO whenever we sent out a nailing. They did send it off; 
®e didn’t coaplain about aissinq copies, but they read it. Sooe years 

', ay new boss coaaented that '1 knew all about you before you were 
hired.' I looked inquiring, and he said, 'I have a brother-in-law in the Wa
bash post office.' It didn’t bother ne, out if Laurie gets upset over the word 
'incest' on a postcard, she needs a warning. For that natter, old fanzines can 
show up anywhere; they get sold at conventions, donated to libraries, Seth 
Johnson used to ship bundles of then to possible new fans.

Yes, Tucker, I reneaber typewriters.... I light even be able to lay ay 
hands on a dozen or so, around here.... I don’t recall the specific lentions 
of the naaes he lists froa FALLEN ANGELS, but 'Hawkeye* is a widely used nick- 
naae for Dr. Bob Passovoy, and 'Dick Wolfson* could be Dick Lupoff. I haven’t 
seen Lupoff in years, but he published a well-known fanzine.

I don’t think Juanita would join in the thanks to the lighting crew and 
the aasquerade....

My letter; the 'Dick soaebody' I got one of ay first fanzines froa was 
Dick Ryan. Anybody reaeaber hie out ae? He published 6 or 7 issues of his 
fanzine, and I got the last 2 or 3.

Even without hearing hin, I’a sure that Al Curry has a better voice than 
Dylan. Daffy Duck has a better voice than Dylan....

For Jeanne Bowaan; the nice thing about asthaa reaedies now are that they 
work—at least, they do on ae--and are relatively wild. I started out sacking 
asthaa inhalers' aade of dried jiason weed (active ingredients straioniui ano 

belladonna), and once received an injection of 1/4 grain norphine nixed with 1 
cc adrenaline. Those worked, for that natter, but they probably didn’t do ny 
heart any good, and nay have contributed to the nuch-later heart attack. (And 
there was no way to take a shot of adrenaline and go back to work; you were 
gut for the rest of the day.)

There! Took ne 3 days to read the danned fanzine; adnittedly, Eric 
Lindsay and Carolyn Doyle were here one afternoon and I didn’t get nuch read
ing done.... E2ISM1

TOM COCKCROFT

Thank you for the copy of OUTRORLDS Hi 60 that you sent ne in April last year. 
It arrived July 11. I’d have acknowledged it sooner, but have had health prob
lens for sone tine, and these tend to slow ne up badly. Langley had arranged 
for you to send ne a nunber of earlier issues, out I Didn’t know that I’d re
ceive any nore, so this was a pleasant surprise!

It was a particularly good idea to reprint [tl'fliderstaadiags*, Doc Lowndes; 
OUTRORLDS 57; 1988111 the tests presented so long ago in the Science Fiction 
League departnent of ROKDER STORIES. This nagazine was the first s-f lagazine 
that I ever read or owned a copy of—that was in 1937. In those days a lot of 
■agazines were available here second-hand at reasonable prices. That particu
lar issue was Novenber ’35—you’ll be faniliar with the cover picture showing 
the inverted battleship floating in nidair. It’s surprising that I didn’t give 
up after reading 'Dreai’s E»d*! That story was written by an Australian 
(Australia is a large island, comparatively dose to N.Z.), who way still be 
alive; I wust ask Grahai Stone, who lay have let hit. I had been reading H.G. 
Hells for some tiae bee I read that lagazine. Nhen I first got a copy of 
THRJLLIHG RORDER STORIES, I was outraged at its copying (as I saw it) of the 
other lagazine! I did not think to consider the dates and nuibering — I was 
rather suple that early in life. E2113I321

SAM MOSKOWITZ
For soie reason I was thinking of QSTiORLOS yesterday, and today a laiioth 
issue arrives at the door. The trouble is that I’ve recently had a cataract 
°P?[aHon and don’t seei to be able to read effectively with one eye, though 
with the use of a lagnifying glass I’ve skip-read through the issue. Never
theless, what I read was well up to standard and worth the effort.

I thought the John Giunta illustrations reproduced very good with iy 
article. They were on very thin paper used as proof sheets. 12121321
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Rhyme and Pun-ishment1 
by Jeanne Bowman

Part three in a series of pseudonymous writings by well-known 
Outworlds contributors...

! Now any half-wit geologist might try to stratify opinions but 
’ Saddleback Simplot was a true ranger. This man resonated with 
1 the frequency of a stalactite growing from the roof of the 
I batcave. Simpy was a bytestream cowhand, punching realestate 

gekkos to stay alive, but his true passion was coding land
octaves into the pastures of his database. One day he 
miscalculated and short-fused the Glen Ellen mafia. Shot-up the 
damn salamander from Wolf/s 1st grade science project! Then 
tried to cover it up, emulike, by pulling a doggie diner head 
over his fax/modem. CAN U IMAGINE! j___ _

So the poor fool is now de-serving time in the Federal- Eun, at 
San Lichtman Peenal Insertution, stamping licentiout'mlates by> ! 
day and algorhyming by night. We're not Simpy attthe^nd of ‘ 

Cltwlwtl, OH 45258-017

To: 0111 Bowers

this story tho. My backfur is starch-erect: no 
Saddleback's spelunking. Latenite I can 
still catch traces of his digitized voice, 
huge waves trampolining on the sonic 
ether, an echoed message of Arnold the 
Grate: I'll B back. Dudes.

' With apologies to Fyodor Dostoevsky...

ROBERT LICHTMAN

OH Hi. 62 kept *e busy for Meeks. I saved it for iy Morning Reading, which I 
do while eating breakfast before heading off to work. This isn’t going to be a 
full-fledged letter of coaient, just a roap through the checkmarks I made here 
and there--or at least those I can still reieaber what I leant to say. Lack 
of conent on lost of the specific iteis in the issue in no way diiinishes ay 
general enjoyient of all of it, and ay particular enjoyaent of soae of it.

It was interesting to poke through the list of your publications to date. 
I seea to be ahead of you in total nuaber of issues published, but you have ae 
beat in total pagecount, since you did so aany lore Huge Benzines than 1 did. 
1 couldn’t list iy earlier fanzines anyiore, because I don’t have all of thea; 
but I know froi the first issue of KING BISCHIT TIKE, which was the final 
publication I did for FAPA during iy first leadership, which I published in 
August 1969, that it was the 84tn fanzine of ay first wave of fanactivity (and 
I think the final zine of that lot). Since coiing back I’ve published eleven 
issues of TRAP DOOR. 21 zines for FAPA (18 lore issues of KING BISCUIT TIKE 
and two one-shot titles, 35 zines for SAPS. 45 for Lilapa (aany of thea just 
one page) and one for SFPA. Shod, that’s 197 fanzines altogether! Shod, no 
wonder I feel so Old & Tired soaetiae!

My largest fanzine ever was a 102-paqe zine for Apex back in 1962, so 
you’ve got ae beat with this 120-pager. I doubt I’ll ever try to beat your 
record, but of course you never know.

David Haugh’s artwork is always enjoyable, but his inside front cover 
this tiae is exceptionally wonderful. This is one I wish I’d been sent!

Your 9/20/91 note on page 2055 brought a saile to ay face with your re- 
aark that "even after thirty years, fanzine publishing, Bowers-style, is not 
an exact science. I like to think of it as an artfora, but ae willing to con
cede that obsession eight be a wore appropriate description.* With the way 
you enjoy playing with foraat, I doubt you’ll ever turn your fanpubbing into a 
science; it will always reiain an artfora. I’ve gone a middle route ayself. 
All ay "free-standing* apazines (which is everything except Lilapa) share in 
coiaon a half-letter size fonat and a Rotsler front cover, usually followed 
by three pages of text in 9-point Tiaes Roian. Only a feu of thea have had
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■ore pages, and only one of the« Has reiotely unusual -- it Has a six-'page' 
legal sized fanzine of one sheet folded to half-letter size with the extra 
length in a 3* gatefold on the right hand side.

TRAP DOOR has a very standardized layout, since almost all pieces have 
full-nidth cartoon headings Hhich can fit anynhere. Only a fen pages each 
issue have to be specially thought out. TRAP DOOR represents the culmination 
of the layout I Has norking out back Hhen I Has doing FRAP. I didn’t reieaber 
this Hhen I did the first issue, and it shoHS. (Terry Carr pointed it out Kith 
soie surprise in his letter of couent.) But subsequent to that I got to 
acquire a file oifRAP and PSI-PH1 (and of course OuTRORLDS Ri. 11 and it Caie 
Back to ie. So nhat Has I norking out? A layout style in Hhich artnork Has 
illustrative, not merely decorative, of a high standard of execution, and min
imized in order to fit in tore nords. TRAP DOOR has 'filler* art only at the 
tail end of pieces that don’t quite take it to the bottoi of their final page. 
These illos are selected so they fit the layout (i.e., the art faces the right 
Hay) and then centered in the space available. If necessary, they are reduced 
or enlarged to fit the space perfectly. Each issue accumulates in a folder as 
the different pieces come in, are typeset, sent out for illustration, then 
pasted-up awaiting final positioning. If something has a heading that needs to 
face a particular nay in order to nork in the layout, then the artnork is sim
ply placed in the folder along with the typeset pages until the final 'playing 
order' is Horked out, Hhich is usually quite late m the game. I spend much 
of the year scaring up enough material to fill an issue. (Some stuff just 
shoHs up, but I have to ask for most of it.) The last things to be done are 
the lettercol and, of course, ay editorial. It’s a leisurely-paced process, 
quite the opposite of my apazines Hhich tend to be done in bursts of activity.

Though i didn’t have any checkmarks by it, I nanted to remark hon much I 
enjoyed Ted White's letter of comment,' and particularly the long heart of it 
about prozines in response to Brain Earl Broun. Ted is the only fan I know 
mho has edited a prozine and then come back to fandom and Hritten about it 
with such clarity and eloquence. This is a LoC Hhich deserves a place in the 
1992 fanthology.

SaM’s article on Siunta, with accompanying illos, Has another of those 
Honderfully detailed accounts of science fiction’s past that he does so well. 
There’s a level and particular quality of detail in SaM’s presentations that 
is quite absent in everyone else’s writing about the field. He really is. one 
of our foremost scholars and in a nay quite unlike the academics. I recently 
sent anay for his book, AFTER ALL THESE YEARS, published by Niekas Publica
tions (RFD 2, Box 63, Center Harbor, NH 03226-9706) at $5.95 postpaid, and am 
about halfnay through it. This is SaM on his science fiction career, as the 
subtitle has it, and is based on a postal interview. It’s quite revealing 
autobiographically and in all a necessary addition to one’s fanhistory shelf. 
I strongly recommend it and might reviem it at greater length Hhen I finish 
reading it.

Skel’s July 19, 1989 entry about all the airplane crashes in the United 
States just before he and Cas took off on their trip here reminded me that the 
same sort of thing began happening to me before my TAFF trip. And not only 
plane crashes, but British Rail and London Underground accidents and bombings. 
There are alnays reports of such incidents in a steady, ongoing nay, but it 
really did seem that there Has a bunching of them right before my trip. Noth
ing liketnat to get you in the mood for a 12-hour plane trip, [rec’d 8/6/921
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Citizen Pain1, by William Braiding

Part two in a series of pseudonymous writings by well-known Outworlds contributors...

& ZCbliteme.
1 * 1 INDOOR FUN CENTER Phon. (308) 237-3141

Aloha from Nebraska! Join us at our award-winning tropical Holidome, complete wltl* 
sauna, whirlpool, nine-hole putting green, tropical isle, pool and 19-foot cascading 
waterfall! Refresh yourself In one of two lounges, dance to live entertainment, dine In 
home-style comfort at the Iron Kettle. Convention facilities to 800. See you soonl

BUCKLE

: i ...

ESS

& 
w r*

OHIO M2

t Shadd « Desert Seorm,

USA
29

I sit alone in the dark, drenched by the light of the film, and the insistent flickering of the 
projector mocks my angst. Silently I shout: I'm no Peewee Herman pudpulling laundry
lusting outcast. The sight of a mogul whimpering for a longiost Flexible Flyer makes me want 
to hang in a coffee bar and swap poetry for some dwarf psychic's flannel shirt. Christ! Oliver 
Stone never had it like this. OK, so I'll call my next apazine JFK: Just Fucking Kidding.

A silent trickle of razorlike smegma blurs my awareness. Burnt cigarette smoke chars my 
ideology. A vague whisper of the past surges through my yearnings, erecting a daunting 
scaffold of confusion. Thinking of... of... whatshemame, I laugh, knowing the audience is 
crying, fading to black, dying. Oh man. It doesn't get any better than this. Rosebud?

With apologies to Orson Welles...

BUT Bwers
PO Box 58174
Cincinnati, OH 45258-0174^

I £

The WILLIAM BREIDING Chronicles s

2/12/92; It’s 5:59pa, and for a change I’a not writing to you at soae ungodly 
hour in the sorning. The sky is soae unnaaeable hue of blue; not ay favorite 
color blue, which is that color the sky gets right before it turns black. It’s 
soae strange color between aqua and pearlescent. It aust be because of all the 
stores that have been bashing through the coastal regions of California. It’s 
actually clear right now with a few whispy Shaveresque clouds floating by; 
before long this dusk will descend.

Al though we need the rain (6 years into a drought), selfishly, I hope it 
holds off for the evening, because I want to go see a band called Black watch 
at a club called The Bottoa Df The Hill (cause that’s where it is). TEis band 
is frow LA, and believe it or not, I got a postcard frow thei while they were 
on tour...frow Kansas City! I sent thea the Christies COYOTE (wasn’t that a 
fun one?) and was boggled to receive a LETTER froa the singer/songwriter. So, 
I’a hoping to auster beyond ay shyness tonight and try to get up the nerve to 
introduce ayself, if given the chance.

Things have been going drastically well for ae. Nothing to show outward
ly for it; haven’t gotten a raise, work is still the shits, no girlfriend, ay 
dreaa life is still awkwardly intense (only I’a reaeabering less when I wake 
up, except for the feel of things), still need wore friends, still lonely, 
still getting augged in this rotten neighborhood (that sakes 5 tiaes now in 
the last 2 years); but I wade a cosaitaent to ayself on New Year’s Day, a sort 
of revolution, that ’92 would be a better year for ae, than the last few have; 
I coaaitted ayself to sailing aore this year, hence, keeping ay spirits high
er. To ay aaazeaent, this is actually working. Oh, I have ay tines of Utter 
Blue, and still other tiaes when ay aood swings so drastically in a downward 
spiral that I can’t even give you a naae for it, but the oajor thing is that 
it doesn’t last, or, I don’t allow it to hang on for wore than an evening. And 
I coae up grinnin’ the next earning. This does wonders for "everyday living"; 
you know, the day in day out grind.

But there is always soaething Bissing. I’a not sure what it is. Certainly 
a wosan, and a good working relationship, but there’s probably sore. I’ve nev
er been satisfied, content. I’ve been a aalcontent froa an early age. Restless 
It’s probably why I've traveled so auch. My sister Joan says that I’a the di
rect spiritual inheritor of our Mother, who is very restless, always aoving 
around, never feeling happy where she is (she’s 70, in good health, will be 
here on the 15th for an extended trip that will keep her froa "hpae" god knows 
how aany aonths...) constantly uncertain about her relationships... is any of 
this starting to sound faailiar to you Bill?

The frustrating thing right now is that I feel a wosan floating around 
out on the paraaeters of ay consciousness, the "right" one, like she’s real 
close to ae, but just out of reach, and it I could just do the right thing, go 
to the right place, or just suite at the right girl on the street, that we 
would aeet. It’s an odd feeling, and I’a constantly surprised that I haven’t 
aade any aajor aistakes trying to Bake this "happen . On other days, it’s like 
a glorious glow on the whole world, and I say to ayself "she" is out there, 
and it’s gonna happen REAL soon!
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But it keeps not happening.
Can’t figure it. Bill.
Aa I ripe, or what?
Pretty soon I’ll be so ripe I’n going to fall off.

Things finally got perking on the new COYOTE. I had a sort of block, and ac
tually still do, about soae events that have just recently happened, but I did 
finally get together enough for another 12 page zine. I don’t know whether 
it’s any good; I’ll'let you be the judge. As I think I nentioned in a previ
ous letter, I thought the Michael Turner pieces were ainor, and they gathered 
so nuch nore reaction than the Childhood pieces, which I felt wore ‘inportant! 
Patty’s theory on this was that since they were disguised as a reaaa A clef 
(go look it up!) that it was easier for people to relate to thea.

Oh, by the way, 1 got OUTiiORLDS 62.
(snicker...) 

3/9/92S Just hone fron work after checking the POBox—A letter froa Jeanne 
written before CORFLU, but sent after...han..wonder what that weans?

Enclosed, correspondence per your request re! tape to Hs Bowaan. If she 
doesn’t watch out, I night nake her another one. My tapes have been known to 
hecone habit forning ... at least to certain people.

I’n a way out of practice at doing this convention thing; it took about 
twice the anount of tine of the con for ne to recuperate! And Corflu <9 
wasn’t even a very high strung convention — the best of it happening in the 
snoking suite on Saturday night when Patty Anne Peters got a case of the 
cosnic oh-ny-ghods! and had the whole roon rolling on the floor.

Thanks for dragging ne to Corflu. It was great seeing you and Chris and 
Joe again (and hanging out so nuch with Patty It Gary!). I probably would not 
haye gone and finally connitted nyself if not for your prodding.

... I’n being forced to nove against ny will. I love ny little apartnent 
and I’ve been here over 2 years, but in the last year I’ve been nugged 5 
(FIVE!) tines. I’n getting rather tired of it. It’s not the noney--I rarely 
have nuch on ne--nut it’s only a natter of tine before I get stabbed or shot. 
And I’d like to see a few nore issues of OUTiiORLDS before that happens! So I 
have to nove. I’n angry about it. I live a 1/2 block fron one of The City’s 
worst •projects* with crack and the usual drive-by-shootings.

This nay be none of ny business, but as a friend-in-the-forning over the last 
few years, I have to stick ny nose in where it nay not be wanted, as friends 
sonetines are wont to do.

Maybe you should nake a serious effort to find a new roonnate. It’s prob
ably sonething you should do considering your enploynent schedules of recent. 
I know it’s a fucked prospect, but it seens like there nust be soneone anong 
the Cincinnati people you know that would be trustworthy and conpatible, or at 
least not a headache to have around.

Hell, I wish I were there -- I’d nove!
Nore nose-sticking-in-where-it-shouldn’t-be, and you’re welcone to get 

nad at ne
be sensible, Bill.

...cease publishing OUTiiORLDS and start a new series XENOLITH at an af
fordable cost; linit you convention going — Alright — Alright!

I’n not your nother, I know. 
But I do worry. 
But I’ll shut up now.

A loc for 0062 is still in the brew tank.
Expect it.

3/29/92! Corflu 9 was, for ne, an excellent convention. I nean, let’s face 
it, the nidwest and forner nidwest fans were the nost interesting people 
there, so they stuck together. Los Angeles fans are, for the nost part, 
boring. There were a couple of cool ones there, one hung out with us, one was 
running the con suite, and another was registering us. Because LA fans are, 
for the nost. boring, their conventions are for the nost part, boring.

It was terrific seeing you; I was sonetines worried about your health, 
but you do seen to carry on, in nore ways than one.

I was optinistic, and high on seeing you when I said I’d try to Make It 
to your Ditto. Seens really doubtful, now, but as 1 said at the con, 1’11 try 
to keep ny options open. Mork situation (yeah, I know, at least I’n working!) 
is really fucked and getting worse and I’n starting to panic. Being forced to 
nove is a najor bunner (yean, I know, at least I don’t nave as nany books and 
fanzines as you!), and will be expensive, and no doubt hair raising (what 
little is left).

A very pleasant letter fron Chris today, along with yours. Me nay becone 
fabulously faanish friends again, just like when we were neos. Yes, OUTiiORLDS, 
the place to plug in!
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I Nish you all the best of luck on loving, if you do, and 1 hope to fuck- % 
ing god you get a job soon. All of your Nest Coast pals are with you, heart i 
•ind and soul.

(Yeah, I really AN trying to write a LOC to 0H62, but it’s difficult!) «

4/18/921 Enclosed, the revision of ‘Rapt by Rases'. I can’t say that !’■ en- 
tirely satisfied with this version, but I don’t think it reads quite as awk
wardly as the COYOTE version. There was no way that I could radically alter 
this piece without changing its original feel. So I didn’t. I just tried to 
clean it up. And give it soie subtlety.

Two reasons why I didn’t completely rewrite it; 1) you liked it in the 
original version, so I figured you understood what I was trying to do with it. 
And 2): !’■ lazy. Rewriting it would have leant, priiarily. working each sen- 

S tence until it shined. The fifth paragraph on page two would need soie iajor 
expanding in order to lake it a real review instead of a report of an experi
ence. My laziness is a boon and a pain; a boon because it propels we to write 
as well as I can in the first draft, a pain because nothing coies out right 
the first tiie and I ai loathe to work it.

Life around here has been the pits. Work has becoie a dreadful nuisance, and 
!’■ constantly in a bad wood. I think the business is about to collapse, and 1 
should probably start looking for another job before it goes under, out I keep 
hoping things will get better.
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Because the job is worrying ae, I can’t concentrate on aoving out of this 
neighborhood, which I need to do; ra afraid that if I put things into action 
for aoving that I’ll get into a place that I can’t afford to hang onto if I 
lose ay job suddenly and can’t find another quickly. So l’a sort of hanging 
out in a depressed state, spinning ay wheels. As you know, survival is scary.

Nell. All for now. Who knows. 1 wight write a loc on DU62 one of these 
days! Hope all is well with you and that you can keep your job for awhile!

5/1/928 Nell, on the eve of all this violence and protest--the night LA burnt 
down -- in re: the Rodney King jury decision, I dreawt about OUTKOkIDS'.

I decided not to go into work today. Ya, I know, Bill, I can hardly af
ford it, but I’d rather be alive and poor, than dead with aoney that I can’t 
spend. Although the violence in San Francisco was/is considerably less than 
in Los Angeles, this city was still ravaged in the downtown areas, and I felt 
unsafe going out today, as I aa a delivery driver, and the aajority of the vi
olence that occurred was against hapless transit drivers and delivery drivers; 
aany of thee killed. I will not Leapt fate. In the last year I have been 
accosted or augged, or an atteapt has been aade, SIX tiaes. I will not go 
looking for trouble. Phil Paine even called froa Toronto last night to urge 
ae to lay low; that becase the deciding factor in ay not going to work today: 
Sonoie froa another couatry called to tell ie to be careful.

The usual internal bullshit ensued. Being a responsible worker. I was in 
conflict. Even though the owner of the business is a coaplete and utter ass
hole, and I get no vacation days or sick days, and I have to fight to get an 
occasional day off for lack of a back-up to replace ae, I still felt bad be
cause I knew that the agencies I deliver to and pick up froa would be put in a 
hard place, But I said. FUCK IT; ay life is sore isportant.

So what happens after all of this strife, internal and societal? I dreaa 
about OinHORLDS'.

(Ha. Hy boss just now called: 'Everything is clean out there--what’s 
happening?' I said, 'I’w still uncoafortable with the idea of driving 
today, ri still not coning in.' With a note of threat in his voice he 
said: *Dk. I’ll see y»« later.' And hung up. Ha. This nay lead to ay 
getting fired. That’s ok. Fuck the asshole.)

Khere was 1? That’s right: in dreanland. I was sitting at one of those cheezy 
round tables that are in hotels and notels around the nationr- Actually, I 
wasn’t sitting at the table, soaebody else was; I think it was ay friend Jeff. 
I know it definitely wasn’t a fan, even though I placed the dreaa as being at 
a convention. I was sitting on tne foot of the bed, and I was clutching a aa- 
nila envelope, talking with Jeff. I ripped open the envelope. I was holding 
a very odd shaped aagazine, aaybe soaetning like 6xv inches (saddle-stitched); 
the paper was virgin white, and there was an exquisite spirit duplication job 
done on the aagazine, with rich, vibrant hues of purple. I flipped through it. 
'Oh ay god!!* I said. 'It’s DUTUORLDS Bowers has none an issue of QUTBORLDS 
in ditto! I passed the aagazine over to Jeff and said: 'Look at this!!'

And that’s all I reaeaber of the dreaa, but that’s wore than enough, 
don’t you think? (!!) (...)
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5/19/92S How about that Eric Mayer!? He aust have a saooth line and a good 
technique! !’■ jealous, tsobt tsnifft

Now let’s see if we can fit up Billy Ray. and then we can start thinking 
about each other!

Rhee Doggie!
Got a postcard froa Patty & Gary froa Nunich. They’re doing a real 

fuckin’ tour of Gernany and surrounding countries. Again, I an jealous. Will 
ay day ever cone, Father Nilliaa?

isight
All for now. Nas just in that write Bill kinda wood.
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ERIC MAYER

Just got 0H62. Haven’t had tine to read it all yet. 1 skipped to the back to 
read your personal news and found enough there to coaaent on for pages. As you 
know I’ve been through aost of what you have — albeit its been a longer proc
ess. The bankruptcy first, then the divorce and the job...well, that’s still 
up in the air. By April 1’11 either have lived the whole Bowers experience in 
slo-ao or—I hope—escaped the uneaployaent part. (Heh, I was uneaployed for 
two years when I got out of college. Maybe that’s enough.) On March 4 1 will 
be aoving back (just like you again!!!!) to ay old house (279 Collingwood 
Drive). Everything’ll be cleaned out, including the kids. They’re being aoved 
up to Connecticut. My wife’s boyfriend got a job with a pharaaceutical coapa- 
ny—big bucks—big $200,000 house. Just what she always wanted. Yeah, she^s 
still ay wife for a few sore weeks. Papers finally got filed, now it’s only a 
question of whether they’ll be handled by a judge who’ll get to thea in a week 
or one who’ll take a aonth. That house is full of bad aeaories (and two cats 
in the baseBent) but I figure I Bight need the space soeeday. But is going to 
be tough, seeing those eapty rooas. I never coBaitted ay experiences to print. 
I consciously avoided that. Just the opposite of your approach. I’b not sure 
why. I think 1 just wanted to expunge the whole business, relegate it to the 
past, not allow ayself to reaeaber it. (fat chance) I tried to just get on 
with ay life and it worked pretty well really. Like you I was increasingly 
isolated over the years and it was wonderful to finally be free, aeet old 
friends, wake new friends. I was struck by your words, *1 need coapanionship. 
Yet I value ay privacy, By newfound unaccountability.' Indeed...! always 
thought of ayself as a 'loner* aaybe because I value ay privacy. And it’s been 
a blast this past year being able to get up in the earning and do whatever I 
want -- even stupid things like driving out to the Bidwest in ay 1983 Toyota 
clunker or taking off for entire weekends of orienteering. But, still, that 
freedoa doesn’t Bake up for living by oneself. Like you, I’b not soured. A 
friend who went through a typically horrible breakup is getting Barried a week 
after his divorce becoaes final. His attitude is—No Batter how bad this turns 
out how can it possibly be any worse? But, I too wonder what 1 could bring to 
a relationship — thanks to the DIVORCE ay credit’s shot, I’b in debt, a large 
portion of ay salary goes out in child support. Doesn’t it just infuriate you 
that this person who’s out of your life has left your life so trashed you can 
hardly iaagine inviting anyone else is? Guess I’ll have to find a fan. No one 
else would be crazy enough. (Loc to be continued as I read on...)

[rec’d 2/25/92J

'How about that Eric Mayer?'

Now. sore than ever—and I admit 
it hasn’t always been so—I nake a 
conscious decision of whether I 
should print sone of the connunica
tions sent to ne—ones that are in
tensely personal...and yet aren’t 
narked DNQ or DNP. While I an quite 
comfortable with teasing, chiding (or 
goading), I don’t like being enbar- 
rassed, in print (or otherwise)...and 
I try ny best to avoid doing that to 
others, in these pages.

Even then, there are sone 'in
tense personal* ramblings that...I’b 
Bore coafortable with? That I can 
relate to wore than others?...that 
I’b Bore likely to print than others.

I’b quite coafortable excerpting 
the letters/notes of Ma Breiding at 
will; ...several reasons for that, 
not the least of which is that his 
reaction has convinced ae that it’s 
Okay. But even with him, I don’t 
print every detail, making arbitrary 
decisions as to whether he really 
wanted to share 'this* with the m/ 
Norld.

Veil, I quite enjoyed 0K62. It’s taken ae the better part of a week to read 
it. You’ve published a whole years worth in one issue. But how can I coeaent? 
Just LISTING every contribution sounds daunting, let alone coaaenting. Of 
course I liked the beginning of Skel’s trip report. Alas — I wrote two pages 
of an account of ay little trip to Toronto to Beet Skel and Cas and gave up. 
Maybe soseday I’ll finish it. Maybe.... Mind you, if I HAD to I would produce 
soBething, but I suspect it would be unsatisfactory. Skel cautions that he is 
writing an 'experience journal* to cover every last detail. Now. that’s fine 
if that’s what you want to do, but such a lengthy writing project would be be
yond ae. It does illustrate a problea with trip reports. If you don’t detail 
everything, if you condense ano stick to the highlights, you chance offending 
soaeone who isn’t highlighted. Sane if you exaggerate or rearrange — prise 
writing strategies. How about sone good characterization? Mell, what if the 
well-cnaracterized characters don’t like what you observed? Then too, how 
about parts of the trip that, for whatever reason, the writer night consider 
not for public consuaption? How can you write honestly about sonething while 
trying to keep peopled sensitivities and privacy in nind? I’ve always tried 
to write honestly about things. If I feel 1 should censor or keep private sone 
aspect of an experience—for exanple ny divorce—I simply don’t write about it 
at all. So I’ve strayed into the abstract. At any rate I enjoyed Skel’s pages. 
Taking on a trip of chat aagnitude...he’s a better fan than I!

Tine for an aside...this loc will look like ON...My life right now is full of 
loose ends, as it has been since ay narriage began to unravel two years ago or 
wore. Again.and again it has all seened close to being OVER. But the nearer 
the END cones, the slower I seen to approach it. At the nonent ny divorce pa
pers have been filed and within 2 or 3 weeks the divorce should be final. The 
bouse here in Fairport has been sold and I an to nove out and back to the 
Collingwood house next Thursday. Or so I thought. Heh, a lot can happen in a 
week. I was interrupted in ay loccing by a call fron ny soon (God willing) to 
be ex wife, raving and ranting that the buyers were backing out, the plunbing 
wasn’t right...ay fault of course. So again I an in linbo. If the deal falls 
through ny soon to be ex will likely continue to squat in the Collingwood

I’ve 'known' Eric Mayer for yearst I 
published him in these pages in the 
70s, and have followed nis writings— 
in Groggy and other zines — with 
interest and enjoysent ever since.

But I never *knew" Eric.
Ne didn’t exchange long personal 

letters; and we’ve never wet.
...them One of the first things 

several autual friends told ne on the 
Advent of My Return was...‘You should 
really write to Eric Mayer...1 I re
ally don’t recall who wrote 'first'— 
I suspect it was hie—but indeed, the 
parallels in our lives over the past 
lew years are frighteningly...err... 
equally cheerful.

True, he didn’t get tossed in 
jail. But then, to ay knowledge, ay 
iifd whatever never had an affair 
while we were together.

...and, while I truly regret the 
'loss' of ay step-children, 1 can 
only begin to fathoa the pain the 
separation froa his has caused 
Eric....

Still, we’ve both suffered 
enough shit to last a lifetime.

I still haven’t 'set' Eric.
...but I do feel that out of all 

this, I’ve gained a friend.
Against the day we do aet, I 

can—with a slight touch of envy—do 
no sore than wish Eric...and 
Mary...the best of everything!
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property. knat the hell -- ay life has been on hold for years! The horrible 
thing is, unless 1 abdicate ay responsibility to the kids by quitting ay job, 
and screw ayself by walking away frow what few aaterial possessions I have 
left in actuality or (in the case of the house) prospectively, I aw still, to 
an extent, at the aercy of this crazy person’s wnias. I only share this with 
you Bill because I wonder, did you ever feel like just crying and asking, how 
did I ever get involved with this eonster—isn’t there soie way I can get this 
thing out of ay life? (Yet, there are tiwes when I feel genuinely sorry for 
her because she has severe problems. When she is actually laying the disasters 
on we I feel she is being vicious but, upon reflection, I have to conclude 
that she is really ill and out of control -- saall coafort.)

nnmimtmntHmtmtmmmttttttnmtmtmtttttmtmtttmtm

March 1
Well, the aforeaentioned disaster passed. A pluaber identified the noxious 
(supposedly) odor as a little daapness due to a aalfunctioning dehuaidifier in 
the baseaent. So the deal is still on. (Gee it wasn’t ay fault after all. What 
a relief. Next thing you know it’ll be discovered that Iraq’s nuclear prograa 

j isn’t ay fault either....)
'! The surprise is -- I’a divorced. ’Guess you’ll go out and celebrate’ was 
> the typical response at work. My reply was -- celebrate what? The official 

recognition of twenty wasted years?
So in two days I’ll be aoving....
It’ll be strange aoving back in that place.
But this isn’t auch of a loc. Heh, Ted White agreeing with Brian Brown! 

How about that! You know what! I got info Fandoa after reading The Club House* 
coluan in AHA21HB. *

Guess you can tell I’a kind of overwhelaed. If I can’t decide what to 
coaaent on in OH I can just start babbling about ayself. The zine was really 
an experience! [rtc’d 3/5/921
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May 1,1992

Thanks for your letter and FLAF.
fe -PM

I thought about you several times today partly because I 
mailed off another "fun" postcard (*hJh;heh|hfh*>fanWlso 
partly because I have some doubts whether foe Codofoo is 
still a viable business. The riots in Lo^AngelSs are Squarely 
in the neighborhoods where we feted a couple of months 
ago. Can you imagine how weird Corflu would have been 
if the riots had happened on that weekend? I know Joe 
would have unhesitatingly gone out for barbecue, but I 
really wonder how the rest of us would have fared. Kinda 
spooky. My apartment has become a house of refuge for 
several friends from LA this weekend. We hope the 
Insanity doesn't migrate south, though we've already?had 
some weirdness here in San Diego today. *Sigh*.

Now I have a chance to envy you. Ten hour days! I'd give 
my left • • • for such luxury! Anyway, always glad when 
things start looking up for you. I have no expectation for 
another Monster Outworlds, but I'm certainly starting to get 
impatient... No Quarter has twisted slightly in the interim...

J

snniall?

The Story Behind 
the 
Inside Covers

Bill Bowers
P.O. Box 58174
Cincinnati, OH 45258-0174

Ironically enough, my next tripito Ohio may bei courtesy >of one of your attorneys. I may have to testify 
in a trial in Columbus. If so, port’d log^cher and drink a beer to our wondrous legal
system! Where am I? Home this week, but then off to New Orleans and Europe again... See ya, Z^f,

10115/72 : 1 Also Heard Froa BAY HALDEMAN, DAVID HAUGH and SARAH PRINCE.
As auch as I’ve appreciated ana enjoyed the entries in these pages, 

and even though I 'knew* what to expect, I guess I’a still soaewhat disap
pointed in the percentage of the Bailing list responding to 0962. 1 knew it 
was BIItG It Intiaidating...I typed it...but I still feel soae fine aaterial 
was overlooked. Nevertheless, while not the 'best* ever, I’a Pleased with it! 

This issue (again) is twice as long--as planned. But there aren’t as aany 
words! Besides, the Tasteful Use of White Space should wake things a bit wore 
accessible, (...said aaount of White Space is perhaps a bit wore generous than 
planned: in the rush to get it Out for Ditto...! got tongue-tied.)

You say well not be that lucky, next tiae.
...and by then, I say actually be divorced: The final 'final* hearing is 

on the Monday aorning...following Ditto Sunday! Wonderful.
In the aeantiae, I work, I read...and I oreao ay dreaas. Don’t we all? 
My huable thanks to All of you whose work enriches these pages....

'MUMPS' Nas conceived, and the first 
four Chapters were drawn eore than a 
decade ago. The first Chapter ran in 
a 1984 issue of FILE 770.

...but due to 'creative differ
ences' [Derek had drawn thea in the 
vertical foraat you see here...but 
Mike wanted thee redrawn in a hori
zontal foraatJ, and other factors, 
only that one episode appeared. The 
regaining three, plus several that 
were 'scripted', regained in Derek’s 
files...until now.

Even if it’s been at least ten 
years since I’ve seen thea, and the 
gaps in coaaunication in tne interia 
haven’t always been 'short' (sorry), 
Derek...and the Mrs...are two friends 
whose friendship 1 cherish.

I aa, indeed [and not just to 
see the look on young Mr. Glicksohn’s 
face when he opens tnis issue], Very 
Pleased to be able not only to 're
print' the first episode of Kuips in 
its original foraat, but to introduce 
the Never-Before-Seen Second Chapter.

There will be wore.
(...to be Continued)
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CHRIS SHERMAN i POBox 990, Solana Beach CA 92075-0990
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